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Eriugenas Innovation 

Sebastian F. Weiner 
Philosophisches Seminar der Universität Zürich 

Abstract 
John Scot Eriugenas work Periphyseon is commonly regarded as having introduced 
Neoplatonism into early medieval thinking. Eriugenas theory of the reunification of 
the Creator and his creation is then viewed as being based on the Neoplatonic scheme 
of procession and reversion. However, this interpretation falls short of Eriugenas 
intentions. Above all, he denies any ontological difference between Creator and crea- 
tion without taking recourse to the Neoplatonic considerations of procession and 
reversion. Surprisingly, according to Eriugenas explanation, God is not only the Cre- 
ator but he is also created. He is created insofar as he alone, possessing all being, is the 
essence of all created things. Moreover, the fourfold division of nature, presented at the 
beginning of the work, is not Eriugenas own innovation, but a common Carolingian 
concept. It is rather his aim to show that from an ontological point of view this divi- 
sion has to be resolved. 

Keywords 
John Scot, Eriugena, Periphyseon, division of nature, Neoplatonism 

Zu Beginn seines Hauptwerkes Periphyseon legt der frühmittelalterliche Den- 
ker Johannes Scottus Eriugena eine außergewöhnliche Vierteilung der Natur 
vor. Sie gilt als eine entscheidende und bedeutsame Innovation in Eriugenas 
Denken. Ihr verdankt das Periphyseon auch seine Struktur. So gibt Eriugena 
an, eine species der Natur nach der anderen in je einem Buch zu untersuchen.1 
Seine Angaben indes, wie er zu dieser Einteilung gelangt, sind spärlich, und 
kaum mehr sagt er zur Bedeutung, welche der Einteilung der Natur zukommen 

1} Es wären dann eigentlich nur vier statt der fíinf gegeben Bücher zu erwarten. Bislang ist als 
Erklärung dafür nur das Argument vorgebracht worden, das vierte Buch sei ansonsten zu lang 
geraten. Zumindest Eriugenas eigener Plan sah zunächst nur vier Bücher vor. 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2008 DOI: 10.1 163/156853407X217614 
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soll. Man sollte annehmen, ein Denker gehe mit einem für seine Zeit neuen 
Gedanken anders um, rechtfertige ihn ausführlich und baue alles Nachfol- 
gende darauf auf. Aufgrund der exponierten Anfuhrung der Natureinteilung 
zu Anfang des Werks und weil die Vierteilung der Natur im Periphyseon for- 
male Bedeutung hat, nämlich die inhaltliche Abfolge der Bücher, geht die 
Forschung von zwei Prämissen aus: (i) Eriugena präsentiert mit dieser Viertei- 
lung der Natur einen für seine Zeit ungewöhnlichen, um nicht zu sagen neuen 
Gedanken (ii) er hält an dieser Einteilung das gesamte Werk über fest. 

Prämisse (ii) ist in gewisser Weise eine Folge aus (i). Wenn Eriugena einen 
neuen Gedanken etablieren will, wird er ihn kaum im Laufe der Werkes in 
Frage stellen oder negieren, (i) ergibt sich, insofern sich eine solche Naturein- 
teilung bei vorangehenden Denkern nicht findet, (ii) weist eine ähnliche Evi- 
denz auf, gerade weil im Periphyseon die Natureinteilung strukturgebend ist. 
Im Folgenden wird zu zeigen sein, dass beide Prämissen zwar nahe liegend, 
aber dennoch unzutreffend sind. 

Nun weist Otten in ihren Untersuchungen zur reversio bei Eriugena bereits 
auf mögliche Quellen hin, aus denen er seine Vierteilung der Natur schöpft.2 
Doch gilt es, zwischen der Vierteilung als solcher und der Vierteilung der 
Natur zu unterscheiden: Ersteres findet sich in Antike und frühem Mittelalter 
zuhauf, Letzteres nicht. Dennoch behaupte ich, Eriugenas Vorhaben war nicht 
die Etablierung, sondern die Überwindung dieser Natureinteilung. Er glaubt, 
den Schlüssel gefunden zu haben, mit dem sich die vier Naturen in eine 
zurückführen lassen. 

Mit ,Zurückführung ist dabei nicht an das Ende der Welt gedacht, an dem 
alles zum Schöpfungsgrund zurückkehrt (Otten hat diese finale Rückkehr 
bereits ausfuhrlich dargelegt),3 sondern an die Möglichkeit, die viergeteilte 
Natur hier und jetzt als Einheit zu denken. Man könnte die Darlegung dieses 
Gedankens bereits fiir Carlos Steel und D. W. Hadley sowie zuvor schon für 
Werner Beierwaltes annehmen, halten diese doch gerade die Auflösung aller 
Differenz und Einswerdung des Geschöpfes mit seinem Schöpfer fiir den ent- 
scheidenden Gedanken in Eriugenas Werk.4 

2) Willemien Otten, ,The Dialectic of Return in Eriugenas Periphyseon , in The Harvard Theolo- 
gical Review 84, 4 (1991), 399-421, dort 400. 
3) Dies., The Anthropology of Johannes Scottus Eriugena (Leiden 1991). 
4) Siehe dazu Carlos Steel und D.W. Hadley, John Scotus Eriugena', in A Companion to Philoso- 
phy in the Middle Ages, ed. by Jorge Gracia (Maldon/Oxford/Melbourne 2003), 397-406, sowie 
Werner Beierwaltes, Eriugena (Frankfurt 1984), sowie ders., Denken des Einen (Frankfurt 1985). 
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Steel und Hadley, deren knappe und doch präzise Darstellung die aktuelle 

Forschungslage gut abbildet, sagen dazu: „When, however, Christian thinkers 

adopt Neoplatonic Metaphysics, they tended to interpret this cyclical process 
in a historical-temporal sense. (. . .) Further he [Eriugena] views the return as 
not just a metaphyiscal reversion of all things (...), but also as an eschatologi- 
cal process."5 Dies ist richtig, und doch unvollständig. So hat die Natureinheit 
bei Eriugena einen doppelten Charakter, und eine Komponente davon ist 
keine prozesshafte, sondern eine statische. 

Die Natureinheit ergibt sich nicht allein aufgrund der tatsächlichen reversio 
des Geschöpfes zu seinem Schöpfer hin, sondern auch aufgrund der Tatsache, 
da ss in bestimmter Hinsicht von einer Differenz zwischen diesen beiden 
Naturen gar nicht die Rede sein kann. Und diese bestimmte Hinsicht ist das, 
was Eriugena als herausragendes Novum dem lateinischen Denken vorlegt. 
Die dialektische Entfaltung und Wiederauflösung der Welt, eigentlich ein 
stoischer Gedanke, den Eriugena von Maximus Confessor übernimmt, spielt 
zwar in der tatsächlichen Rückkehr des Geschöpfes im Periphyseon eine tra- 

gende Rolle, aber nicht bei der Auflösung der Natureinteilung.6 
Diese letztgenannte Auflösung, von Eriugena analysis genannt, vermag die 

ratio jederzeit zu leisten, so sie die Natur ontologisch betrachtet. Zudem, die 
ratio allein hat die Natureinteilung überhaupt erst hervorgebracht; in Wahr- 
heit, das heißt bei Eriugena hinsichtlich des vere esse, gibt es eine solche 
Differenz zwischen Schöpfer und Geschöpf nicht. Insofern ist es eine Frage, 
wie und auf welche Weise das Geschöpf am Ende der Welt zum Schöpfer 
zurückkehrt. Und eine andere Frage ist es, warum es secundum rationem , so die 
ratio die Dialektik zu Ende führt, nie eine Differenz zwischen Schöpfer und 
Geschöpf gegeben hat. Letzteres ist hier genauer zu betrachten. 

1. Die viergliedrige Einteilung 

Hilfreich ist zunächst eine Übersetzung der Passage aus dem Anfang, welche 
die Einteilung der Natur präsentiert (Zeile 13-39). Die Buchstaben N. und 
A. stehen in diesem Dialog vermutlich als Abkürzungen für nutritor und 
alumnus J 

5) dies., John Scotus Eriugena , 400. 
6) Siehe zu Maximus Confessor dessen Ambigua adlohannem (MPG 91) 1 177 C-D, sowie Eriu- 
genas Wertschätzung derselben im Proöm 1061/62. 
7) Siehe dazu die Einleitung zu Jeauneaus Edition Iohannis Scotti seu Eriugenae - Periphyseon 
Libri 1-5, édité par Edouard Jeauneau, Corpus Christianorum Series Latina CLXI-CLXV (Paris 
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N. Quoniam inter nos convenit de 
hoc vocábulo generale esse, velím 
dicas divisionis eius per differentias in 

species rationem; aut, si tibi übet, 
prius conabor dividere, tuum vero 
erit recte iudicare. 

A. Ingredere quaeso. Impatiens 
enim sum de hac re veram rationem a 
te audire volens. 

N. Videtur mihi divisio naturae 
per quattuor differentias quattuor 
species recipere, quarum prima est in 
earn quae créât et non creatur, secunda 
in earn quae et creatur et créât, tertia 
in earn quae creatur et non créât, 
quarta quae nec créât nec creatur. 
Harum vero quattuor binae sibi invi- 
cem opponuntur. Nam tertia oppo- 
nitur primae, quarta vero secundae; 
sed quarta inter impossibilia ponitur, 
cuius esse est non posse esse. Rectane 
tibi talis divisio videtur an non? 

A. Recte quidem. Sed velim répé- 
tas, ut praedictarum formar um oppo- 
sitio clarius elucescat. 

N. Vides, ni fallor, tertiae speciei 
primae oppositionem. Prima nanque 

N. Da wir uns also einig sind, dass 
dieses Wort allgemein ist, will ich, 
dass du den Grund seiner Einteilung 
durch Differenzen in Arten angibst; 
oder, wenn es dir beliebt, beginne ich 
zuerst einzuteilen, dann aber wird es 
an dir sein, richtig zu urteilen. 

A. Ich bitte dich, voranzugehen. 
Ungeduldig nämlich will ich einen 
wahren Gedanken über diesen Sach- 
verhalt von dir hören. 

N. Mir scheint die Einteilung der 
Natur durch vier Unterschiende vier 
Arten anzunehmen, von denen die 
erste diejenige ist, welche erschafft 
und nicht erschaffen wird, die zweite 

diejenige, welche sowohl erschaffen 
wird als auch erschafft, die dritte die- 

jenige, welche erschaffen wird und 
nicht erschafft, die vierte, welche 
weder erschafft noch erschaffen wird. 
Von diesen vier aber sind jeweils zwei 
einander entgegengesetzt. Denn die 
dritte steht der ersten entgegen, die 
vierte aber der zweiten; die vierte 
jedoch, als Unmögliches aufgestellt, 
hat ein Sein, das nicht sein kann. 
Scheint dir diese Einteilung richtig 
oder nicht? 

A. Gewiss richtig. Doch will ich, 
dass du sie wiederholst, damit der 
Gegensatz der zuvor genannten Arten 
klar hervortritt. 

N. Du siehst, wenn ich nicht irre, 
die Entgegensetzung der dritten Art 

1996-2003). Die hier anschließende Übersetzung wie insgesamt dieser Beitrag folgen der Synop- 
sis Versionum Jeauneaus. Sämtliche Stellenangaben beziehen sich auf die Zeilen dieser Edition. 
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créât et non creatur, cui e contrario 
opponitur ilia quae creatur et non 
créât; secundae vero quartae, siqui- 
dem secunda et creatur et créât, cui 
universaliter quarta contradicit, quae 
nec créât neque creatur. 

A. Clare video. Sed multum me 
movet quarta quae a te addita est. 
Nam de aliis tribus nullo modo hae- 
sitare ausim, cum prima, ut arbitror, 
in causa omnium quae sunt, quae 
deus est, intelligatur; secunda vero in 
primordialibus causis; tertia in his 
quae in generatione temporibusque 
et locis cognoscuntur. Atque ideo de 
singulis disputari subtilius necessa- 
rium est, ut video. 

zur ersten. Denn die erste schafft und 
wird nicht erschaffen, welcher kon- 
trär diejenige entgegengesetzt ist, die 
erschaffen ist und nicht erschafft; die 

(Entgegensetzung) der zweiten aber 
zur vierten, da die zweite erschaffen 
wird und erschafft, der allgemein die 
vierte widerspricht, die weder schafft 
noch erschaffen wird. 

A. Klar sehe ich dies. Aber sehr 
bewegt mich die vierte Art, die von dir 
hinzugefiigt ist. Denn an den anderen 
drei wage ich keineswegs zu zweifeln, 
da die erste, wie ich meine, in der 
Ursache aller Seienden, welche Gott 
ist, gedacht wird; die zweite aber in 
den erstrangigen Ursachen; die dritte 
in denen, die im Werden und zu 
Zeiten sowie an Orten erkannt wer- 
den. Und darum ist es, wie ich sehe, 
notwendig, sich mit den einzelnen 
Arten gründlich auseinanderzusetzen. 

Dem angeführten Absatz geht eine Aussage voran, wonach sich das Wort natura 
auf die Gesamtheit aller Gegenstände erstreckt. Nachdem zwischen N und A 
Einigkeit über den Benennungsumfang des Wortes , Natur herrscht („da wir 
also übereinkommen"), geht N zur Einteilung desselben über. 

Die Formulierung „seiner Einteilung" (divisionis eius) bezieht sich dabei 
zweifelsfrei auf das Wort , Natur, wie auch bereits zuvor , Natur mehrfach als 
Wort ( vocabulum ) bezeichnet wurde. Doch wie hat man sich die Einteilung 
eines Wortes in Arten zu denken? Man sollte annehmen, ein Wort lasse sich, 
wenn überhaupt, nur in Silben oder Buchstaben einteilen oder unterteilen. 
Doch Derartiges ist hier nicht gemeint. Erschwerend hinzu kommt, dass 
zumindest nach den Regeln der Dialektik, wie sie Eriugena aus den Artes libe- 
rales vertraut sind, jeder Art und artbildenden Differenz notwendig eine Gat- 
tung vorangeht. Die Bezeichnung »Gattung' {genus ) fur das Wort , Natur 
findet sich jedoch weder hier noch irgendwo sonst im Periphyseon. Lediglich 
als generale vocabulum ist es im ersten Satz bezeichnet, wonach , Natur, so 
wirkt es, Name einer Gattung ist. Daher liegt der Schluss nahe, es gebe eine 
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allgemeinste Gattung namens , Natur , welche in der Folge in vier Arten einge- 
teilt wird.8 

Die hier einleitende Formulierung mihi videtur macht dabei wohl kaum 
eine bloße Vermutung kenntlich, sondern ist ein klassisches rhetorisches Stil- 
mittel, um fiir die Untersuchung Grundlegendes einzuleiten. Sie findet sich 
für Eriugena in Ciceros Werken wie De inventione und Topica ,9 und auch 
Calcidius übersetzt den Beginn der Timaios-Rede auf solche Weise.10 

Ebenso klassisch ist die Form der verwendeten Vierteilung. Als Vorlage 
begegnet sie dem lateinischen Westen etwa in den Vermittlerquellen der ari- 
stotelischen Kategorienschrift.11 Auch dort beinhaltet die vierfache Struktur 
ein ,Weder-noch' und ein ,Sowohl-als-auch' , wie es im Periphyseon auftritt. 
Dass diese Struktur im karolingischen Denken einen hohen Stellenwert ein- 
nahm, weist Giulio d'Onofrio nach.12 Daraus lässt sich ersehen, dass die vier- 

gliedrige Einteilung, die sich hier zu Beginn des Periphyseon findet, bereits in 

Eriugenas Quellen verbreitetet ist. Was sich in den Quellen indes nicht finden 
lässt, ist die Anwendung der Viererstruktur auf die Natur. 

Aufgrund der gegebenen Struktur der Einteilung ist eine weitere, fünfte 
Natur bereits logisch unmöglich. Formal ist demnach die Gesamtheit aller 

Dinge umfasst. Dabei ist im christlichen Denken, in dessen Rahmen es einen 

Schöpfer und Geschaffenes gibt, die Aussage vertraut, es gebe etwas uner- 
schaffenes Schaffendes und etwas unschöpferisches Geschaffenes. Ungewöhn- 
lich aber ist die Behauptung, Schöpfer und Geschaffenes als species derselben 
Natur aufzufassen. Darf Eriugena eine so brisante Aussage, der Schöpfer sei 
eine species der Natur, überhaupt unbegründet vorbringen? Bringt er damit 
etwas für seine Zeit Ungewöhnliches vor, so wird er dies nicht ohne Recht- 

fertigung oder Quellenverweis tun; zu autoritätsorientiert ist sein ganzes 
Denken.13 

8) Siehe zu dieser Interpretationsschwierigkeit auch Giulio d'Onofrio, ,Über die Natur der Eintei- 
lung. Die dialektische Entfaltung von Eriugenas Denken , in Begriff und Metapher - Sprachform des 
Denkens bei Eriugena , Vorträge des VII. internationalen Eriugena-Colloquiums Bad Homburg 
26.-29. Juli 1989, hg. von Werner Beierwaltes (Heidelberg 1990), 17-38. 
9) Siehe De inventione I, II 3; I, IV 5 Topica II, II 6. 
10) Calcidius Commentarius, in Plato Latinus IV (ed. Waszink), 20, 15-16. 
H) Bei Aristoteles lai 9-22. Hauptquellen für die Karolinger waren die pseudo-augustinische 
Schrift De categoriis Aristotelis (De categoriae decern) sowie De nuptiis von Martianus Capeila. 
12) Siehe Giulio d'Onofrio, ,Über die Natur der Einteilung. Die dialektische Entfaltung von 
Eriugenas Denken, insbes. p. 34. 
13) Siehe zu Eriugenas Umgang mit den christlichen Autoritäten auch: J.C. Marler, ,Use of 
Authority in the Periphyseon , und Giulio d'Onofrio, ,The Concordia of Augustine and Dionysius: 
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Wenn sich Eriugena gegen gängige Ansichten wendet, sagt er dies stets mit 
aller Deutlichkeit.14 Indem er zu Beginn die Natureinteilung durch N vor- 

bringen lässt, hätte er, so er dies für einen bedeutsamen, erklärungsbedürftigen 
Gedanken hielte, aufgrund der Dialogstruktur gute Gelegenheit, die Aussage 
N s durch A hinterfragen zu lassen. K s unbedingte Zustimmung zur Eintei- 

lung der Natur deutet vielmehr auf das Gegenteil hin. Der Zweifel an dem 

Gesagten, den A vorbringt, wird sich nur auf die vierte Art der Natur bezie- 
hen. An allem Übrigen wagt er nicht zu zweifeln ( nullo modo haesitare ausirri). 
Eine stärkere verbale Zustimmung gibt es nicht. 

Dieses Übrige, woran er nicht zweifelt, ist nicht wenig. Erstens stimmt er 
zu, dass sich die Natur überhaupt in species einteilen lasse, also als Gattung 
aufzufassen sei. Zweitens sind ihm die differentiae specificae , die jeweilige Beja- 
hung und Verneinung von creat und creatur , offensichtlich geläufig, drittens 
hat er keine Bedenken, den Schöpfergott als erste der species aufzufassen, die 

erstrangigen Ursachen als die zweite, und das sichtbar Geschaffene als die 
dritte. Hinsichtlich der Frage, welche Gegenstände den einzelnen species ent- 

sprechen, hat sicher Augustinus als Vorlage gedient. 
Dem Inhalt nach sind bei diesem allerdings Ursachen unterteilt, nicht die 

Gesamtnatur. So sagt Augustinus, indem er eine Ordnung der Ursachen {ordo 
causarum) vorgibt: „Daher ist die Ursache der Dinge, die macht und nicht 
wird, Gott, anderes hingegen sind die Ursachen, die sowohl machen, als auch 

(gemacht) werden, wie etwa alle geschaffenen, am meisten rationalen Geister. 
Die körperlichen Ursachen aber, die mehr (gemacht) werden als machen, sind 
nicht unter die Wirkursachen zu zählen."15 Dies deckt sich mit dem, was im 

Periphyseon ganz selbstverständlich ( nullo modo haesitare ausirri) den ersten bei- 
den Arten zugewiesen wird: die Allursache, welche Gott ist, und jene rationes , 
die im Anschluss an Augustinus , erstrangige Ursachen (< causae primordiales) 
genannt werden. Und so wie Augustinus die körperlichen Ursachen nicht 

Towards a Hermeneutic of the Disagreement of Patristic Sources in John the Scots Periphyseon; 
beide in Eriugena: East and West - Papers of the Eight International Colloquium of the Society for 
the Promotion of Eriugenian Studies , Chicago and Notre Dame, 18-20 October 1991, ed. by 
Bernard Me Ginn and Willemien Otten (Notre Dame/London 1991), 95-113 & 114-140. 
14) Siehe etwa I, 1224-1251, wo er eine gewichtige opinio dialecticorum verwirft. 
15) De civitate dei V, 9, 4 (CCSL XLVII, 139, 138-142): Causa itaque rerum, quae facit nec fit, 
deus est. Aliae vero causae et faciunt et fiunt, sicut sunt omnes creati spiritus, maxime rationales. 
Corporales autem causae, quae magis fiunt quam faciunt, non sunt inter causas efficientes adnu- 
merandae. Ich habe bei der Übersetzung bewusst den Unterschied von creare bei Eriugena zu 
facere bei Augustinus kenntlich gemacht. Siehe zu dieser Quellenvorlage Goulven Madec: Jean 
Scot et ses auteurs (Paris 1988), 74. 
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mehr als causa auffasst, so tritt auch die dritte Art der Natur im Periphyseon als 
effectus auf.16 Vor dem Hintergrund dieser Vorlage erklärt sich auch, warum A 
die Anfügung {quae addita est) einer vierten Art unklar ist: sie findet bei Augu- 
stinus keine Entsprechung. Die zuvor genannte Unterscheidung ist übrigens 
keine augustinische Innovation, insofern sich eine auf Bejahung und Vernei- 

nung des Verbs , erschaffen aufbauende Einteilung schon bei Philon von Ale- 
xandrien findet.17 

Neben der genannten dreigliedrigen Einteilung gibt es bei Augustinus auch 
eine viergliedrige. So heißt es in dessen Genesis-Kommentar, mit dem Eriu- 

gena nachweislich vertraut war: „Diese Seienden sind auf eine Weise im Wort 
Gottes, wo sie nicht gemacht, sondern ewig sind; auf eine andere in den Ele- 
menten der Welt, wo alle zugleich gemacht zukünftig sind, wieder anders in 
den Gegenständen, die durch die zugleich geschaffenen Ursachen nicht schon 

zugleich, sondern zu ihrer jeweiligen Zeit erschaffen werden (...), und anders 
in den Samen, in denen gleichsam von Neuem die erstrangigen Ursachen wie- 
derholt werden (...)." 18 Bei Beda findet sich eine daran offensichtlich ange- 
lehnte viergliedrige Einteilung des göttlichen Wirkens (operario divina). 19 

Doch fuhren beide Vierteilungen hinsichtlich des Einteilungsgegenstandes 
von der des Periphyseon weg. 

Wichtig ist vor allem: Keiner der genannten Beispiele nennt die Natur das 
Einzuteilende, geschweige denn nennt es den Schöpfer eine mit dem Geschöpf 
gleichrangige species . In der Forschung wird oft auf Orígenes verwiesen, dessen 
auch Eriugena bekanntes Werk Peri archôn eine Einteilung in vier Bücher 
aufweist. Doch ist bereits diese Einteilung in vier Bücher wohl eine unpas- 
sende und nachträgliche, auch darum, weil es keine inhaltliche Viergliederung 

16) Etwa III, 227-236. 
17) De opificio mundi , § 99. 
18) De genesi ad litteram VI, 10, 17 (PL 34, 346; der Abschnitt trägt die Überschrift: res variis 
modis existentes): Sed haec aliter in verbo dei, ubi ista non facta, sed aeterna sunt; aliter in eie- 
mentis mundi, ubi omnia simul facta futura sunt; aliter in rebus quae secundum causas simul 
creatas, non iam simul sed suo quaeque tempore creantur (...), aliter in seminibus, in quibus 
rursus quasi primordiales causae repetuntur (...). 
19) De natura rerum (PL 90, 187A-188A): Operatio divina, quae saecula creavit et gubernat, 
quadriformi ratione distinguitur: primo, quod haec in verbi dei dispensatione non facta, sed 
aeterna sunt (...); secundo, quod in materia informi pariter elementa mundi facta sint (...); 
tertio, quod eadem materia, secundum causas simul creatas non iam simul, sed distinctione sex 
primorum dierum in coelestem terrestemque creaturam formatur; quarto, quod ex eiusdem 
creaturae seminibus et primordialibus causis totius saeculi tempus naturali cursu peragitur. 
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in diesem Werk gibt.20 Zwar zitiert Eriugena später in seinem fünften Buch 
Orígenes mit dem Verweis auf dessen liber tertium , wonach ihm die Schrift 
wohl viergeteilt vorlag. Doch weder ist klar, ob er das Werk schon bei Abfas- 
sung seines ersten Buches kannte, noch ist seine Angabe dessen, wovon das 
dritte Buch bei Orígenes handelt, deckungsgleich mit seinem eigenen Vorha- 
ben.21 Zudem liegt bei Orígenes auch keine Vierteilung der Natur vor. Bringt 
Eriugena hier also doch eine innovative Einteilung vor? 

Ein Blick auf eine weniger im Fokus liegende Quelle zeigt zumindest teil- 
weise Anderes. So heißt es bei Alkuin in De fide trinitatis : „Daher gibt es unter 
den Dingen der Natur zweierlei, den Schöpfer und die Geschöpfe."22 Auch 
hier steht die Aussage völlig unbegründet und ohne Hinweis darauf, es han- 
dele sich dabei um Ungewöhnliches. Damit haben zumindest zwei species von 
Eriugenas Einteilung eine Entsprechung. Wie er zu Beginn des zweiten Buchs 
zeigt, hält er diese Zweiteilung der Natur fur die ,gröbere' die sich weiter ver- 
feinern lässt.23 

Weil auch Alkuin keine Erklärung oder Quelle angibt, aufgrund derer diese 
Einteilung statthaft oder gar evident ist, bleibt die Frage nach einer möglichen 
Quelle bestehen. Zunächst ist allerdings Eriugenas , feinere', viergliedrige Ein- 
teilung zu klären. Wie beschreibt er die einzelnen species bzw. wie rechtfertigt 
er ihren Status? Zur ersten species lässt er A im ersten Buch sagen, sie werde in 
Gott gedacht, genauer in der Ursache aller. Eine nähere Angabe hierüber 
erfolgt etwas später im Text: „Die erste Differenz also der zuvor genannten 
Einteilungen der Natur scheint in dem zu bestehen, was schafft und nicht 
erschaffen wird. Und zurecht, weil diese Art der Natur allein von Gott 
zutreffend ausgesagt werden kann, der allein allschaffend als anarchos (das 
heißt ohne Anfang) zu denken ist, weil nur er die höchste Ursache aller ist, die 
aus ihm und durch ihn gemacht sind."24 

20) Siehe zur Gliederungsschwierigkeit Origene - traité des principes , texte établi par M. Harl, 
G. Doviral, A. Le Boulluec (Paris 1976), intr. p. 9. 
2,) Siehe dazu Periphyseon V, 3095-3097. 
22) PL 101, 28C: Ideo in rerum naturis haec duo tantum sunt, id est creator, et creaturae. 
23) II, 103-105. 
24) I, 402-407: Praedictarum itaque naturae divisionum prima differentia nobis visa est in earn 
quae créât et non creatur. Nec immerito, quia talis naturae species de deo solo recte praedicatur, 
qui solus omnia creans ANAPXOC (hoc est sine principio) intelligitur esse, quia principalis 
causa omnium quae ex ipso et per ipsum facta sunt solus est. 
Das solus heißt dabei nicht, dass Gott nur dies und nichts anderes ist, sondern dass nur er allein 
dieses ist. Eriugena trennt nicht immer sorgfaltig zwischen anarchos und anaitios , lateinisch sine 
principio und sine causa , also zwischen anfanglos und ursachenlos (etwa I, 3103), was bei den 
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Was die zweite Art betrifft, so geht der Ausdruck fìir dessen Bezugsgegen- 
stand, causae primordiales (vorrangige Ursachen), anders als es Sheldon-Williams 

behauptet, auf Augustinus zurück.25 Dort ist er im Zusammenhang mit der 
vierten Form der Seienden angeführt: „(. . .) auf andere Weise in den Samen, 
in denen gleichsam von Neuem die vorrangigen Ursachen wiederholt werden, 
durch Dinge geleitet, die von den Ursachen her, die er zuerst gründete, existie- 
ren, wie etwa die Pflanze aus der Erde und der Samen aus der Pflanze."26 

Zwar ist damit gesagt, dass die Samenkraft gleichsam eine Wiederholung 
der vorrangigen Ursachen ist, doch was diese selbst sind und in welcher der 
vier Formen sie sich wiederfinden (wenn sie sich überhaupt wiederfinden), ist 
nicht angegeben. Indes sind sie in De civitate dei innerhalb der Ursachenord- 

nung als zweites angeführt, weshalb es wahrscheinlich fìir Eriugena von 

Anfang an offensichtlich ist, sie als solches denken zu müssen, was , schafft und 
erschaffen wird'.27 

Sheldon-Williams hat mit dem Verweis auf Dionysius Areopagita als 

Quelle für die causae primordiales insofern recht, als die einzelnen Benen- 

nungen dieser Ursachen, wie sie sich im Periphyseon finden, auf diesen Theo- 

logen zurückgehen.28 

griechischen Kirchenvätern durchaus differenziert wird. So benennt bei Gregor von Nazianz das 
Anfanglose den Vater, der Anfang hingegen den Sohn. Der Sohn hat so einen Anfang, ist aber 
ursachenlos, siehe Oratio 42, 16 (Sources Chrétiennes 284, 82, 15-16): "Ovojia §è ico jxèv 
àvápxq) rcarnp, if' Se àp%fj Yióç, wenngleich der Sohn ursachenlos ist, Oratio 30, 1 1 (SC 250, 
246, 12-13): àXka cbç ekeiÖev -imápxovxoç axpóvcoç Kai àvavuÍGúç und als Begründung dafür 
Oratio 29, 4 (SC 250, 182, 24-25): Où yotp 0eòç tò ktiÇó^evov. 
25) Siehe Goulven Madec ,Jean Scot et ses auteurs (Paris 1988), 74; er fuhrt als Vorlage bei Augu- 
stinus an: De genesi ad litteram VI, 10, 17 (PL 34, 346), Zur Aussage Inglis Patrick Sheldon- 
Williams' siehe ders., Periphyseon Book I (Dublin 1968), 223. Eine weitere Aufstellung zur 
Begriffsgenese findet sich bei: Robert D. Crouse, 4 Primordiales Causae in Eriugena s Interpreta- 
tion of Genesis: Sources and Significance', in: Iohannes Scottus Eriugena - the Bible and Herme- 
neutics, Proceedings of the Ninth International Colloquium of the Society for the Promotion of 
Eriugenian Studies, held at Leuven and Louvain-la-Neuve, June 7-10, 1995; ed. by Gerd van 
Riel, Carlos Steel and James McEvoy (Leuven 1996), 209-220. 
26) De genesi ad litteram VI, 10, 17 (PL 34, 346): aliter in seminibus, in quibus rursus quasi 
primordiales causae repetuntur, de rebus ductae quae secundum causas, quas primum condidit, 
existerunt, velut herba ex terra, semen ex herba. Auch Beda gebraucht diesen Ausdruck zu 
Beginn von De natura rerum (PL 90, 188A). 
27) De civitate dei V, 9, 4 (CCSL XLVII, 139, 138-142): Aliae vero causae et faciunt et fiunt, sicut 
sunt omnes creati spiritus, maxime rationales. 
28) Ders., Periphyseon Book I (Dublin 1968), 223. 
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Eriugena macht die göttlichen Namen des Dionysius zu erschaffenen ersten 
Ursachen ( causae primordiales ), benennt diese Ursachen aber erst im zweiten 
Buch 'bonum - essentia - vita - ratio - intelligentia - sapientia - virtus - beati- 
tudo - veritas - aeternitas - magnitudo - amor - pax - unitas - perfection 

Zur Bestimmung von causa primordialis lassen sich zudem verschiedene 
Ausdrücke anführen, die im Laufe des Periphyseon gleichbedeutend verwendet 
werden: etwa principale exemplum , bei den Griechen prototyposis genannt,30 
sowie rationes omnium rerum?1 principii rerum und divinae voluntates ,32 zudem 
das griechische idea?0 Die vorrangigen Ursachen sind demnach Urbilder, 
göttlicher Wille sowie Gedanken Gottes.34 

Eriugena hält den Ausdruck causa primordialis offensichtlich für so geläufig 
oder selbsterklärend, dass er ihn bei seiner ersten Nennung nicht näher erläu- 
tert und es als zweifelsfrei ansieht, die zweite Natur darauf beziehen zu können 
{nullo modo haesitare ausim). Jegliche nähere Deutung sowie die angeführten 
Synonyme folgen erst im weiteren Verlauf des Textes. Dennoch legt die 
Unmittelbarkeit der Natureinteilung zu Beginn des Periphyseon die Vermu- 
tung nahe, irgendein karolingischer Denker habe schon vor Eriugena eine 
solche Vierteilung der Natur vorgenommen. Sonst wäre wohl wenigstens der 
Hinweis gegeben, hier mithilfe von einer augustinischen Darstellung die 
schon bekannte Zweiteilung der Natur weiter zu verästeln. 

29) II, 3168-3178 und III, 133-191, auf Deutsch sinngemäss: das Gute - das Wesen - das 
Leben - der Verstand - das Denkende - die Weisheit - das Vermögen - die Schönheit - die 
Wahrheit - die Ewigkeit - die Größe - die Liebe - der Frieden - die Einheit - die Vollendung. 30) I, 147-159. 
31) Etwa I, 174-178. 
32) III, 9/17. 
33) II, 140; die Vorlage fïir idea in der Verwendung von exemplum lieferte wohl Calcidius in sei- 
nem Kommentar zum platonischen Timaios , siehe Calcidii Commentari us, ed. Waszink, 306, 
4-7: (...) porro ideae sunt exempla naturalium rerum. Eine weitere Quelle dafür ist Macrobius, 
In somnium scipionis I, 2, 14. 
34) Indem sie dies sind, entziehen sie sich aller Fassbarkeit. Sie sind also nichts Intelligibles. 
Worauf sich der Intellekt überhaupt beziehen kann, bleibt unklar; auf die Formen der Platoniker 
sicher nicht, insofern Eriugena gerade diese zu den vorranigen Ursachen rechnet. Ebenso ent- 
zieht sich die essentia dem Intellekt. Formen wie ̂Ähnlichkeit' oder , Vielheit' treten im Periphy- 
seon höchstens als Akzidenzien auf. Es ist in dieser Hinsicht fraglich, inwiefern Eriugena als ein 
Vertreter des Idealismus angesehen werden kann, wie dies etwa Dermot Moran vertritt, siehe 
ders., The Philosophy of John Scottus Eriugena, A study of Idealism in the Middle Ages (Cambridge 
1989); sowie ders., 'Idealism in Medieval Philosophy: The Case of Johannes Scottus Eriugena', 
in Medieval Philosophy and Theology 8 (1999), 53-82. 
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Die dritte Art schließlich soll sich auf solches beziehen, was „im Werden zu 
Zeiten und an Orten" erkannt wird (cognoscuntur) . Dies ist für Eriugena 
gleichbedeutend mit der geschaffenen Welt, wie seine spätere Abhandlung 
über Ort und Zeit zeigt: „Ort und Zeit nämlich sind zu allem Geschaffenen 
hinzuzuzählen. In diesen beiden besteht die gesamte jetzige Welt und kann 
ohne sie nicht sein, weswegen sie bei den Griechen hon aneu to pan (das heißt 
ohne die das Gesamte nicht sein kann) heißen."35 

Merkwürdig bleibt die vierte species , von der es zuvor heißt, sie sei „als 
Unmögliches aufgestellt", da ihr ein solches Sein zukomme, das nicht sein 
könne. Näheres zu dieser Unmöglichkeit sagt Eriugena nicht. Wie die späteren 
Bücher zeigen, wird diese species gleich der ersten auf Gott bezogen, und zwar 
als Ziel und Ende der Schöpfung.36 Den Gedanken eines Endes, das mit dem 

Anfang zusammenfällt, erhält er dabei vor allem von Maximus Confessor.37 

2. Quellen für die Natureinteilung 

Demnach lässt sich zwar das, was Eriugena den einzelnen species zuweist, in 
seinen Quellen verorten, doch bleibt die Frage, ob die Vierteilung der Natur 
nicht doch Eriugenas eigener Gedanke ist. Eine Suche in der Patrologia-Latina- 
Datenbank bleibt ergebnislos, gleich, in welchem Kasus man natura und divisio 
als Suchbegriffe einsetzt. Naheliegend als mögliche Quelle ist Hrabanus Mau- 
rus De universo , doch bei ihm findet sich ebenso wenig ein Hinweis wie bei 
Walafried Strabo. Keine lateinische Quelle des 8. oder 9. Jahrhunderts präsen- 
tiert eine zumindest ähnliche Vierteilung, auch Bedas De natura rerum nicht. 

Warum ist vor diesem Hintergrund ein Festhalten an der Annahme, Eriu- 

genas Zeit sei diese Einteilung bereits bekannt gewesen, dennoch sinnvoll? 
Zwei Argumente lassen sich vorbringen, ein quellenbezogenes und ein inhalt- 
liches. Es gibt einen lateinischen und den Karolingern bekannten Autor, der 
von den species naturae spricht, jenem Ausdruck, der im Periphyseon so unver- 

35) I, 1131-1135: Locus siquidem et tempus inter omnia quae creata sunt computantur. In his 
nanque duobus totus mundus qui nunc est consistit et sine quibus esse non potest, ideoque a 
graecis dicuntur QN ANEY TO I1AN (id est sine universitas esse non valet). Das geschaffene All 
ist dabei nicht unbedingt mit der körperlichen Gesamtheit gleichzusetzen. So weist Eriugena 
etwa auch aller Wissenschaft einen Ort zu, nämlich in der Seele (I, 1396-1419). 
36) Etwa II, 65-69; siehe dazu auch Willemien Otten: ,The Dialectic of Return in Eriugenas 
Periphyseon . 
37) Ambigua ad IohannemìAVGVX , 1257D. 
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mittelt auftaucht: Lukrez.38 Diese Parallele beweist für sich genommen wenig, 
doch ist es ein für diese Untersuchung nicht unwesentlicher Gedanke, dass 
Lukrez in De natura rerum die Gesamtheit aller Dinge als Natur auffasst, 
ein Vorgehen, das Eriugena wie selbstverständlich zu Beginn des Periphyseon 
vorträgt sowie Alkuins Zweiteilung zugrunde liegt. Auch spricht Lukrez von 
einer schaffenden Natur ( natura creet res , I, 56), ja er setzt die Göttin Venus 
als schöpferische Natur an ( natura creatrix , 629). Damit gibt er das vor, was 
später Alkuin und Eriugena als eine Art der Natur ansetzen, nämlich die 
schöpferische. 

Nun ist Lukrez keine Quelle, die gemeinhin als eine für Eriugena wichtige 
aufgefasst wird. Zum einen liegt dies daran, dass Eriugena sie selbst im Periphy- 
seon nicht nennt. Doch ist dies insofern kein triftiger Einwand, als er seine 
lateinischen Quellen ohnehin kaum anführt: weder Martianus Capella, noch 
Cicero oder Alkuin, auch nicht Fridugisus von Tours tauchen namentlich auf, 
wenngleich der Einfluss der Werke dieser Autoren nachweisbar ist.39 Zum 
anderen hat man nicht den Eindruck, dass Eriugena dem epikureischen Den- 
ken zugeneigt war. Warum also sollte er eine Einteilungsvorlage, die in der 
karolingischen Auseinandersetzung mit Lukrez und Augustinus entstanden 
ist, übernehmen? Da die Karolinger und mit ihnen auch Eriugena die latei- 
nische Dichtung hoch schätzten, hat man Lukrez zumindest wegen der litera- 
rischen Form und Sprache gelesen. Zudem ist auch eine inhaltlich-formale 
Einwirkung naheliegend. So weist etwa Bedas De natura rerum schon dem 
Titel nach auf Lukrez als Vorlage hin. 

Eriugenas Ablehnung des Epikureismus ist dabei kein Argument: Seine 
Unterscheidung hinischtlich der Übernahme von Lehrinhalten und Methodik 
zeigt sich im Falle der Stoiker deutlich: Seine Wertschätzung für den Stoiker 
Chrysipp bringt er dadurch zum Ausdruck, insofern er diesen als Urheber der 
analysis , also des rückauflösenden Verfahrens anpreist.40 Bezeichnenderweise 
ist es genau dieses Verfahren, mithilfe dessen er zu Beginn des zweiten Buches 
die Einteilung der Natur aufzulösen gedenkt. Hingegen polemisiert er im 
ersten Buch des Periphyseon gegen die stoische Auffassung, wonach die ousia 
des Körpers der Körper selbst sei.41 

Selbiges könnte hinsichtlich Lukrez der Fall sein: Eriugena würde dann 
Lukrez' formalen Werkaufbau nachahmen und eine Vierteilung der Natur, die 

38) De natura rerum I, 148 (ed. Bailey); der Ausdruck tritt wiederholt zu Beginn des Buches VI auf. 
39) Siehe zu diesen Quellen Goulven Madec, Jean Scot et ses auteurs. 
40) Annotationes ad marcianum , ed. Cora Lutz, 93, 2-9. 
41) 1,2010-2015. 
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den lukretischen Naturbegriff mit einer augustinischen Vierteilung verbindet, 
seinem Werk an den Anfang stellen. Zugleich verwirft er den epikureischen 
Atomismus auf gleiche Weise wie die stoische Körperlehre.42 Damit ist die 
wahrscheinlichste aller uns bekannten Vorlagen angegeben. 

3. Die Auflösung der Natur 

Neben dem dargelegten Quellenargument gibt es ein weiteres Argument, das 
sich auf die Art der Darstellung im Periphyseon bezieht. Dieses stellt die 

anfängliche Prämisse (ii) in Frage, welche der Natureinteilung eine uneinge- 
schränkt gültige Bedeutung fur das Periphyseon zukommen ließ. Eriugena 
zeigt sich wenig gewillt, die Einteilung der Natur seiner Untersuchung konse- 

quent zugrunde zu legen, im Gegenteil, schon zu Beginn des zweiten Buches 
hebt er sie wieder auf. Dabei sagen schon Steel und Hadley, die Natureintei- 

lung sei keineswegs absolut: „The most original feature of this thought is his 
demonstration that the distincition between the creative and the created nature 
can never be absolute."43 Aber was ist dieses „original feature", aufgrund des- 
sen die Einteilung bloß relativ gilt? Steel / Hadley fuhren zwei Einschrän- 

kungen an: einerseits den Teilhabegedanken, wonach nichts in sich selbst 
existieren kann und andererseits die causae primordiales , welche das Schaffen 
und das Erschaffenwerden in sich vereinen. Dies mag richtig sein, bleibt aber 
an der Oberfläche. Eriugenas Einheitsgedanke geht deutlich tiefer und reißt 
die Differenz zwischen Schöpfer und Geschöpf ein. Und diesen legt er über- 
raschenderweise von Anfang an seinen Überlegungen im Periphyseon zugrunde. 

Sogleich nachdem die erste Natur wiederholt als schaffend und unerschaffen 
bestimmt und erläutert wird, kommt der Einwand von Figur A, warum die 

göttlichen Theologen (gemeint sind Dionysius und Gregor von Nazianz) die 

göttliche Natur zugleich als creare und creari bestimmten, als schaffend und 
erschaffen (I, 545-557). Anders gesagt, die Theologen widersprechen der 
zuvor geleisteten Einteilung der Natur. Insofern Eriugena die Figur N. zustim- 
men und erklären lässt, die göttliche Natur sei tatsächlich beides, kippt bereits 
die Differenzierung schaffend und unerschaffen für die erste species. Und 

42) Kenney sagt über den Aufbau von De natura rerum : „Lucretius is the earliest surviving Latin 
poem in which the 'book' is handled as an artistic unit and plays integral part in the literary 
architecture", zitiert nach Michael Erler, ,Lukrez' in Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie , 
Antike 4/1, 413; eine ähnliche formale Bedeutung nimmt das ,Buch' auch im Periphyseon ein. 
43) Dies., John Scotus Eriugena', 399. 
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zuvor schon, bei der Darlegung der Unfassbarkeit der causae primordiales , heißt 
es, sie seien in der causa omnium , also der ersten Natur, enthalten.44 Wenn sie 
darin enthalten sind, so ist die zweite species in der ersten enthalten, etwas, 
dass der Dialektik nach für species nicht gelten darf. Verstrickt Eriugena sich 
hier in Widersprüchen? Im Gegenteil, er macht sich daran, die augenschein- 
lichen Widersprüche zwischen der seiner Zeit geläufigen Natureinteilung und 
den Aussagen der griechischen Theologen zu lösen. In einer Hinsicht nämlich 
sei die Natureinteilung zwar gültig, in einer anderen aber obsolet. 

Die Antwort, inwiefern Gott auch als erschaffen angesehen werden kann, 
ja sogar muss, findet sich etwas später im ersten Buch, und dieser dort ange- 
gebene Grund wird letztlich auch die vier species der Natur aufheben bzw. 
vereinen. So heißt es dort: „erschaffen wird (Gott) aber, weil nichts außer ihm 
essentiale ist; er nämlich ist die essentia von allem."45 

Diese metaphysisch aufgeladene Aussage ist hier nicht näher ausführbar. So 
immens wichtig, wie sie ist, bedarf sie einer ausführlicheren Darlegung, als es 
hier geleistet werden kann.46 Wenigstens lässt sich zeigen, dass eben dieser 
Gedanke zu Beginn des zweiten Buches die Rückauflösung der Natur einseh- 
bar macht. Dort heißt es, die viergliedrige Einteilung lasse sich auflösen in 
eine zweigliedrige, Schöpfer und Geschöpf, und diese wiederum in göttliche 
Einheit: „N. Verneinst du etwa, dass Schöpfer und Geschöpf eines sind? - 
A. Schwerlich könnte ich dies verneinen. - N. Die Gesamtheit also, die Gott 
und das Geschöpf beinhaltet, welche zuerst in vier Arten eingeteilt ist, wird 
danach zu einem Unteilbaren, Anfang nämlich und Ursache und Ende, 
zurückgeführt."47 Schöpfer und Geschöpf sind demnach eines, aber inwie- 
fern? Die folgende Aussage antwortet darauf: 

Wenn du das Geschöpf dem Schöpfer hinzufügst, wirst du da an etwas anderes denken, als 
daran, dass er allein wahrhaft ist? Nichts nämlich außerhalb von ihm selbst heißt wahrhaft 
essentiale , weil alle, die von ihm sind, nur in dem Maße sind, als sie an dem teilhaben, der 

44) I, 174-178. 
45) I, 499-500: (...) creatur autem quia nihil essentialiter est praeter ipsam, est enim omnium 
essentia. Das Wort essentia halte ich im Periphyseon für letztlich unübersetzbar. 
46) Siehe dazu: Sebastian Weiner, Eriugenas negative Ontologie , Bochumer Studien zur Philosophie, 
Bd. 46 (Amsterdam: Benjamins, im Druck). 
47) II, 109-119: N. Num negabis creatorem et creaturam unum esse? - A. Non facile negarim 
huic enim collectioni resistere videtur mihi ridiculosum esse. - N. Universitas itaque quae deo et 
creatura continetur prius in quattuor veluti formas divisa iterum ad unum individuum, princi- 
pium quippe causamque finemque revocatur. 
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ausgehend von sich selbst allein durch sich selbst besteht. Verneinst du also, dass Schöpfer 
und Geschöpf eines sind? 48 

A. 's anschließende Zustimmung zeigt dabei, welche Schlagkraft Eriugena die- 
ser Begründung beimisst. Zwei Dinge sind anzumerken: Zwar spricht Eriu- 

gena von der Teilhabe, also einem neuplatonischem Gedanken, doch 

interpretiert er die Teilhabe dahingehend, dass dasjenige, was am Sein teilhat, 
selbst gar nicht ist. Dessen Sein ist in demjenigen enthalten, woran es teilhat. 
Die Geschöpfe haben weder esse noch substantia , sondern Gott allein besitzt 
dieses.49 Auch klingt das Gesagte sehr nach dem neuplatonischen Modell von 

Hervorgang, Verharren und Rückkehr und wurde in der Forschung bislang 
immer wieder so interpretiert. Dennoch denkt Eriugena hierbei vorrangig 
nicht an diese neuplatonische Trias, sondern an einen anderen Gedanken 
des Pseudo - Dionysius Areopagita, den er immer wieder im Periphyseon 
anfuhrt: 

Esse enim omnium est super esse divinitas , „das Sein von allem nämlich ist 
die überseiende Gottheit".50 Wie das enim , griechisch gar zeigt, handelt es 
sich bei diesem Satz um eine Begründung, aber eine Begründung wofür? Ein 
Blick auf den Zusammenhang, in dem der Satz bei Dionysius steht, hilft 
weiter: „Einerseits also hat alles Unbelebte am Sein desselben [des Hervor- 

sprudelnden] teil, denn das Sein von allem ist die über dem Sein liegende 
Gottheit (. . .)."51 Wenn der mit „denn" beginnende Nebensatz sich auf das 

Vorangehende bezieht, dann begründet das „Sein von allem" die Teilhabe 
alles Unbelebten am Sein des zuvorgenannten Sich-Ergießenden. Demnach 
ist nicht der Teilhabegedanke dasjenige, was die Aussage stützt, sondern 

umgekehrt, der von Eriugena so vielzitierte Satz erläutert bei Dionysius gerade 
den Teilhabegedanken.52 

48) II, 269-277 (Angaben nach Jeauneaus' Kolumnenedition): N. Quid si creaturam creatori 
adiunxeris ita ut nil aliud in ea intelligas nisi ipsum qui solus vere est? Nil enim extra ipsum vere 
essentiale dicitur, quia omnia quae ab eo sunt nil aliud sunt in quantum sunt nisi participado 
ipsius qui a se ipso solus per se ipsum subsistit. Num negabis creatorem et creaturam unum 
esse? 
49) Vgl. hierzu auch I, 59-70. 
50) Etwa I, 61 und I, 3190. 
51) De coelesti hierarchia III (IV), ed. Heil/Ritter, 20, 15-16: xà (lèv o'>v aÇcoa mvxa xcp eivai 
aúxfjç iieiéxei (xò yàp eivai mvxcov èaxlv 'mep xò eivai 0eóxr|ç), xà 5è ( . . .). 
52) Diese Tatsache ist bemerkenswert, auch im Hinblick auf Dionysius Areopagita und dessen 
Neuplatonismus. Eine derartige Rechtfertigung ist mir bei den vorangehenden Neuplatonikern 
nicht bekannt. 
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Wie ist dieses „Sein von allem" zu verstehen, kausal, final oder substanziell? 
Bei Eriugena enthält es alle drei Komponenten, insofern er dieses esse omnium 
auch als essentia bzw. substantia omnium rerum bestimmt.53 Und hinsichtlich 
dieses Seins, einem Sein von allem, das zugleich als die dem Einzelnen 

zugrunde liegende Substanz auftritt, gibt es keine Differenz zwischen Schöp- 
fer und Geschöpf. Es gibt nur zwei Aspekte im Periphyseon , hinsichtlich des- 
sen Gott sich vom Geschöpf unterscheidet: Erstens hinsichtlich der schaffenden 
und unerschaffenen Natur, „die nur von Gott mit Recht ausgesagt werden 
kann."54 An keiner Stelle macht er dabei eine Differenz geltend, die sich auf 
das esse bzw. die essentia bezieht. Vielmehr wiederholt er gerade unermüdlich 
die Einheit der essential. Zweitens bezeichnet er die sichtbare Schöpfung ein 
ums andere Mal als imago oder Widerhall {echô) des Schöpfers.55 

Damit ist sicherlich eine ontologische Differenz gegeben, wenn wir uns den 
aristotelischen Ontologiebegriff zu Eigen machen, der auch den Neuplatonis- 
mus prägte. Aber eine Seinsdifferenz vermag Eriugena hier gar nicht auszu- 
machen, weil es seiner Ansicht nach nicht zwei Seiende gibt, die ontologisch 
differieren, sondern nur ein Seiendes, die essentia von allem, die sich in den 
sinnlichen Abbildern offenbart. Gott hat sich nach Eriugena im Sinnlichen 
selbst erschaffen, indem er sich darin zeigt. Ontologisch gesehen gibt es also 
keine Differenz zwischen den Seienden, sondern es gibt nur einen wahrhaft 
Seienden, der sich in allem, das wir , seiend' nennen, als Daseinsfundament 

verbirgt. Weil dieses Modell nicht dem neuplatonischen entspricht, Eriugena 
aber zumeist als neuplatonischer Denker eingeordnet wird, bleibt dieser Punkt 
in seinem Denken zumeist ungesehen. 

Welche Funktion nimmt so die Einteilung der Natur überhaupt noch ein, 
wenn sie secundum essentiam aufzulösen ist? Sie ist, so heißt es zu Beginn des 
zweiten Buches, eine comtemplatio intelligibilis universitatis , also eine Betrach- 

tung der intelligiblen Gesamtheit.56 Zwar macht Eriugena nicht deutlich, was 

genau er unter dieser contemplano versteht und was das Intelligible umfassen 
soll, doch ist zumindest so viel klar, dass er die Natureinteilung nicht als 

unsinnig oder gar unzulässig ansieht. Wird diese contemplano indes den Regeln 
der Dialektik gemäß vervollständigt, so ergibt sich eine indifferente Natur 
mittels der analysis. Es gebe generell keine Einteilung, heißt es zu Beginn des 

53) I, 59-70. 
54) I, 404-405: (...) quia talis naturae species de deo solo recte praedicatur. 
55) Etwa I, 193-198; V, 2437-2450. 
56) II, 3. 
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zweiten Buches, die sich nicht wieder in jene Einheit rückauflösen ließe, aus 
der sie hervorgegangen ist (II, 36-46). Dieses Verfahren nennt N zuvor das 
analytische, also wörtlich ,rück-auflösende' Wie ist diese Rückauflösung der 
Natureinteilung möglich? Die Antwort wurde schon angeführt: „Wenn du das 
Geschöpf dem Schöpfer hinzufügst, wirst du da an etwas anderes denken, als 
daran, dass er allein wahrhaft ist?" 

Springen wir zur nächsten Stelle, wo von der Differenz zwischen Schöpfer 
und Geschöpf und damit von der Natureinteilung die Rede ist. Sie findet sich 
in der Mitte des dritten Buches und behandelt die Lehre des Dionysius Areo- 
pagita. Dialogfigur A sagt darüber: 

Und unvergleichlich höher und verwunderlicher als all dies scheint mir das zu sein, was du 
der Autorität des heiligen Dionysius Areopagita zuerkennst, dass nämlich Gott selbst 
sowohl der Macher von allem ist als auch in allem gemacht ist; dies nämlich ist nicht nur 
von mir bis jetzt unvernommen und mir unbekannt, sondern auch vielen, ja fast allen. 
Denn wenn dies so ist, wer wird dann nicht unverzüglich in diese Worte ausbrechen und 
verkünden: Gott ist so alles und alles ist Gott!57 

Die Ungeheuerlichkeit dieser Aussage hebt Eriugena deutlich hervor. Fast 
allen sei sie bislang unbekannt. Und unmittelbar im Anschluss heißt es: „Was 
auch denen ungeheuerlich erscheint, die sich fur weise halten, in der Betrach- 

tung der verschiedenen Vielheiten der sichtbaren und unsichtbaren Dinge."58 
Dennoch wird er diese Aussage gegen alle Einwände verteidigen. Nehmen wir 
seine Wortwahl ernst, so müssen wir diese Behauptung des Dionysius als 
das Kernproblem des Periphyseon ansehen, denn nirgendwo sonst präsentiert 
Eriugena solch einen starken Kontrast zwischen dem sensus communis und der 
autoritären Wahrheit. 

Seine Rechtfertigung der dionysischen Aussage soll hier übergangen wer- 
den, interessanter ist die Rückkehr zu Dionysius in III, 2595. Eriugena zitiert 
eine lange Passage aus De divinis nominibus V und fugt dieser an: „Wer immer 
die Macht dieser Worte betrachtet, wird nichts anderes als die Überzeugung 

57) III, 1328-1334: Et his omnibus incomparabiliter altius et mirabilius mihi videtur quod sancti 
Dionysii Ariopagitae auctoritate utens asseris, ipsum videlicet deum et omnium factorem esse et 
in omnibus factum; hoc enim adhuc inauditum et incognitum non solum mihi, sed et multis ac 
paene omnibus. Nam si sic est, quis non confestim erumpat in hanc vocem et proclamet: Deus 
itaque omnia est et omnia deus! 
58) III, 1335-1337: Quod monstrosum aestimabitur etiam his qui putantur esse sapientes, muli- 
tipici rerum visibilium et invisibilium varietate considerata. 
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finden, ja sogar diese verkünden, dass Gott selbst der Macher von allem ist 
und in allem gemacht ist."59 

Diese Aussage findet sich in den Schriften des Pseudo-Dionysius Areo- 
pagita explizit an keiner Stelle. Entscheidend ist jedoch, was Eriugena in der 
Folge (ab III, 2818) aus seiner Behauptung entwickelt. Er wendet sie auf die 
Differenz zwischen Schöpfernatur und Geschöpfnatur an: „Und wenn das 
Geschöpf aus Gott entsprungen ist, wird Gott Ursache sein, das Geschöpf 
aber die Wirkung. Wenn aber das Geschöpf Wirkung ist, und Wirkung nichts 
anderes als die gemachte Ursache, dann folgt, dass die Gott-Ursache sich in 
ihren Wirkungen gemacht hat. Denn was seiner Natur nach verschieden ist, 
geht nicht aus der Ursache in seine Wirkungen über. So wie in der Wärme und 
dem Licht nichts anderes als dieselbe Kraft des Feuers auftritt."60 

Das Gemachtsein Gottes, genauer das der göttlichen Ursache, wird hier 
näher bestimmt: Sie ist in ihren Wirkungen erschaffen. Was das für die Natur 
Gottes heißt, zeigt sich im Folgenden: „Siehst Du nicht durch die Vernunft, 
dass wir ein und dieselbe Natur, die göttliche sicherlich, gemäss dem Betrach- 
ten des Anfangs nicht erschaffen sondern schaffend, gemäss der Erforschung 
des Endes aber weder erschaffen noch schaffend nennen müssen?"61 

Was bedeutet das? Die Einteilung der Natur in Anfang und Ende ist nur 
gegeben durch den je verschiedenen Standpunkt. Es ist ein und dieselbe gött- 
liche Natur, die einerseits schaffend erscheint, andererseits weder schaffend 
noch erschaffen. 

Genau dasselbe gilt im Hinblick auf das Erschaffen-Sein der göttlichen 
Natur: 

Wie ich meine, bleibt allein das vermittelnde Argument, das durch zweierlei Maß seinen 
Betrachtern einleuchtet. Das erste Maß, wenn die göttliche Natur als erschaffen und 
schaffend betrachtet wird. Erschaffen nämlich ist sie von sich selbst in den erstrangigen 
Ursachen, und erschafft so sich selbst, das heißt, sie fängt an, in ihren Theophanien zu 
erscheinen aus den verborgensten Naturen, aus deren Tiefen sie hervortreten will (...). Das 

59) III, 2633-2635: Quisquís horum verborum virtutem perspexerit, nil aliud reperiet suadere, 
immo etiam pronuntiare, nisi ipsum deum omnium factorem esse et in omnibus factum. 
60) III, 2827-2832: At si creatura ex deo, erit deus causa, creatura autem effectus. Si autem crea- 
tura est effectus, et nil aliud est effectus nisi causa facta, sequitur deum causam in effectibus suis 
fieri. Non enim ex causa in effectus suos procedit, quod a sui natura alienum sit. Siquidem in 
calorem et in lucem nil aliud nisi ipsa vis ignea erumpit. 
61) III, 2892-2895: Videsne ergo qua ratione unam eandemque naturam, divinam videlicet, 
iuxta considerationem principii non creatam sed creatricem, iuxta vero finis speculationem nec 
creatam nec creatricem possumus appellare? 
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zweite Maß aber, wenn sie in den äußersten Wirkungen der erstrangigen Ursachen betrach- 
tet wird, in denen sie lediglich als erschaffen, nicht aber als schaffend rechtmäßig benannt 
wird. Erschaffen nämlich steigt sie hinab bis in die äußersten Wirkungen, außerhalb derer 
nichts erschafft; daher nennt man sie nur erschaffen und nicht schaffend. (...) Erschaffen 
also und schaffend ist sie in den erstrangigen Ursachen; in ihren Wirkungen aber ist sie 
erschaffen und schafft nicht.62 

Die Betrachtung des Intelligiblen ( contemplano intelligibilis ), von der wieder- 
holt die Rede ist (II, 3 & III, 2898), betrachtet Gott als unerschaffen 
Schaffendes, insofern sie auf den Anfang schaut, als erschaffend und erschaffen 
bzw. als nur erschaffen mit Blick auf die Ursachen und das Physische, durch 
göttliches subsitieren Aufrechterhaltene, und als weder schaffend noch 
erschaffen mit Blick auf das Ende. Die Betrachtung Gottes misst also mit 
zweierlei Maß, je nachdem, ob sie auf die Allursache oder das Geschaffene 
schaut. Wie demnach die Einteilung der Natur aus dem Anfang von Buch I 
zu verstehen ist, legt er hier im dritten Buch dar. 

Die göttliche Natur ist alle vier Naturen zugleich. Betrachtet man sie in den 
erstrangigen Ursachen, die secundum essentiam nur in Gott bestehen, dann ist 
er schaffend und erschaffen. Betrachtet man sie hingegen in den nicht- 
schaffenden Wirkungen, wo sie als Substanz zugegen ist, dann ist sie lediglich 
erschaffen. Die vier Arten der Natur sind demnach vier Betrachtungsstand- 
punkte. In Wahrheit ist die Natur der Wirkung, also des Geschöpfes, dieselbe 
wie die der Ursache. Schöpfer und Geschöpf sind eins. All das basiert auf der 
Annahme, das Erschaffen des Geschöpfes sei das subsistere und esse desselben, 
gründet also auf Eriugenas Ontologie, wonach essentia etwas Göttliches ist. 
Alles Seiende, sofern es wahrhaft Seiendes ist, bestehe nur in Gott und niemals 
außerhalb von ihm.63 

Daher gebe es genau genommen gar nichts, was außerhalb von Gott 
besteht. Folglich muss das Erschaffen Gottes, so es ein Erschaffen von Sei- 
endem ist, ein Sich-selbst-Erschaffen sein. Die Darlegung dieses Gedankens 

62) III, 2897-2914: Rationem medietatis restare solummodo arbitror, quae duplici modo con- 
templatoribus suis arridet. Primo quidem, quando et creari et creare conspicitur divina natura. 
Creatur enim a se ipsa in primordialibus causis, ac per hoc se ipsam creat, hoc est, in suis theo- 
phaniis incipit apparere ex occultissimis naturae suae sinibus volens emergere (...). Secundo 
vero, dum in extremis effectibus primordialium causarum perspicitur, in quibus creari tantum- 
modo, non autem creare recte praedicatur. Creatur enim descendens in extremos effectus, ultra 
quos nil creat; ideoque dicitur creari solummodo et non creare (...). Creatur ergo et creat in 
primordialibus causis; in earum vero effectibus creatur et non creat. 
63) Siehe dazu obiges Zitat aus I, 499-500. 
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sowie seine Verteidigung gegen mögliche Einwände findet sich verteilt in den 
ersten drei Büchern. 

4. Ein Umsturz der Natureinteilung? 

Wird damit die Natureinteilung als nichtig erklärt, wird sie aufgehoben? Dies 
sicherlich nicht, doch es wird ein Weg aufgezeigt, wie sie wieder aufzulösen ist. 
Und dieser Weg sei notwendig, so man der ratio folge. Wie Eriugena vorgibt, 
wird je ein Buch des Periphyseon von je einer Natur handeln. Doch mit kei- 
nem Wort sagt er, mittels diesem Unternehmen die Differenzen der einzelnen 
Naturen herauszuarbeiten. Sein Vorgehen verfolgt das umgekehrte Ziel: 
Die Präsentation aller vier Naturen, um infolgedessen ihre Indifferenz nachzu- 
weisen, was das Sein angeht. Dabei soll es der Weg der Vernunft oder des 
Schlussfolgerns ( via ratiocinandi) sein, der von der viergliedrigen Einteilung 
zur Einheit zurückfuhrt. 

Zusammenfassend seien noch einmal die Argumente für die Interpretation 
angeführt, wonach Eriugena eine Auflösung der Natureinteilung verfolgt: 

1. Die Darstellung in I, 19-39 wertet die Natureinteilung als unmittelbar 
einsichtig oder wohl bekannt. Mögliche Quellenvorlagen wurden dar- 
gelegt, die überzeugendste ist sicherlich Alkuin. 

2. Bereits in II, 64-106 löst Eriugena die Einteilung der Natur wieder 
auf. Wäre er ein bedingungsloser Befürworter dieser Einteilung, dann 
wäre eine Erklärung zu erwarten, warum dennoch für die restliche 
Untersuchung an ihr festzuhalten ist. Dergleichen findet sich nicht. 

3. Warum handeln alle Bücher des Periphyseon letztlich von Gott, wo zu 
erwarten wäre, dass lediglich die Bücher I, IV und V von ihm handeln, 
die übrigen indes von den Ursachen und deren Wirkungen? Wird in 
allen Büchern dieselbe göttliche Natur betrachtet, aus vier unterschied- 
lichen Perspektiven, dann ist das Vorgehen einsichtig. 

Angefügt seien sprachliche Hinweise im Periphyseon. In I, 17-18 verlangt A 
von seinem Gegenüber N, einen wahren Gedanken (vera ratio) über die Natur- 
einteilung zu hören. Wo immer in der Folge von der Auflösung der Differenzen 
zwischen Schöpfer und Geschöpf die Rede sein wird, bringt Eriugena die ratio 
ins Spiel. Zunächst in I, 413-557, wo die Auffassung vertreten wird, die gött- 
liche Natur sei auch erschaffen. Dort bittet N um einen wahren Gedanken 
(I, 426, vera ratio) zur Erläuterung dieser Auffassung, A jedoch zieht es vor, 
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N s Weg des Schlussfolgerns (I, 429, via ratiocinandî) zu folgen, der auch 
schon in I, 40 als Richtschnur ausgegeben wurde. 

In Buch II, 40-46, wo es wieder um die Einteilung der Natur geht, meint 
A, keine Einteilung, welche die vera ratio betrachte, sei nicht wieder auflösbar. 
Schließlich Buch III, wo A seine Zweifel hervorbringt bezüglich der Interpre- 
tation, wonach Gott alles sei. Er verlangt daraufhin von N eine Erklärung, die 
dem Weg der Vernunft oder des Schlussfolgerns (III, 1349: ratiocinationis via) 
nachgeht. Ab III, 2818 dann folgt das höchste Argument ( maximum argumen- 
tum) für die Behauptung, Gott sei auch erschaffen und daher in allem zuge- 
gen. Und in der oben angeführten Passage III, 2892-2895 fragt N, ob A nicht 
qua ratione einsehe, dass eine göttliche Natur die verschiedenen Arten der 
Natur zugleich sei. 

Ist dies ein sprachlicher Zufall? An fast allen Stellen im Periphyseon, an 
denen sich Eriugena explizit auf die ratio beruft, legt er entweder, wie zu 
Beginn, die Einteilung der Natur dar, oder das Erschaffensein der göttlichen 
Natur und damit die Wiederauflösung der Natureinteilung. Und dieses Vor- 
gehen nennt er via rationis. 

Welche Argumente sprechen gegen diese These einer solchen Einteilungs- 
auflösung? 

Zunächst ist nirgendwo explizit im Periphyseon gesagt, dass die Einteilung 
der Natur von nun an aufgehoben sei. Verwirft Eriugena sie, sollte Derartiges 
zu finden sein. 

Doch die Sache verhält sich nicht so einseitig. Er erklärt nicht die Natur- 
einteilung für nichtig, sondern hält es fixr vernünftig, dasjenige, was gemäß der 
ratio (I, 17-18) zunächst einzuteilen ist, auch wieder in Eines zurückfuhren. 
Anders gesagt, im Periphyseon denkt Eriugena die Einteilung der Natur zu 
Ende, und das kann, seiner dialektischen Regel folgend, nur heißen, er löst sie 
wieder auf. Die Einteilung der Natur wird dadurch nicht absurd, sondern ist 
nur der erste Teil einer vollkommenen Betrachtung {contemplano) der Wirk- 
lichkeit. Nicht die Einteilung als solche hält A in II, 115-116 für lächerlich 
( ridiculosum esse), sondern das Zögern hinsichtlich ihrer Wiederauflösung. 

Ein zweiter Einwand betrifft den lateinischen Titel des Werks: De divisione 
naturae . Warum heißt es nicht De divisione et resolutione naturae ? Dem latei- 
nischen Titel nach hält Eriugena über das gesamte Werk hinweg uneinge- 
schränkt an der Einteilung der Natur fest. 

Indes zeigt Jeauneau in der Einleitung zur Edition des ersten Buches, dass 
dieser lateinische Titel erst in den Bibliothekskatalogen des 16. Jahrhunderts 
Eingang findet, während das Werk zuvor Physica , De natura , De naturis oder 
Periphyseon genannt wurde. Eriugena selbst nennt die ersten Bücher des Peri- 
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physeon in Buch IV schlicht Physiologia (IV, 1), und in seinem späteren Kom- 
mentar zu den himmlischen Hierarchien des Dionysius Areopagita gibt er 
seinem Werk den Titel Periphyseon , wörtlich „Von Naturen" oder „Über 
Naturen".64 

Man könnte sich dabei an dem Plural stoßen, der auf eine Mehrzahl von 
Naturen und damit auf eine eingeteilte Gesamtnatur verweist. Darum sei 
noch einmal gesagt: Für alle vier Naturen weist Eriugena einzeln nach, dass sie 
ontologisch gesehen nichts anderes sind als eine göttliche. „Von Naturen" zu 
handeln, ist also das rechte Versprechen des Titels. Hingegen ist der nachträg- 
liche Titel De divisione naturae wie auch das griechische Pendant Peri physeos 
merismou unpassend, da es nicht allein um die Einteilung der Natur geht, 
sondern auch und vor allem um ihre Auflösung mittels des Nachweises der 
göttlichen Natur in allem. Wie Jeauneau zu diesem letztgenannten Titel 
anmerkt, ist er nachträglich in den erhaltenen Autographen eingefügt und 
bezeichnet auch nur den ersten Abschnitt aus Buch I (Zeile 1-50), nicht hin- 
gegen das gesamte Werk. 

Es sind zwei Argumente, auf denen Eriugena seine Darstellung der 
Rückauflösung aufbaut: Das Erschaffensein Gottes und die Präsenz Gottes in 
allem Seienden, genauer bestimmt als esse, essentia bzw. substantia von allem. 
Beide Argumente sind und waren ungewöhnlich, und aus genau diesem 
Grund führt Eriugena sie im Periphyseon immer wieder an und erläutert sie. 
Diese sowie ihre Rechtfertigung machen die eigentliche Innovation in Eriu- 
genas Denken aus. 

^ Siehe dazu Jeauneaus Ausführungen in seiner Einleitung zur Edition von Buch I, p. 4-7. 
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The Unity of Semantics and Ontology 

Wyclif's Treatment of the fallacia accidentis 

Joke Spruyt 
University of Maastricht, The Netherlands 

Abstract 
This paper deals with John Wyclif's account of the fallacia accidentis. To a certain 
extent Wyclifs explanations fit in with Aristotle's understanding of language. Aristotle 
recognises that we can talk about substances in many different ways; we can introduce 
them by using substantial' names, but also by using names derived from the substances' 
accidental features. The substances are the ultimate foundation of all these expressions. 
This idea in itself is not opposed to a conceptualist account of language. John Buridan 
uses Aristotle's principle of categorisation to show how language works, but for him the 
activity of categorising things is to be explained in terms of our mental activities only. 
Wyclif, on the other hand, reads much into the requirement that all our linguistic dis- 
tinctions should have their basis in extramental reality: our conceptualisations not only 
pertain to individual substances, but also parallel their distinct ontic layers. 

Keywords 
John Wyclif, John Buridan, medieval logic, fallacies 

As is well known, Aristotle's distinction between substance and accident gave 
rise to considerable debate in medieval logic. Some time ago, Ebbesen showed 
that many logicians struggled to explain the meaning of concrete accidental 
terms, such as album , as they occur in all kinds of propositions.1 What is 

intriguing about the notion of accident is that the way in which medieval 

!) For the complexity surrounding the semantics of accidental terms, see Sten Ebbesen, 'Con- 
crete Accidental Terms: Late Thirteenth-Century Debates About Problems Relating to Such Terms 
as "Album", in Meaning and Inference in Medieval Philosophy. Studies in Memory of Jan Pinborg, 
ed. Norman Kretzmann (Dordrecht, 1988), 107-174. 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2008 DOI: 10.1 163/156853408X255891 
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authors dealt with it can reveal how they considered the relationship between 

linguistic expressions and the world. Should accidental terms simply be under- 
stood in terms of our ways of dealing with the world, or do they also have an 

ontological basis? 
One way to find out more about medieval conceptions of accidental terms 

is by looking at their accounts of the so-called fallacy of accident. In his expla- 
nation of this fallacy, the logician Peter of Spain refers to Aristotle, who 
described it as follows: "the fallacy of accident occurs whenever something is 

assigned to inhere in the subject and in an accident' of the subject in the same 

way" (accidens fit quando similiter quidlibet assignatum fuerit rei subiecte et acci- 
denti inesse).2 

The complexity of the notion of accident clearly comes to the fore in the 

writings of John Wyclif (ca. 1330-1380). In a recent article, Cesalli has drawn 
attention to the author s decidedly realist way of interpreting linguistic dis- 
tinctions.3 In Wyclif s view everything that exists is of a propositional nature, 
and this means that linguistic structures and functions must have their coun- 

terpart in the things to which these linguistic expressions refer.4 In this paper 
I shall consider what the author has to say about the fallacia accidentis. By 
specifically focusing on Wyclif s portrait of this fallacy, we can get an even 
clearer picture of how in his philosophy linguistic distinctions and ontological 
structures are intimately connected. 

In his logic the author lists a number of inferences that are erroneous 
because of the fallacia accidentis. To a certain extent the way in which Wyclif 
analyses these inferences neatly fits in with Aristotelian semantics, which does 
not necessarily entail a realist outlook. Yet on a deeper level conceptualists and 
realists go their different ways. For someone like John Buridan (as for Ockham 
too), semantic distinctions can primarily be explained in terms of our mental 

operations, whereas in Wyclif s system they are firmly backed up by an onto- 

logical structure. The logicians account of the fallacy of accident gives clear 
evidence of his realist position regarding universais5 and of his insistence that 

any kind of semantic distinction must have an extramental counterpart.6 

2) Peter of Spain, Tractatus Called Afterwards Summule logicales , ed. L.M. de Rijk (Assen, 1972); 
Tractates VII, 102 (p. 146211). 
3) Laurent Cesalli, 'Le « pan-propositionalisme » de Jean Wyclif, Vivarium 43 (2005), 124-155. 
4) Cesalli 2005 (op. cit. above, n. 3), p. 133. 
5) For a recent study on Wyclif s position on universais, see Paul Vincent Spade, 'The Problem 
of Universais and Wyclif s Alleged "Ultrarealism"', Vivarium 43 (2005), 1 1 1-123. 
6) Conti speaks of Wyclif s "strong propensity towards hypostatisation"; see Alessandro D. Conti, 
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The first part of this paper will present a brief outline of the Aristotelian 
background of the fallacy of accident (1), followed by the traditional account 
of this fallacy given by Peter of Spain (2). Next we shall turn to Wyclif s exam- 
ples of fallacies of accident, and show how his analyses of the propositions that 
can lead to this fallacy are on a par with an ontologically neutral' kind of 
Aristotelian semantics, but are then ultimately accounted for by making refer- 
ence to the ontological make up of the world (3). To gather the extent of 
Wyclif s specifically realist outlook, we shall briefly consider John Buridans 
analyses (4), and conclude with an assessment of the two positions. 

For the Aristotelian background of this fallacy, we shall first turn to its ori- 
gins in De sophisticis elenchis . 

1. The Background of the fallada accidentis 

Throughout all his works, and notably those on logic and argumentation, 
Aristotle repeatedly tells us how we should handle ourselves in discussions. In 
order to produce good arguments, a person should be able to bring up his 
subject-matter by using the appropriate names and/or descriptions for it. This 
means that a person needs to know what his use of particular characterisations 
for things entails. For example, suppose we are discussing something that hap- 
pens to be a green tree and we bring it up as a green thing, i.e. by using a 
characterisation derived from one of its accidental features: in that case we 
automatically bring up other things that follow from its being green, for 
instance that it is coloured, or whatever. Alternatively, if we bring it up as a 
tree, by using a name derived from one of its essential characteristics, we do 
not have to worry about the things that would follow from its being some- 
thing green . In a word, once we have decided to use a particular expression for 
something by highlighting a certain aspect of the thing s identity, we are then 
committed to what (the use of) that expression entails. 

In De sophisticis elenchis Aristotle discusses all kinds of fallacies, one of which 
is what later became known as the fallada accidentis or the fallada secundum 

'John Wyclif, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2005 Edition ), ed. Edward N. Zalta, 
URL = http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2005/entries/wyclif/. It is precisely questions con- 
cerning the limits of hypostisation which feature in medieval debates about intentionality. For 
an extensive discussion of this issue, see L.M. de Rijk, Giraldus Odonis OFM, Opera philosophica. 
Vol. II: ' De intentionibus . Critical Edition with a Study on the Medieval Intentionality Debate 
up to ca. 1350 (Leiden, 2005). 
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accidens. As we can gather from his account, the fallacy occurs when you intro- 
duce some subject by using a particular characterisation for it - its being F - , 
and then mistakenly asscribe some other property to it - its being-G - , even 

though the subject s being-G is accidental (coincidental) to it given that char- 
acterisation, being-F, you started off with. In this particular fallacy the key- 
term is (in the Latin translation) accidens. The accidens or coincidence spoken 
of should not be taken in the metaphysical sense; instead it concerns the logi- 
cal relationship between ways of speaking about something. Something s being 
a man, for example, may be an essential characteristic of that entity in itself, 
but when it is introduced as a white shape, it does not automatically follow 
that it is rational. So what is essential in the context of one particular way of 

naming something (which can come from any category) may be accidental in 
the context of another. You should always stick to what you started off with 
and should not become distracted by anything else that may happen to be the 
case, but which is irrelevant in the course of some discussion. If you do not, 
you run the risk of committing the fallacy of accident. 

This Aristotelian system of semantic relationhips between linguistic expres- 
sions can be explained as follows. When we talk about things we can bring 
them up in different ways, by focusing on different aspects of those things. 
This kind of localization can lead us to use different categories for one 
and the same thing; how we wish to categorise something depends on what we 
wish to highlight in something. In itself this semantical system is ontologically 
neutral. Of course for Aristotle it does have an ontological foundation: the 
features we can concentrate on in our ways of talking about things are indeed 
included in those substances. But that is all there is to it. Aristotles world is 
less cluttered than Platos. What it contains is concrete individual substances 
only, which have different properties. But even though we can distinguish 
between these different aspects of a thing s nature, this does not mean that the 
thing itself is not a unity. What his semantic system merely shows is that if we 
conceive of things in certain ways, we are committed to accepting other con- 
ceptions that go along with it.7 

In the Middle Ages, the fallacies became a standard topic in works on logic. 
Peter of Spain pays attention to the fallacia accidentis in his influential manual 

7) For a detailed explanation of these matters, see L.M. de Rijk, Aristotle. Semantics and Ontology, 
2 vols. Vol. I: General Introduction. The Works on Logic, Vol. II: The Metaphysics. Semantics in 
Aristotle's Strategy of Argument (Leiden, 2002). De Rijk convincingly shows how Aristotle's dis- 
tinction between different aspects of one and the same individual thing does not threaten its 
unity in any way. 
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of logic, the Tractatus. Peter s account is worth looking at because it is one 
example of how semantic and ontological levels can become confused. This is 
particularly evident in his way of talking about accidens. 

2. Peter of Spain on the Fallacy of Accident 

In his explanation of the fallada accidentis , Peter of Spain duly pays attention 
to the question how we should take the expression accident' in this connec- 
tion. First he presents the definition handed down in the tradition by Aristo- 
tle: "the fallacy of accident occurs when any attribute is claimed to inhere in a 
like manner in both the thing underlying the substance and in the accident".8 
For starters he explains that accident' in this connection is identical to what is 
not necessary in conseguendo? This means that the fallacy of accident occurs 
whenever something which is said to follow does not necessarily follow. To be 
sure, this description can be applied to all other kinds of fallacies as well, so 
Peter has to be a little more specific about what it is we are dealing with here. 

That it is not simply fallacious reasoning in general we are talking about 
becomes obvious when he tells us how the fallacia accidentis can emerge in 
streams of argument. First of all, Peter says, the fallacy of accident is such that it 
involves arguments containing two accidents, i.e. two occurrences of an acci- 
dent. Of these two accidents one is such that it applies to the thing underlying 
the subject-term (res subiecti ), and the other is assigned to inhere in the thing 
underlying the subject-term and its accident (res subiecti et eius accidens ). The 
question is how we are to take accident' in this connection. It should not, Peter 
explains, be understood in terms of Porphyry's predicabilia , nor should it be 
taken as one of Aristotle's so-called predicates' in the Topics , nor as an accident 
as opposed to substance.10 Again, he repeats, in this particular case the expres- 
sion accident' is used to indicate that which is non-necessary in consequendo .n 

8) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 102, p. 1 462"5: "Ponitur 
autem ab Aristotile talis ratio accidentis: accidens fit quando similiter quidlibet fuerit assigna- 
tum rei subiecte et accidenti inesse'." 
9) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 103, p. 14625"26: "Sed 
illud accidens est idem quod non-necessarium in consequendo'." 
10) Clearly Peter misreads Aristotle here. For one thing, the predicates' Peter is talking about 
are not sentential predicates, as he seems to mean, but appellations after one of the categorical 
modes of being. However, this is not what Aristotle is talking about here either. What is at issue, 
at least in Aristotle's conception of the fallada accidentisy is one of the "paradigms of assignment"; 
cf. De Rijk 2002 (op cit., above, n. 3), Vol. I, pp. 476-498. 
n) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 103, p. 146 12"26: "Et nota 
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But that still does not get us very far, for what does it mean to say that some- 

thing is not necessary in consequendo} In order to be able to settle that question, 
Peter begins by listing two ways of taking the expression "non-necessary": 

- first we have the non-necessary in terms of being posited as a subject or as a 

predicate: e.g. Sortes est homo ('Sortes is a man), animal est substantia (ani- 
mal is a substance') , in which the superior in one way applies to the inferior, 
and in another way the inferior to the superior; in these particular cases 
Sortes is necessarily a man, but not the other way round, and an animal is 
necessarily a substance, but not the other way round; 

- secondly we have the non-necessary in terms of inference; in this connec- 
tion accidens is opposed to that which applies (i.e. to something) of neces- 
sity', and the necessity spoken of refers to what necessarily applies to 

something insofar as the necessity of inference (or the necessary implica- 
tion) is based upon a topical relationship, like in logic, or on the relation- 
ship of cause and effect, like in proofs. Peter explains that it is the second 
type of necessity which features in the fallada accidentis }2 

The ways in which this fallacy can occur are derived from the manner in which 
the accidentia that apply to the subject are positioned in the argument: sometimes 

quod ubicumque est sophisma accidentis, exigitur duplex accidens, unum quod accidit rei subi- 
ecte et aliud quod assignatur rei subiecte et accidenti eius inesse. Et utrumque assignatur in 
predicta ratione communi paralogismorum accidentis. Si ergo aliquis querat qualiter sumatur 
hie accidens', dicendum quod questio ista multiplex est propter illud duplex accidens quod 
semper exigitur ad paralogismum secundum accidens. Et ideo dicendum quod si querat de ilio 
accidente quod assignatur inesse utrique, tunc illud accidens non est prout sumitur a Porfirio 
unum de quinqué predicabilibus, ñeque secundum quod sumitur ab Aristotile unum de quatuor 
predicatis in Topicis, neque est accidens quod ex opposito dividitur contra substantiam, cum 
dicimus: quicquid est, aut est substantia, aut accidens, aut Creator substantie et accidentis'. Sed 
illud accidens est idem quod non-necessarium in consequendo'." 
12) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 103, p. 14626-I47n: 
"Quia non-necessarium' dupliciter dicitur. Uno modo in predicando vel in subiciendo, ut 'Sor- 
tes est homo' vel animal est substantia', secundum quod superius uno modo accidit inferiori et 
alio modo econverso inferius superiori. Alio autem modo est non-necessarium in consequendo, 
ut diximus; et sic sumitur hic accidens quod assignatur inesse utrique'. Unde accidens hoc modo 
opponitur ei quod est ex necessitate accidere'. [. . .] Sed dico ex necessitate accidere' prout neces- 
sitas inferendi causatur ab habitudinibus localibus, ut in dialeticis, vel a causa vel ab effectu, ut 
in demonstrativis; et huic necessitati inferendi opponitur accidens quod assignatur inesse utrique, 
quia sic dicitur dupliciter ex necessitate accidere'. Unde accidens' hoc modo idem est quod 
non-necessarium in consequendo' contra istam necessitatem inferendi quam diximus." 
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the accident' is antecedent, like Sortes, which applies to man (in which case 
an inferior applies to its superior); sometimes it is consequent, like figure, which 
applies to triangle (in which case a superior applies to its inferior), and sometimes 
it is one of a pair of convertibles.13 Of the latter type are homo and risibile . 

In accordance with the distinction between these three different cases of 
uccidere - that is, somethings applying to (belonging to) something else - we 
can distinguish three kinds of fallacia accidentis . The first kind occurs when an 
antecedent applies to that to which it is antecedent, like in, man is a species; 
Sortes is a man; therefore Sortes is a species. In this instance Sortes, which is 
antecedent to homo , applies to homo , and species is assigned to inhere in both 
(i.e. in both Sortes and man).14 In Aristotelian terms, in the first sentence, 
of some individual the universal nature humanity is singled out, and to that 
mode of being (i.e. being the universal nature humanity), the mode of being 
a species is said to apply. So far so good, but then in the second sentence, an 
accidental (i.e. coincidental) mode of being a man is singled out, viz. the mode 
of being in the form of an individual, Socrates. From these two assumptions it 
is then mistakenly concluded that the (essential) mode of being a species applies 
to one of the accidental modes of being a man , viz. to the accidental mode of 

being Sortes. 
The second type of fallacia accidentis occurs when a consequent applies to 

what is antecedent. An example of the second type is: every triangle has three 

angles equal to two right ones; now every triangle is a figure; therefore every 
figure has three angles etc. Here figurei which is consequent, applies to trian- 

gle, which is antecedent, while having three angles equal to two right ones is said 
to inhere in both triangle and figure as in its proper subiect.15 In this case, in 
the first sentence the triangularity of a mathematical figure is what is singled 

13) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 108, p. 149925: "Modi 
autem huius fallacie distinguuntur a parte accidentis quod accidit rei subiecte, quia accidens quod 
accidit rei subiecte aliquando est antecedens, aliquando consequens, aliquando convertibile. 
Quia uno modo accidit inferius superiori [. . .] quia homini accidit Sortes [  ] Alio autem modo 
superius accidit inferiori. Unde Aristotiles [. . .] dicit quod accidit triangulo esse figuram [. . .] 
Tertio autem modo sumitur accidens' secundum quod convertibile accidit suo convertibili." 
14) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 109, pp. 14930-1503: 
"Primus modus accidentis fit quando antecedens accidit ei cui antecedit. Ut: 'homo est species; 
Sortes est homo; ergo Sortes est species"; p. 150, 24"25: "In primo enim paralogismo Sortes, qui 
antecedit ad hominem , accidit ei et species assignatur inesse utrique". 
15) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 113, pp. 15215"17: "Secun- 
dus autem modus accidentis fit quando consequens accidit antecedenti. [. . .] Ut: omnis trangu- 
los habet tres ángulos equales duobus rectis; sed omnis triangulus est figura; ergo figura habet tres 
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out, and of that particular mode of being, being a triangle , it is said that it is 
identical to (or that it has the attribute of) having three angles equal to two 
right ones. In the second sentence, the generic mode of being a mathematical 
figure is applied to everything that has the mode of being a triangle. From 
these two assumptions it is mistakenly concluded that the attribute of having 
three angles equal to two right ones belongs to something qua being a mathemat- 
ical figure. 

Finally, the third mode occurs when a convertible applies to its convertible. 
For instance, in man is a species; something that can laugh is man; therefore 
something that can laugh is a species', the property of being something that can 
laugh is assigned to man , which is its convertible, and species is assigned to 
apply to both something that can laugh and man}6 In this third example, in the 
first sentence the mode of being a species is assigned to the species man, and in 
the second sentence some concrete individual thing is singled out as having 
the attribute being capable of laughter, of which it is said that it is a man; from 
there it is mistakenly concluded that the something, i.e. the concrete thing 
under scrutiny, which is capable of laughter, is a species. 

Thus far Peter has not made any reference to an ontological foundation for 
his distinctions. Yet he does seem to think that the occurrence oí fallacia acci - 
dentis is based upon the modes of being found in extramental things. This 
appears from a remark about the distinction between the fallacia accidentis 
and the fallacy of figure of speech ( fallacia figure dictionis ): "Wherever there is 
a figura dictionis', our author says, "there is always a fallacia secundum accidens , 
but not the other way round, because the mode of being of a thing (ratio rei) 
does not depend on its verbal description (ratio dictionis), but the verbal 
description does depend on the mode of being of the thing; for a word (dictio) 
is a sign of the thing (res) and is finally ordered to the thing".17 So for Peter, 
what we say about things are expressions of how those things really are. 

ángulos etc .' p. 1533"5: "In secundo autem figura accidit trangulo. Sed habere tres etc. assignatur 
inesse utrique ut subiecto proprio adequato; et sic similiter." 
16) Peter of Spain, Tractatus  , ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 1 14, p. 15321"28: "Tertius 
autem modus accidentis fit quando convertibile accidit suo convertibili. Ut: 'homo est species; 
risibile est homo; ergo risibile est species'; homo enim subicitur speciei secundum suam essentiam 
et non ratione qua est risibile; et sic accidit homini respectu huius predicati quod est species'." 17) Peter of Spain, Tractatus - , ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 116, p. 15510"13: "Unde 
ubicumque est figura dictionis, ibi est semper accidens, et non econverso, quia ratio rei non 
dependet a ratione dictionis, sed ratio dictionis dependet a ratione rei, cum dictio sit signum rei 
et ad rem finaliter ordinetur [. . .] ." 
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As an example of the third kind of fallada accidentis , Peter presents the 
famous (Aristotelian) sophisma, 'I know Coriscus; I do not know the one who 
is coming; and Coriscus is the one who is coming; therefore I know and do 
not know the one who is coming'.18 In this particular syllogism, the property 
of the one who is coming is convertible with Coriscus as that to which the one 
who is coming applies. However, this identity is not something I am aware of, 
and therefore the conclusion is arrived at through a fallada accidentis. 

Compared to Peter of Spain's brief remarks, the account Wyclif presents of 
the fallada accidentis in his Logica is far more elaborate. Furthermore, it clearly 
shows us that it is the complex nature of certain kinds of expressions we use 
for things that forms the basis of this particular error.19 

3. John Wyclif on the fallada accidentis 

In De logica I, cap. VI, Wyclif speaks about what it means to commit the fal- 
lacia accidentis. Like Peter of Spain, Wyclif first explains what is meant by 
accidental terms in this connection. The author describes them as follows: 

a. if a term can truly and affirmatively be said in the nominative of a singular 
subject, and its opposite too can be truly said of that same subject (although 
not simultaneously), in that case the term is accidental; 

b. such terms are specific denominative terms, denominating accidents, e.g. 
'that which is now sitting can at another time be not-sitting'. And the same 

goes for other accidents, such as albus (white), calvus (bald).20 

18) Peter of Spain, Tractatus   ed. De Rijk (op. cit., above, n. 2), VII, 119, pp. 15619 22: "cog- 
nosco Coriscum; ignoro venientem; et Coriscus est veniens; ergo eundem cognosco et ignoro." 
19) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Michael Henry Dziewicki, 3 vols. (London, 1893-99). 
This edition suffers from a disastrously misleading typography (including punctuation and use 
of italics). So the passages at issue will be quoted in full, thoroughly corrected, by using (wher- 
ever possible) the manuscript Biblioteca comunale di Assisi, ms. 662, ff. lr-109v. Professor John 
Murdoch was so kind as to let me borrow his microfilm. 
20) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VI, 
p. 1 1219"28: "[. . .] notandum est primo pro regula quod si fuerit aliquis terminus qui possit vere 
et affirmative in recto predicari de subiecto singulari, cum hoc quod suum oppositum vere pre- 
dicabitur conformiter de eodem, talis terminus est accidentalis quantum pertinet ad sophismata. 
Cuiusmodi sunt termini speciales denominativi denominantes accidentia, ut 'illud quod iam est 
sedens potest alias esse non sedens'; et sic de 'albo', 'calvo', et ceteris specialibus concretis accidentium." 
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According to Wyclif, once we know these things about accidental terms, we 
are in the position to understand problematic sentences like 

- 'the bishop immediately after this moment will see Sortes, who will never 
be seen by the bishop; 

- 'this king has been begotten by a woman, who has never begotten that 

king'; 
- not at any time will this king die, who nonetheless will die at some time'; 
- 'this priest has been wounded by someone, who never caused this priest any 

harm; indeed he has never been near that priest in a thousand years'; and so 
on for an infinite number of like phrases.21 

To interpret sentences like the ones listed above, we need to observe the fol- 

lowing guideline, Wyclif says: 

When an accidental term (of whatever kind) is a predicate qualified by an affirmative verb 
in the past tense or in the future tense, the significatum of that name is confined to inhere 
in the something that is referred to for the same time that is connoted by the verb; e.g. if 
you will see this bishop, then you will see him in the instant he will be bishop, or if this 
woman has begotten this king, then she has begotten him in the instant he was king, or if 
Sortes hit that priest, then he hit him in the instant in which he was a priest.22 

In these examples, the characterisation of entities in terms of one of their acci- 
dental modes of being is crucial. In modern terms, the accidental terms are 
used attributively. For such statements to be true, the characterisations in 
question must apply at the time that is connoted by the tense of the verb. 

21) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VII, 
p. 11229"36: "Isto cognito, patet intellectus talium sophismatum: episcopus immediate post hoc 
videbit Sortem, qui nunquam videbitur ab episcopo', 'iste rex fuit genitus a muliere, que nun- 
quam genuit istum regem', nee unquam morietur iste rex, qui tamen in aliquo tempore morie- 
tur, 'iste sacerdos fuit vulneratus ab aliquo, qui nunquam nocuit isti sacerdoti, immo nunquam 
fuit propinquus isti sacerdoti per mille milaria', et sic de infinitis similibus." 
22) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VII, 
pp. 1 1237-1 139: " [. . .] quicumque terminus accidentalis, predicatus respectu verbi affirmativi de 
preterito vel de futuro, limitât radone differentie temporis connotati suum significatum inesse 
subiecto pro conformi tempore connotato; ut si videbis istum episcopum, tunc videbis eum pro 
instanti pro quo erit episcopus', si ista mulier genuit istum regem, tunc genuit ipsum pro instanti 
pro quo fu.it rex', 'si Sor percussit istum sacerdotem, tunc percussit eum pro instanti pro quo fuit 
sacerdos'." 
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The analysis just presented, Wyclif shows, does not obtain when the word 
order has been changed in such a way that the expression is merely used to 
identify the subject under discussion: 

Things are different if those accidental terms are in subject position. For if that y ou will see 
(si hoc vide bis) , and that is what is or will be that bishop, then it is the case that it is the 
bishop whom you will see. Contrariwise, the statement 'You will see that bishop' should 
lead to the following conclusion, 'Then you will see that bishop'. And then the antecedent 
is proved by the fact that at that time in the future it will be the case that you see that 
bishop.23 

In the first example, the suppositum itself is what matters, and it can be 
identified by using a description that does not necessarily apply at the time 
connoted by the verb it is adjoined to. In modern terms, the description is 
used referentially. In the second example, the same description of what you are 
about to see is highlighted, and so it must apply to the something to which it 
is ascribed at the time connoted by the verb. 

In the next paragraphs, we shall see how the distribution of verbs can lead 
to incorrect conversions (3.1), and that a combination of accidental terms 
with adverbs of time and place can make it difficult for us to correctly inter- 

pret the propositions in which such a combination occurs. (3.2). 

3.1. The Impact of Distribution upon Incorrect Conversions 

Having first looked at different examples of statements containing accidental 
terms', Wyclif states another rule for correctly converting propositions: every 
simple (i.e. single) categorical proposition in the past or future tense whose 
verb is not distributed , can be substituted by its modal proposition of the same 
tense, in which modal proposition the dictum is put in the present tense.24 

23) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VII, 
p. 1 139"14: "Et sic non est, ipsis positis a parte subiecti. Nam si hoc videbis, et hoc est vel erit iste 
episcopus, tunc istum episcopum videbis. Sed ista, 'tu videbis istum episcopum', debet sic inferri: 
'tunc tu videbis istum episcopum'. Et tunc antecedens probatur per hoc quod tunc erit ita quod 
tu vides istum episcopum." 
24) By 'modal proposition here a proposition is meant in which an adverb of a particular type, 
viz. an adverb of quality, modifies the composition of the proposition at issue. These proposi- 
tions are distinguished from propositions de inesse. On this view, a proposition such as 'Sortes est 
currens' is a propositio de inesse , and the proposition Verum est Sortem currere' is the correspond- 
ing modal proposition. Some authors would deny that the type of proposition just mentioned is 
a modal one, confining the label 'modal' to propositions in which the composition or division is 
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E.g., it follows, you will see the pope; therefore at some time it will be the case 
that you see the pope', and the other way round; you have hit the priest; 
therefore at some time it has been the case that you were hitting the priest', 
and the other way round.25 However, it does not follow, at some time it will 
be the case for every man that he is in this house; therefore at some time every 
man will be in this house', because in the sentence the conclusion is inferred 
from, the verb is distributed for every future time.26 

In two subsequent examples the conversion fails because the description 
used for some state of affairs is composite. It does not follow, you will see 
those two (pointing to a man and an ass); therefore at some particular time it 
will be the case that you see those two'. Nor does it follow, you have begotten 
those two sons; therefore at some time it has been thus that you were begetting 
those two sons'.27 In the first example, the two components of the characteri- 
sation, viz. the having of a man-vision and the having of an ass-vision, is 
verified for diverse future instants. Something similar happens in the second 
inference: if one says that you have begotten those two sons, this is not to say 
that this happened at one and the same time. So the begetting of son number 
one and the begetting of son number two, the two things ascribed to you, 
need not actually be the case at the same instant. The inferences at issue are 
incorrect, because the propositions they are derived from are not simple ones 
(i.e. single propositions in the terminology of Aristotle's).28 

modified by words like necessarium, contingens, possibile , and so on. For a discussion of the ways 
in which earlier on the expression modal term' was explained, see Joke Spruyt, 'Thirteenth- 
century Discussions on Modal Terms', Vivarium 32 (1994), 196-226. 
25) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VII, 
p. 1 1315 22: "Unde potest pro regula observari quod omnis simplex kategorica de preterito vel 
futuro cuius verbum non distribuitur, convertitur cum modali de conformi tempore, in qua 
modali est dicti translatio de presenti. Verbi gratia, bene sequitur 'tu videbis papam, ergo ali- 
quando erit ita quod tu vides papam', et econverso; 'tu percussisti sacerdotem, ergo aliquando 
fuit ita quod tu percutis sacerdotem' et econverso." 
26) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VII, 
p. 11322'25: "Non tarnen sequitur: 'aliquando erit ita quod omnis homo est in ista domo; ergo 
aliquando omnis homo erit in ista domo', quia verbum distribuitur pro omni tempore futuro." 
27) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. I, cap. VII, 
p. 1 13 25'33: "Nec sequitur: 'tu videbis istos duos (demonstrando hominem et asinum); ergo ali- 
quando erit ita quod tu vides istos duos'. Nec sequitur: 'tu genuisti istos duos filios; ergo ali- 
quando fuit ita quod tu gignis istos duos filios', quia predicatum est de copulato extremo [vel 
synonimo]. Et sic non est simplex categorica, cum predicatum sit compositum. Sed verificatur 
copulatum pro diversis instantibus futuris." 
28) What is meant by a single statement here is Aristotle's single statement-making utterance; see 
De interpr. 5, 17al 5-16. Medievais had different ways of explaining the unity in such propositions; 
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In the next paragraph (3.2) we shall turn to a section further along in the 
Logica , in which the author discusses how propositions containing adverbs of 
time can lead to the fallacy of accident. 

3.2. The fallacia accidentis in Inferences Containing Adverbs of Time and Place 

In chapter X of the third volume of his Logica , Wyclif comes to speak about 
propositions of the type 'the carpenter was about to build the house', uttered 
at the time in which the person referred to by the expression 'the carpenter 
was not yet a carpenter.29 The question of course is what we are to make of 
these utterances; it seems somewhat odd to be talking about a carpenters 
building of the house at a time when he has not even joined the the guild of 
carpenters yet. 

Wyclif begins his discussion of problematic sentences with a warning: if a 
proposition contains an adverb of time, or an adverb of place, one should take 
note of the verb or participle qualified by that adverb. It is what these adverbs 
are combined with, the author says, that will inevitably change our under- 
standing of what the propositions in which they occur are saying. As to the 
first kind, the author demonstrates how sentences containing the adverbs 
now' and 'tomorrow' can be misunderstood. For instance, it is now possible 
for an instant of tomorrow to exist, but it is not possible for that instant to 
exist now , because an instant of time can only exist when it actually is.30 The 
proposition, 4It is now possible for an instant of tomorrow to exist' contains 
the adverb of time now'; in order to properly understand what is being said in 
this particular sentence, you must critically examine to which particular time 
the adverb refers. Obviously what Wyclif is warning us about is that in this 
case the adverb now' {nunc) is conjoined with the complete phrase 'is possible 
to exist tomorrow', and that from something's (in our case a future instant's) 

see Joke Spruyt, "The Semantics of Complex Expressions', in Aristotle's Peri hermeneias in the 
Latin Middle Ages. Essays on the Commentary Tradition [= Artistarium supplemental Vol. 10], 
(Groningen-Haren, 2003), 275-303. 
29) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 14840-1492: "Et per idem sequitur quod iste carpentarius fu.it facturus istam domum, et tarnen 
nec facit nec faciet istam domum, posito quod faciat istam domum antequam erit carpentarius." 
30) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica, ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 14222"28: "Unde pro zophismatibus oportet loycum diligenter notare verbum vel participium 
quod adverbium loci vel temporis determinat, quia hoc notabiliter variat intellectum. Ut nunc 
possible est medium instans crastine diei esse, et tarnen non est possible esse nunc, cum nullum 
instans vel tempus potest esse nisi quando est." 
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now being possible to exist , you cannot infer the same things (i.e. the future 
instants) being possible to exist now. This conclusion is based upon a fallacy, 
because the now has been changed; hence the possibilities spoken of are no 
longer the same. 

There are many other fallacies of this type, for instance in the sophism, you 
will know something to be the case when you will not know that to be the 
case' (tu scies aliquid esse quando non scies illud esse).31 The same goes for the 
inference, 'this will be the case when it will not be the case that this will be; 
therefore this will be the case when it will not be the case' ( hoc erit quando non 
erit ita quod hoc erit ; ergo hoc erit quando hoc non erit)?1 The following state- 
ment, on the other hand, is correct, 'this will be when it is not future' (hoc erit 
quando non est futurum ),33 because the phrase quod non est futurum is an indi- 
cation of the time at which the 'this' is in the present (and no longer in the 
future). In the fallacious statement, a transition has been made in the charac- 
terisation of the future instant, by changing the qualification of quando . In the 
premise, quando is qualified as being a time in which the 'being future of A 
will no longer apply, whereas in the conclusion quando is qualified as a time in 
which the 'being of A will not apply. 

The kind of fallacious reasoning we just mentioned, our author complains, 
leads some smart alecks to grant that whenever something will be future, then 
it will continuously be. However, if you accept that you can say something 
about the future, you are under no obligation to accept that what you are say- 
ing about the future should be the case at the very moment you are saying it. 
For example, granted you can say that something begins to be or ceases to be, 
Wyclif says, 

this does not mean that you should admit that everything that begins to be or ceases to be, 
should always begin to be and cease to be, nor that something white is completely black - 
and the same goes for other contrary denominations that belong to something according to 
differences in place and time. [. . .] Nor is it a problem for a white thing to be black, and 

31) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica, ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
14228"31: "Sed ulterius fiunt in talibus zophisticationes per captiones que videntur michi modo 
inutiles, ut in talibus 'tu scies aliquid esse quando non scies illud esse' [. . .]." 
32) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica, ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 1457"9: "Nec sequitur: 'hoc erit quando non erit ita quod hoc erit; ergo hoc erit quando hoc 
non eriť." 
33) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 1459"10: "Sed bene sequitur quod hoc erit quando non est futurum." 
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nevertheless at the same instant for it to be different from black and to be something other 
than black, because for such a difference or otherness it is sufficient that at some time or at 
some instant the thing should be white at which it is not black.34 

The key to understanding what we say about the same things even though 
some change has occurred, or will occur, is the correct interpretation of the 
characterisations we use. We must realise that at different times or different 
places, we are entitled to make reference to things by chacacterising them in 
different ways (i.e. in terms of somethings accidental features). When we cat- 

egorise something in a certain way after one of its accidents' (Wyclif uses the 
term ' denominano), we should not make the mistake of thinking that the very 
same characterisation should apply in some other context as well. When we 
talk about Sortes at different stages of his life, like when he was young and 
when he will be old, or when we make reference to his being in different places, 
like in the theatre or at the market place, what is going on, he says, is that 

formally speaking the old man is different from himself as a young man, and formally 
Sortes is different in the theatre than he is in the market; and you can say the same for 
melancholies, who are less sane than themselves in Autumn, and so on for however many 
other statements of philosophers. [. . .] Nevertheless, it does not follow that the same thing 
differs from itself, although it does differ from itself as (being) such-and-such.35 

So far we have looked into Wyclif s analysis of semantic distinctions featuring 
in propositions that contain accidental terms. His recipy for inferring things 
from such propositions comes down to correctly interpreting the expressions 
by which things are categorised in terms of their accidental properties. In itself 
this could simply be explained with reference to our different ways of focusing 
upon, or conceptualising things. However, that is not the whole story. In De 

34) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
pp. 14530-1462: "[...] sic non oportet concedere quod omne incipiens esse vel desinens esse 
semper incipit vel desinit esse, et quod album per totum sit nigrum, et sic de aliis denomina- 
tionibus contrariis pro diversis loco et tempore eidem inexistentibus cum non pro eodem instanti 
est hoc album et nigrum per totum. [. . .] Nec obest album esse nigrum et tarnen illud pro eodem 
instanti differre a nigro et esse aliud quam nigrum, quia ad talem differentiam vel alietatem 
sufficit quod pro aliquo tempore vel pro aliquo instanti sit album pro quo ipsum non sit nigrum." 
35) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
pp. 1461"7: "Et sic formaliter senex differt a se puero, Sor est alter in teatro quam in foro, melan- 
colici sunt dementiores seipsis in autumpno; et sic de quodibet propositionibus philosophorum. 
[. . .] Verumtamen non sequitur ex istis quod idem differt a se, licet différât a se tali." 
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universalibus , the author gives us an in-depth account of the foundations of 
attribution {praedicatio) .36 As has been shown by Cesalli,37 predication is more 
than just a linguistic or conceptual device. For our purposes it is useful to 
briefly mention the kinds of praedicatio Wyclif talks about. 

3.3. The Ontological Foundation of Semantic Distinctions : De universalibus 

As we saw in the previous section, the central idea in Wyclif s analysis is that 

things can undergo changes in their "formal being. What this kind of change 
amounts to can be gathered from his account of the activity of praedicatio , or 
attribution. For Wyclif, the expressions 

4 
praedicatio and ( propositio are not 

confined to mental activities alone, as the moderni would have it. Instead he 
maintains that the truth of every true (linguistic) proposition is ultimately 
based upon the corresponding predicative or attributive relationships in the 
real world. In his words, praedicatio termini de termino is based upon praedica- 
tio realis , which equals being shared by or being said of many things in com- 
mon (participan vel dici communicative de multis ).38 

The author distinguishes three kinds of attribution (praedicatio ): 

1 . One kind is the praedicatio formalis : this is the praedicatio by which some- 
thing formally existing in the subject is attributed (praedicatio qua praedi - 
catur formaliter inexistens subiecto ). The expression 'to formally exist in is 
meant for whatever identically belongs to the subject according to the 
mode of being by which it is. This kind of attribution includes whatever is 
said primarily and per se of its inferior, or any accident said of its subject. 
Examples of this type of praedicatio are: cThe divine person is God', because 
deity is the form by which any divine person is God; man is an animal', 
because animality is the form by which every man is an animal; and 
ť Peter is a musician, because being musical is the form by which Peter 

36) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universalibus, ed. Ivan J. Mueller (Oxford, 1986 [19851]). 
37) See Cesalli 2005 (op. cit., above, n. 3), pp. 135-137, and the literature mentioned in his 
note 23. 
38) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universalibus , ed. Mueller (op. cit., above, n. 36), cap. I, p. 1727"37: 
"Est autem praedicari' aequivocum ad tria. [. . .] Secundo ad praedicationem termini de termino. 
Et ista est famosa modernis, qui putant nullam aliam esse, licet secundum veritatem ista exem- 
plata sit a praedicatione reali, quae est tertium genus praedicandi, et est participari vel dici com- 
municative de multis." 
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formally is a musician, and the same goes for any other accident said of its 
substance.39 

2. Another kind is the praedicatio secundum essentiam : in this kind of attribu- 
tion the subject and that which is said of the subject are the same, even 
though the ratio (mode of being) of what is said is other than the ratio 
(mode of being)40 of the subject, as in ťGod is a man, 'fire is water, a uni- 
versal is a singular'. Our author explains this kind of praedicatio as follows. 
In the theological example you can see that the first mode of being or form 
is deity, whereas the second mode of being or form is humanity. So the 
proposition contains a formal contradiction between deity and humanity. 
In the second example (in which reference is made to the four elements 
earth, air, fire and water) there is a formal contradiction between being fire 
and being water; so the forma of water and fire is not the same, nor are 
water and fire the same in their existence as a particular entity; instead 
water and fire are essentially the same, or according to their matter, for the 
same essence' is now a fire, and then water. And the third example, taken 
from logic, contains a contradiction between an ability to be shared by 
many supposita and an inability to be shared by many supposita. So we 
cannot take these propositions as expressions of a formal identity, because 

39) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universalibus , ed. Mueller (op. cit., above, n. 36), cap. I, pp. 28171- 
29 184: "£st autem praedicatio formalis praedicatio qua praedicatur formaliter inexistens subiecto. 
Et voco Tormaliter inexistere' illud quod identice convenit subiecto secundum rationem qua est, 
ut persona divina est Deus, 'homo est animal', et 'Petrus est musicus', et breviter quandocumque 
per se primo superius praedicatur de suo inferiori, vel accidens de suo subiecto. Nam deitas est 
forma, qua quaelibet persona divina est Deus. Et animalitas est forma, qua omnis homo est 
animai. Et sic de terminis superioribus respectu suorum inferiorum. Et correspondenter esse 
musicum est forma, qua Petrus formaliter est musicus. Et ita de quolibet accidente inhaerente 
substantia e." 
40) In this case, to translate ratio (see for the quotation below, n. 41) into 'mode of being' is more 
appropriate than into 'notion, as is done by Kenny in the translation of De universalibus , par- 
ticularly considering Wyclif s description of praedicatio secundum essentiam. Indeed, the expres- 
sion 'notion seems too exclusively confined to the human intellect's ways of conceiving things 
(focalisation), whereas according to Wyclif, the activity of categorisation makes sense only 
because it represents relationships of inherence featuring in the extra-mental world. In Wyclif s 
view, the act of categorisation is thus directed to representing real states of affairs in the world. 
For the difficulties involved in the interpretation of 'ratio in later medieval philosophy, see 
L.M. de Rijk, 'A Special Use of Ratio in 13th and 14th Century Metaphysics', in Ratio. VII Col- 
loquio Internazionale. Roma, 9-11 gennaio, 1992 , eds. M. Fatturi and M.L. Bianchi (Rome, 
1994), 197-219. 
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in that case they would be false. What the propositions do mean is that 
those modes of being or substantial dispositions inhere in the same essence, 
e.g. being human and being this human inhere in the same essence. And 
being human applies to all human beings, but being this human is individu- 
ally confined to this essence.41 In this case, the expression essence' can only 
be taken to mean a material substrate. So, to take up the second example, 
the fire and the water have the same material substrate, some being which 
is capable of receiving the forms of being water and being fire .42 

3. The final type is praedicatio secundum habitudinem , which is described by 
Wyclif as praedicatio of something s relationship to something else; by this 
kind of relationship from some category that pertains to the thing in ques- 
tion, this thing in itself is not subjected to any change. What this means is 
that the form connoted by the attribution in question does not inhere in 
the essence designated by the subject, but only has some relationship to it. 
For instance, a thing can be understood, or loved, or it can cause in different 
ways and acquire some where-ness, and whatever other relationship, with- 
out it thereby as such changing or being changed. This is the type of attri- 
bution we find in theology, when we speak of God doing things, making 

41) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universali bus, ed. Mueller (op. cit., above, n. 36), cap. I, pp. 30194- 
32218: "Praedicatio vero secundum essentiam est praedicatio in qua eadem essentia est subiectum 
et praedicatum, licet alia sit ratio praedicati quam sit ratio subiecti, ut hic 'Deus est homo', 'ignis 
est aqua , 'universale est singulare'. In primo igitur exemplo theologico patet quod alia est ratio 
subiecti qua Deus est, et alia ratio praedicati qua est homo, cum prima ratio vel forma sit deitas 
et secunda humanitas et claudit contradictionem formalem deitatem esse humanitatem. In 
secundo exemplo naturali patet quod claudit contradictionem formalem igneitatem esse aquaei- 
tatem. Ideo ignis non est aqua secundum formam vel formaliter secundum ultimum singulare, 
sed essentialiter vel materialiter, quia eadem essentia quae nunc est ignis, nunc est aqua. Et quoad 
tertium exemplum logicům patet quod claudit contradictionem communicabilitatem multis 
suppositis esse incommunicabilitatem multis suppositis. Ideo intelligitur quod eidem essentiae 
insunt istae rationes vel substantiales dispositiones, ut eidem essentia e inest esse hominem et esse 
istum hominem. Et esse hominem est commune omni homini et sic universale formaliter, sed 
esse istum hominem est individualiter appropriatum isti essentiae." 
42) cf. Alessandro D. Conti, 'Analogy and Formal Distinction: On the Logical Basis of Wyclif s 
Metaphysics', in Medieval Philosophy and Theology 6 (1997), 133-165, especially 146-147. The 
use of the expression 'essentia' is reminiscent of twelfth-century century usage; see L.M. de Rijk, 
'Abailard s Semantic Views in the Light of Later Developments' in English Logic and Semantics 
from the End of the 12th Century to the Time of Ockham and Burleigh , eds. H.A.G. Braakhuis, 
C.H. Kneepkens and L.M. de Rijk (Leiden-Nijmegen, 1981), 1-58; esp. p. 20, where reference 
is made to the use of 'essentia to indicate one particular thing as actually given. 
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things and what not, without Him ever changing or being changed, because 
none of those relationships in itself belongs to one of the ten categories.43 

For our purposes the first type of praedicatio is important. Returning to his 
example about the difference between Sort ess being in the theatre and his 
being in the market, Wyclif claimed two things. First of all, the subject of 
Sortes remains one and the same, even though at different times he may be 
differently affected by some accident. So whether he is in the theatre, at the 
market, or wherever, Sortes will be Sortes. The difference under consideration 
then - and this is the second point - is not between Sortes and himself; instead 
Sortes s being in the market is only formally different from his being in the 
street. The diversity in these cases is not of Sortes per se , but of Sortes being- 
such-and-such. 

Of course one might begin to wonder now what the accidents really are. 
Wyclif refuses to say that they are things in themselves, like substances, because 
if he did not, he would not be able to explain how subject and accident are one 
thing, as he says later on.44 

To begin with, Wyclif explains how sentences such as the ones previously 
mentioned are backed up by the ontological structure of the world. To under- 
stand a sentence like 'Sortes will be white', in which an accident that does not 
yet apply now is said to apply in the future, there are a few things we must 
accept about the world. In Wyclif s own words, "Besides a multitude of acci- 
dents and (successive) degrees of things shared in, we must posit a common 
subject which primarily is the subject-substrate of such a multiplicity of acci- 
dents". Our author next gives the example of a fire, which can grow, become 
smaller and even be extinguished altogether. And this can only happen, accord- 

ing to Wyclif, if we assume there is one fire common to that accidental fire and 
all parts of the fire. That fire is the subject of change in its multiple manifesta- 
tions. So if we consider a fire that is partially generated, and then follow it 

43) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universalibus , ed. Mueller (op. cit., above, n. 36), cap. I, pp. 34235- 
3 5 249 : "Tertia est praedicatio secundum habitudinem ex qua secundum genus adveniente subi- 
ecto non oportet ipsum ut sic esse proprie mobile, ut contingit rem intelligi, amari, varie causare 
et acquirere sibi ubicationem, quandalitatem et quodibet relationes rationis, sine hoc quod 
ipsum ut sic moveatur vel sit mobile. Patet ex hoc quod Deus intelligitur et diligitur a quotlibet 
creaturis et facit efficienter, exemplariter et finaliter multa bona - acquirit etiam sibi quod sit per 
omnem situm mundi et per omne tempus et Dominus cuiuslibet creaturae - sine hoc quod 
moveatur vel sit mobilis, quia nulla talium habitudinum est per se in aliquo decern generum." 
44) See the quotation below, n. 51. 
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from the start until the time it will be fully generated, and from then on to the 
time it begins to be extinguished, we should assume there is one fire through- 
out the course of time, he says, made up of all those fires, as the subject of all 
that generation and extinction. Of this fire Wyclif says that it is applicable to 
each single one of its components; the fire can become large or small, and can 
be affected by opposite accidents at different times.45 

In Chapter 7 of the Tractatus de univers ali bus, Wyclif explains the diverse 
modes of being of creatures, one of which is the accidental mode of being. He 
describes it as being supervenient upon a substance, corresponding with the 
distinction of being into the nine categories other than substance.46 Now in 
the example of the fire, Wyclif stated that we should "posit one common fire", 
as (a) the subject of generation and extinction, and as (b) that which can 
be affected by accidents in different ways: now being small, then being large, 
and so on. The ways in which the substance fire is qualified by accidents thus 
amount to its different modes of being of that fire, i.e. its different manifesta- 
tions. What remains in the course of time is the substance fire shared by this 
particular fire and all its occurrences. 

But that is not all we need to assume. For besides such common subjects of 
accidents we just spoke of, Wyclif continues, we should also assume there are 
accidents, like quality and quantity taken as accidents in their successive stages, 
which are now great or intense and now the opposite. We need to assume this 
to explain how quantities can change: a quantity, for example, can in turn 
acquire some accidental quantity owing to which it is formally large, and if it 
changes, it acquires parts by which it is successively quantified in different 

45) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 1 468"21: "Unde iuxta dicta de multitudine accidentium et de gradibus rerum communium est 
dare unum subiectum commune quod primo subiectat tale accidens multiplicatum. Verbi gratia, 
est dare unum ignem communem ad istum ignem accidentalem et quamlibet suarum partium, 
qui est subiectum motus multiplicati per totum. Nam posito quod ignis partibiliter generetur a 
non gradu quousque fuerit piene generatus, et abhinc incipiat corrumpi ubi desinit generari, est 
dare unum ignem ex omnibus istis ignibus aggregatum subiectantem omnem illam generatio- 
nem et istam corruptionem. Et ignis communis ad singulum istorum componentium est nunc 
magnus, nunc parvus, nunc sic accidentatus et nunc modo opposito." 46) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universalibus , ed. Mueller (op. cit., above, n. 36), cap. VII, pp. 12765- 
12869: "Et praeter istos tres modos essendi - idest multiplex esse quod habet creatura, sc. esse intel- 
ligibile creaturae, esse suis causis, et esse existere individuum - satis aequivocos est dare modum 
essendi accidentalem substantiae consequentem ad istos secundum distinctionem novem praedica- 
mentorum. Et nullum tale esse est substantia, sed modus accidentalis subsantiae." 
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ways. This does not mean, however, that this quantity should continually be 
of the same size, because in the course of time it can happen that it has different 
parts.47 

After having mentioned some examples of how accidents can be affected, 
Wyclif proceeds to show us how we should understand the relationship between 
successive change in something and the something itself. Assuming that some- 

thing can change in time, and specifically that a body can undergo change, 
and assuming that there is one substrate as the bearer of a "multiplied acci- 
dent", it does not follow that whatever part of a successive body is any part 
whatsoever. Instead, what this means is that whatever part is common to every 
(bodily) part. Nor does it follow that a body, which gradually comes into exis- 
tence with its parts succeeding one another, is one of those parts, but we 
should realise that it is one body, composed of those parts.48 

By making use of the analysis just presented we can also interpret proposi- 
tions about change. All the previous examples are meant to show that the way 
in which a substance is affected can change, without it being necessary that the 
substance as such should change too. But Wyclif does not leave it at that. He 
also wants to show us how these changes can be accounted for in different 
cases. To this end, our author discusses some of the arguments he liked to 
mention when someone wanted to prove that change would be impossible. All 
of these arguments are fallacies of accident. In the following section we shall 
look at a few examples and show how Wyclif responds to them. 

3.4. Misgivings about Change 

Wyclif s first argument is about something s colour changing into an opposite 
colour: 

Supposing that Sortes, who is now white, and at instant B will be black, I used to sweettalk 
my audience into believing that he will be white in that same instant B; and by the same 

47) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de lógica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 14621"29: "Et est dare qualitatem, quantitatem accidentia successiva, que nunc sunt magna vel 
intensa et nunc modo opposito. Et sic quantitas, licet acquirat quantitatem sibi accidentalem qua 
formaliter sit magna, acquirit tamen partes quibus quantificatur varie successive. Nec sequitur ex 
isto quod quantitas illa sit continue eque magna ut contingit de tempore quia illa quantitas 
habeat partes différentes [. . .]." 
48) Ioannis Wyclif, TractaPus de logica, ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 14711"15: "Non autem sequitur ex isto quod quelibet pars gradatim corporis sit quelibet, sed com- 
munis ad quamlibet eius partem est quelibet gradatim. Nec sequitur quod corpus gradatim existens, 
illius partibus sibi succedentibus, sit aliqua <pars> earum, sed unum ex illis compositum." 
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token, of whatever quality something will ever be, it will be so continually. For only a white 
thing Sortes will be, and everything white will always be something other than something 
black; therefore Sortes will never be black in such a way that he will not be an albino. For 
in this case, only a not-white thing will be Sortes, while at the same time nothing will be 
Sortes but the white Sortes, because if there is something else, then that will become or 
begin to be Sortes. And so, it is not the case that whatever will be Sortes now is Sortes, 
because black Sortes will be Sortes, who until now is not Sortes. And he is or will be some- 
thing; therefore something will be Sortes who at present is not Sortes. For in these cases one 
argues from an inferius to its superius with the constancy of a subject,49 with the negation in 
second position.50 

In this type of faulty reasoning (which is based upon the claim that black is the 
opposite of white and therefore white equals not-black), the idea is that if we 
assume a change in Sortes from white to black, it cannot be Sortes who changes. 
Either it is Sortes who is white, but then given that whatever is white is not 
black, and a change from white into black should occur, then it cannot be 
Sortes who will change. Or, you could say that it was not Sortes who was white 
to begin with, because we assumed that Sortes will be black, and what is white 
is not black. So in that case too it cannot be Sortes who has changed. So hav- 
ing proved that is not Sortes who undergoes the change, one can conclude that 
change is impossible. 

A little later on Wyclif lists other fallacious inferences: 

Likewise [. . .] it follows that no one has engendered that king, has baptized or hit that 
priest, has seen that bishop, and so on. And yet that king was engendered and that priest 
was actually wounded, that bishop was seen by however many people, and so on. And yet 
he became king; and all becoming is generation; just as a man is king for a far shorter time 

49) For the notion of 'constantia subiecď in medieval logic and semantics, see the introduction 
of the edition of Giraldus Odonis OFM, Opera Philosophical ed. L.M. de Rijk (2 vols.), Vol. I: 
Logica. Critical Edition from the Manuscripts (Leiden, 1997), 49-54. The notion is used in 
fourteenth-century logic in the sense of 'the actual existence of the subject'. In our case then the 
actual existence of Sortes is meant. 
50) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de bgica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. Ill, cap. X, 
p. 1 4718"31: "Ut posito quod Sors, qui iam est albus, et in B instand erit niger, suadebam quod 
erit albus in eodem B instand; et per idem: qualecumque aliquid unquam erit ipsum, continue 
est tale. Nam tantum album erit Sors, et semper erit omne album aliud a nigro; ergo Sors 
numquam erit niger sic quod non est albinus. Tunc enim tantum non album erit Sors, cum 
tamen nichil erit Sors nisi Sors albus, quia si aliud, tunc illud fiet et incipiet esse Sors. Et sic non 
quicquid erit Sors iam est Sors, quia Sors niger erit Sors, qui adhuc non est Sors. Et ipse est vel 
erit aliquid. Igitur aliquid erit Sors quod nunc non est Sors. Argumentatur enim ab inferiori ad 
suum superius cum constantia subiecti, negatione postposita." 
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or a pope than he is a man. And what is more, if an accidental quality is an absolute entity 
which can exist on its own, it is impossible, as a result, that one thing could be formed from 
a subject and itself as informed by an accident, because the accident still would have its own 
quantity, density and its other accidents, just as it has its own being. And then without a 
doubt no one would perceive a substance on account of such an accident, just as no one 
would perceive a soul or matter on account of a sensation of it as something composite, or 
something clothed on account of a sensation of it as something clothed. For any sensation 
of that kind would continue to find its termination in the accident, even though the subject 
has been corrupted.51 

Many other, seemingly subtle arguments are adduced to score the same point. 
What they have in common, according to Wyclif, is that accidental and sub- 
stantial designations of things are treated as if they were of the same type. And 
if we confuse the two, we can go on forever producing the same sort of falla- 
cious inferences, i.e. a fallacies secundum accident?1 

Our author tells us that one can respond in different ways to such argu- 
ments, following the opinion that a present tense should not be ampliated to 
the entire past or future. In response to the argument about Sort ess change 
from something white into something black, Wyclif repeats that the first infer- 
ence does not obtain; on the contrary, only a white thing, a black thing, some- 

thing not-white (and so on) will be Sortes; and so something in a certain state 
will be Sortes, which in another way will not be white Sortes; therefore Sortes 
will be something other than the white person. But this does not mean that 
Sortes will not be Sortes. It merely follows that at some time Sortes will be of 
a certain quality (aliquale), of which quality {quale) Sortes now is not. For to be 
white is not to be somethings but to be a something-in-a-certain-state.50 

51) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 148 14 31 : "Similiter iuxta illam sophisticationem sequitur quod nemo generavit istum regem, 
baptizavit vel percussit istum sacerdotem, vidit istum episcopum, et sic de aliis. Et tarnen iste rex 
fuit genitus, et ille sacerdos fuit actualiter vulneratus, ille episcopus a quotlibet hominibus visus, 
et sic de similibus. Et tamen fiebat rex, et omnis factio est generatio, sicut homo est longe minor 
rex vel papa quam ipse est homo. Ymo, si accidens sit res absoluta que per se potest existere, 
impossibile est corollarie quod fiat unum ex subiecto et accidente informato, cum accidens habe- 
ret propriam quantitatem, densitatem, et alia eius accidentia, sicut habet propriam entitatem. Et 
tunc sine dubio nemo sentiret substantiam propter tale accidens, sicut nec sentiret animam vel 
materiam propter sensationem compositi, aut indutum propter sensationem indumenti. Queli- 
bet enim talis sensatio posset manere terminata ad accidens, corrupto subiecto." 
52) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logicai ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 1512'3: "[. . .] patet quod cum omnibus talibus terminis faciendum esset sophisma, et paralo- 
gizandum secundum fallaciam accidentis." 
53) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
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As to another argument - to the effect that Sortes who is now white will be 
black at instant B; therefore Sortes at instant B differs from a white thing; 
therefore at that instant everything white differs from him; and therefore he 
differs from himself - Wyclif says that he rejected the first inference that Sortes 
at instant B differs from himself - , but that it does follow that everything 
white at instant B is different from Sortes.54 In the end, Wyclif says, we should 
be mindful that in whatever way the terms at issue (i.e. categorisations derived 
from accidental features) are used, such terms can likewise supposit for an 
accident, or (as some would like to say) for the aggregate of substrance and 
accident.55 To take up the example of white Sortes, he is but one thing. Hence 
what is denoted by an expression such as album , is only one thing. But by 
concentrating on different states of that thing the aggregate is formally split 
up, and in this way it can supposit either for the substrate as such, or for that 
substrate insofar as it is categorised according to its property of whiteness. 

The explanation just presented particularly applies when the expression at 
issue is an abstract term, or a term that is not well in itself the subject of a verb. 
In this line of argument a philosopher could agree that there is a distinction 
between a statue and brass in terms of their being (just as being shaped as a 
statue is something other than merely being shaped in any kind of accidental 
way). Hence terms such as these are likely to cause equivocations, owing to the 
fact that they have both simple or personal supposition.56 The distinctions at 

p. 15115"26: "In ista materia respondendum differenter, iuxta opinionem restringentem tempus et 
non laxantem tempus presens ad omne preteritum vel futurum. Ad primům dixi quod prima 
consequentia non valet: ymmo tantum album, nigrum, non album (et sic de aliis) erit Sortes; et 
sic aliquale erit Sortes quod aliter non erit Sortes albus; ergo erit aliud ab albo, sed nichil aliud 
ab albo erit Sortes. Et istud argumentum sequens peccat in fallacia accidentis, que peritissimos 
fallit ex premissis. Igitur sequitur quod aliquale aliquando erit Sortes quale nunc non est Sortes, 
quia esse album non est esse aliquid, sed est esse aliquale. 54) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 15128"30: "Ad secundum negavi primam consequentiam, sed bene sequitur quod omne quod 
erit album in B instanti differet a Sorte." 
55) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 15130"34: "Et pro ulteriori responsione in ilio argumento est notandum quod tam a parte subi- 
ecti quam a parte predicati contingit términos similiter supponere pro accidente vel (ut aliis 
placet) pro aggregato ex subiecto et accidente." 
56) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 15134"40: "Et specialiter si fuerit terminus abstractus, vel terminus qui non bene per se supponit 
verbo. Sicut enim concederei philosophus quod statua et es differunt in esse. Et cum aliis con- 
cretis, sicut esse statuatum est aliud quam accidentatum, fiunt equivocationes secundum sup- 
positionem simplicem aut personalem." 
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issue are formal ones, whereas in each case it is one and the same thing that is 
spoken of.57 

As to the third argument - in which it was concluded that no one has 
engendered a king, and so on - , Wyclif states that he disagreed with it, because 
the making of a king equals the generation of an accidental state, in the same 
way as it is an election that creates a pope. And in this way we can say there is 
a baptism or that there is a cleansing, because it is always someone unclean 
who is baptised. And it does not matter that it is by a substantial generation or 
by a baptism of water (and so on) that a king was engendered or a priest was 
baptised (and so on).58 In all these cases you should be aware of what the 
expression is used for: is it the substrate as such, i.e. as considered apart from 
any of its categorisations (as being a king or being a pope), or is it the substrate 
precisely insofar as it characterised by the qualities in question? Wyclif admon- 
ishes judges to be aware of this distinction in logic and not to concentrate 
on accidents' when they examine witnesses: they should make a distinction 
between the question whether the accused has hit this man, or whether the 
person who is now a priest was formerly hit by the delinquent.59 

Above we have seen that Wyclif explains the equivocation in propositions 
that could lead to the fallada accidentis in terms of the type of supposition 
these two expressions can have, viz. either simple or personal supposition. The 
fact that you can distinguish between these two, as we have seen, is based upon 
the ontological structure of the world as consisting of substances and acci- 
dents. But it was also remarked that it is a formal distinction we are talking 
about. Wyclif first explicitly states what the distinction at issue does not entail. 

57) Indeed, there are philosophers that have made such distinctions, such as Peter Abelard and 
Alberic of Paris; cf. De Rijk 1981 (op. cit., above, n. 42). 
58) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. Ill, cap. X, 
p. 1529"15 : "Ad tertium negavi primam conclusionem, cum factio regis sit generatio accidentis, 
sicut electiones créant papam. Et ita est dare baptizatum vel mundationem, quia continue bap- 
tizatur immundus. Nec obest quod generatione substantial vel baptismate aque (et sic de simi- 
libus) generabatur vel baptizabatur iste rex vel sacerdos." 
59) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. Ill, cap. X, 
p. 1525"18: "Unde decet iudices nosse loycam suam, ne examinent testes de accidentibus, ut puta 
si accusatus percussit ilium sacrdotem [the manuscript and the edition both read 'hominem'], vel 
si iste sacerdos fuit percussus a delinquente." Here it appears that the author is referring to the 
famous distinction between sentences such as percussi papam' and papam percussi'. (For the 
amusing anecdote about Buridans tiff with the pope, see De Rijk 2002 (op. cit., above, n. 7), 
p. 74, n. 217. What Wyclif said earlier about these types of sentences is that they are equivocal 
because the accidental term (in this case papa) can have simple and personal supposition. 
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Although an accidental term can be taken in these two senses, he says, that 
does not mean that an accident could therefore be something absolute. Because 
if it were possible for an accident to be something absolute, he says, one would 
have to assume some in-formation as an intermediary, on account of which 

formally and directly the subject involved is so and so endowed with an acci- 
dent. He then explains what it is to be an accident, in this case by considering 
something s colour: when we have a sensory experience of something, it is the 
accidents the senses are aware of. For instance, when I perceive whiteness, or 
some other accident, I perceive a thing as endowed with such and such an 
accident. But whether this thing is a substance, a man or some other species, 
is not up to the senses to decide, but a higher faculty. And therefore, Wyclif 
concludes, Aristotle says that a substance is only perceived via an accident, 
because an accident is perceived under the mode of being an accident, and it 

only applies to a substance to be so and so endowed with accidents.60 

Wyclif next presents a detailed account of why it is that you can talk about 

things like begetting a king with reference to a time in which the begotten had 
not yet been crowned. When the seed is sown, so to speak, there was a beget- 
ting of a man. And just as we can admit that at some time we were all in the 
loins of our ancestors, likewise, with reference to some time before that, we 
can admit that a man is earth. But you should understand of course, the author 

says, that the more proximate generation of a man takes place in the uterus, 
and the most proximate generation of man takes place when the soul is hypo- 
statically united with the body.61 Once again Wyclif adduces the example of 
a fire, asking us to consider a fire A, that partially starts to be generated until 
the end of the hour when the fire will be fully grown to eight feet, and that 

60) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica, ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 15218"29: "Non ergo credo fore possibile accidens fore tale absolutum, quia sine dubio opor- 
teret, ilio dato, ponere quandam informationem mediare a qua formaliter et immediate subiec- 
tum est taliter accidentatum. Et ita, sentiendo album, vel quodcumque aliud accidens, sentiam 
rem taliter accidentatam. Utrum autem illa res sit substantia, homo vel quecumque alia species, 
non est sensus discutere, sed virtutis superioris. Ideo dicit Aristo tiles quod substantia non senti- 
tur nisi per accidens, quia accidens sentitur sub ratione qua huiusmodi, et accidit substantie 
taliter esse accidentatam." 
61) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica, ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 15320"26: "Unde homo, quandocumque gignitur, est; utputa quando illud semen est in alter- 
utro parente vel utroque. Et sicut concedi potest quod quilibet nostrum fuit in lumbis progeni- 
torum nostrorum, sic conceditur quod homo est terra. Propinqua vero generatio hominis fit 
successive in utero, propinquissima vero in unione ypostatica anime cum corpore." 
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afterwards it begins to be extinguished: then, our author says that it will con- 
tinue to be the same fire A. And it remains so when the extinction is removed. 
In fact, it would remain the same when the extinction accompanied the gen- 
eration.62 Although Wyclif does not explicitly say it, what the examples just 
dealt with show is that a substrate in the sense of some (material) entity is what 
remains through time, and that its accidents change. 

3.5. Summary of Wyclif 's Analysis 

The fallacies we have looked at are all the result of someone's getting confused 
by the expressions that are used for the things under discussion. This particu- 
lar mistake can easily occur if we draw conclusions from propositions contain- 
ing categorisations derived from accidental terms. 

What is it in Wyclif s view, that sets accidental terms apart from the sub- 
stantial ones? We have already seen that he refuses to admit that accidents 
could be something absolute. But what are they then? For starters, accidents 
are a kind of universal. In De universalibus Wyclif distinguishes five kinds of 
universal', i.e.: 1. the Divine Ideas, 2. the reflections of the Divine Ideas in the 
intelligences and heavenly spheres; 3. the common substantial form present in 
individuals, the ones Aristotle calls substantial genera and species; 4. the com- 
mon non-substantial forms in their accidents; and 5. universais in the sense of 
signs (i.e. linguistic expressions) and mental acts.63 In the fourth class of uni- 
versais reference is made to accidents. 

In De ente praedicamentali , cap. I, pp. 6-8, Wyclif distinguishes three ways 
of taking 

ť accidens .64 (1) In the most general sense ť accidens covers all that 

62) Ioannis Wyclif, Tractatus de logica , ed. Dziewicki (op. cit., above, n. 19), Vol. III, cap. X, 
p. 1 5329"34: "Ut posito quod A ignis incipiat partialiter generari usque ad finem istius hore in quo 
erit ignis octupedalis plene generatus, et quod post incipiat corrumpi, tunc manebit continue 
idem A ignis; qui maneret, subducta corruptione, ymmo qui maneret, corruptione concom- 
mitante generationem." 
63) John Wyclif, Tractatus de universalibus , ed. Mueller (op. cit., above, n. 36), cap. II, p. 59165- 
176: "Primo [. . .] est dare quinqué maneries unversalium [...]. Primum et supremum genus est 
ratio vel idea exemplaris aeterna in Deo. Secundum genus est ratio communis creatura in causis 
superioribus, ut intelligentiis et orbibus caelestibus. Tertium genus universalium est forma com- 
munis fiindata in suis individuis. Et illa [. . .] sunt genera et species de quibus loquitur Aristotiles. 
Quarto: forma communis in suis accidentibus, apprehensa ab intellectu infimo, est universale." 
64) Joannis Wiclif, De ente praedicamentali from the unique Vienna MS; Quaestiones XIII logicae 
et philosophiae from the unique Prague MS, ed. Rudolf Beer (London, 1891; repr. Frankfurt 
am Main). 
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which secondarily {a posteriori ) falls to (adiacet) or inheres in something else. 
In this sense the propria passio can be called an accident of the subject. For 

example, wealth happens to (is an accident of) the wealthy, and single crea- 
tures happen to (are an accident of) God. (2) In the second sense, accidens 
refers to whatever form contingently inheres in something else, whether this 
be eternally or in time, whether it can be changed by the acquisition of a form, 
or can not-be an accident of that in which it inheres; and in this way the turn- 

ing of things toward the divine exemplar. And many such accidents inhere in 
God. (3) In the third, and strictest and most proper sense of the word, an 
accidens is every form inhering in a substance, by whose acquisition or loss the 

thing can change; and this is how the philosophers understand the notion 
accidens ; and analogically, the past-ness and future-ness can be called acci- 
dents' of the thing as regards their intelligibility; for in all ideas, Wyclif explains, 
just as in God too, who essentially is all the ideas, the will-being or has-been 
contingently inheres. And it is taken in this third sense, Wyclif says, that we 
have accidentia in the proper sense of the word.65 From this account it appears 
that for Wyclif, 'to be accidental to something should, properly speaking, be 
taken in an ontological sense. 

But what then to say of the problematic propositions, which can lead to the 
fallacy of accident? What are the occasions such a fallacy can occur? As we 
have seen, one such occasion is when an accidental term' is combined with an 
indicator of time (an adverb of time, or a verb in the present or past tense). 
Whether specific inferences are valid or not in such cases depends upon how 
the accidental term should be understood. If the accidental term is merely 
used as to identify some subject (that at some time happens to be endowed 
with the accidental property signified in the expression by which it is brought 
up), then the accidental property need not apply to that substrate at the time 

65) Joannis Wiclif, De ente praedicamentali , ed. Beer (op. cit., above, n. 64), pp. 7l'S: "Primo 
modo communissime omne quod a posteriori adiacet vel inest alteri potest dici sibi accidens. Et 
isto modo propria passio dicitur accidens subiecto, ut patet 5° Metaphysice ultimo; et isto modo 
divicie dicuntur diviti accidere, et Deo singule creature [. . .] Secundo modo dicitur quecumque 
forma alteri contingenter inexistens, sive eternaliter sive ex tempore, sive possit moveri per forme 
adquisicionem sive non esse accidens illi cui inest; et taliter volutacio rerum ad exemplum divi- 
num. Et quotlibet talia insunt Deo [. . .] Sed tercio strictissime et propriissime quelibet forma 
inherens substantie, per cuius adquisicionem vel deperdicionem est ipsa mobilis; et isto modo 
locuntur philosophi [...]. Sic ergo intelligendo accidens analoyce nichil obest obest concedere 
pretericionem et futuricionem esse accidencia rei secundum esse intelligibile. Nam omni ydee, 
sicut et Deo, qui essencialiter est omnis ydea, contingenter inest fore aut fuisse." 
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corresponding with the tense of the verb. If, on the other hand, the term is 
used attributively, then the accidental property must apply to the substrate at 
the time corresponding with the tense of the verb. The fallacy of accident 
occurs when you conclude that an accident' inheres in some substrate, when 
in fact that is not the case at the time of the utterance. 

According to Wyclif, the accidental terms that could lead one to commit 
the fallacy of accident include not only concrete accidental terms, but abstract 
accidental terms as well. It should be recalled that regardless the position 
(a parte subiecti or a parte praedicatt) of the accidental terms in propositions, 
they can likewise supposit for an accident, or for the aggregate of subject and 
accident. This kind of equivocation can come up because accidental terms can 
be interpreted in two ways: they can have either simple or personal supposi- 
tion.66 The semantic structure of such terms is such that they include both the 
suppositum considered as such and the suppositum as characterised by any of 
its accidental properties. 

Thus far we have looked at Wyclif s discussions of the fallacy of accident. 
We have seen that he cautions us to determine how the accidental terms in 

propositions are used. These terms are tricky because they can have both per- 
sonal and simple supposition, and this distinction in turn is based upon the 

ontological structure of the things we talk about. 
To get an even clearer picture of Wyclif s ontological commitment, it is use- 

ful to consider how John Buridan explains the sentences we have dealt with. 
In the latter s exposition is it is the semantic function of appellatio that plays 
the key role. 

4. An Alternative Analysis of the Problematic Propositions: 
John Buridan 

The kinds of propositions we looked at in Wyclif s logic are discussed by Buri- 
dan in the part of the Summulae dealing with the different semantic properties 
of categorematic terms in propositions. The semantic property we need to 
look at is that of 'appellatio.67 In the Summulae he first presents the following 
description of appellative terms: 

66) Others have significatif) materialis significati = suppositio as opposed to significatio jbrmalis 
significati = appellatio. Cf. L.M. de Rijk, 'Buridans Doctrine of Connotation , in The Logic of 
John Buridan , ed. Jan Pinborg (Copenhagen, 1976), 89-100; esp. 96. 
67) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus, ed. R. van de Lecq (Nijmegen, 1998), esp. 
ch. 4.5, De apellationibus. For the nature of appellatio in relation to suppositio and a discussion of 
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. . . substantial terms in the nominative case or terms not connoting anything at all beyond 
the things for which they supposit are not appellative terms properly speaking. But every 
term connoting something other than that which it supposits for is called appellative', and 
appellates that which it connnotes as something adjacent to that which it supposits for, as 
e.g. white <thing>' appellates whiteness as something adjacent to that which the term 
'white <thing>' is apt to supposit for.68 

What appellano explains then is how some expression includes not only the 
actual supposition it has in some proposition, but also indirectly its virtual 
supposita, i.e. the supposita that are virtually included owing to the signification 
of the expression as such. 

Buridan uses this distinction between the appellatio and suppositio of a term 
to show how sentences of the type senex erit puer and papam percussi can be 
regarded as true. An appellative term, Buridan explains, always appellates its 
form, whether it comes before or after the verb, but it can do so in different 
ways: 

... if it comes after the verb: if the verb is of the present tense and the predicate is not 
ampliative, then it appellates its form precisely for the tense of the verb; if it comes before 
the verb: if the verb is of the present tense and the predicate is not ampliative, then it appel- 
lates its form precisely for the present tense; if the verb is of another tense or if the predicate 
is ampliative, then the term placed after the verb appellates its form indifferently, for the 
time of the present and for the tense of the verb or for the time to which the predicate 
ampliates, if it is ampliative. 69 

the different different modes of appellatio, see De Rijk 1976 (op. cit., above, n. 66), passim. The 
originality of Buridan s use of appellatio' to analyse epistemic propositions is very carefully and 
convincingly challenged by Claude Panaccio, in 'Ockham and Buridan on epistemic sentences: 
appellation of the form and appellation of reason (unpublished article, 1999). 
68) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus (op. cit., above, n. 67), 4.5.1, p. 80: "ter- 
mini enim substantiales recti aut omnino nihil connotantes ultra ea pro quibus supponant, non 
sunt appellativi proprie. Sed omnis terminus connotans aliud ab eo pro quo supponit, dicitur 
appellativus; et apellat illud quod connotat per modum adiacentis ei pro quo supponit, ut 
'album' appellai albedinem tamquam adiacentem ei pro qua iste terminus 'album' innatus est 
supponere." 
69) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus (op. cit., above, n. 67), 4.5.2, p. 816'10: 
"Sed differenter aliquando appellat earn ante et post, quia post appellat formam suam praecise 
pro tempore verbi; sed ante, si verbum sit praesentis temporis et praedicatum non sit ampliati- 
vum, tunc appellat formam suam praecise pro praesenti tempore. Sed si verbum fuerit alterius 
temporis vel si praedicatum fuerit ampliativum, tunc terminus ante verbum positus appellat 
formam suam indifferenter, quasi disiunctive, pro tempore praesenti et pro tempore verbi vel ad 
quod praedicatum ampliai si sit ampliativum." 
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The crucial element in Buridans account (and indeed in Ockhams saying that 
"a predicate appellates its form")70 is the expression 'form'. He explains that 
'form' in this context should be taken as whatever singular things a term appel- 
lates, whether this be an accident or a substance, matter or form or a compos- 
ite substance, or something made up of many things. For example, the term 
wealthy supposits for a man, and so man is called its matter, and it appellates 
houses, and lands and money, and other things he posesses as adjacent to him 
as to their possessor. Hence, he concludes, such things insofar as they are con- 
ceived of as being possessed (ea ratione qua possidentur) are called the form of 
the term wealthy . 71 

As we can see, Buridans account of 'form' includes both an extensional and 
an intensional aspect. The form is identified with the individual things them- 
selves, but these are things conceived of in a certain way. 

It is on the basis of the distinctions in appellation that Buridan can explain 
why a sentence of the kind 'the pope is the one I hit', is true. In this locution, 
in which the noun 'the pope' precedes the verb, the expression 'the pope' 
appellates the form pope-ness disjunctively as adjacent to the suppositum. On 
the other hand, if you say ťI hit the pope' the expression 'the pope', which 
comes after the verb, appellates the form precisely for the time connoted by 
the verb. It is the extension of the term pope' which is different in these two 
cases. A similar analysis applies to the expression an old man will be a boy 
{senex erit puer). In this case the expresssion senex appellates the form of senec- 
tus as adjacent to a suppositum. The expression can thus be interpreted as who 
is or will be an old man will be a boy {qui est vel erit senex erit puer). 

As is well known, Buridan introduces a special case of appellation to explain 
sentences containing verbs relating to acts of the mind.72 Such verbs include 
epistemic verbs, like 'to know' and 'to opine', but also expressions like 'to 
promise', and even 'to see'. (The specifics have often been dealt with in the 
literature, so I shall confine myself to some basic features of his proposal.) 
In Buridans view, there is a difference between appellation in the context of 

70) Cf. Panaccio, unpublished article, 1999 (op. cit., above, n. 67). 
71) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus (op. cit., above, n. 71), 4.5.2, p. 8120 25: 
"Sed per formam termini solemus intelligere quidquid terminus appellat, sive illud sit accidens 
sive substantia, et sive sit materia aut forma aut substantia composita, aut ex multis aggregatum. 
Ut iste terminus 'dives' supponit pro homine, ideo 'homo' dicitur materia eius, et appellat domos 
et agros et pecunias, et alia quae ille possidet per modum adiacentium illi tamquam possidenti. 
Ideo talia ea ratione qua possidentur dicuntur forma illius terminus 'dives'." 
72) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus (op. cit., above, n. 71), 4.5.3. 
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verbs that signify acts of the mind, and in the context of those that do not 
on the other. In the context of verbs that do not signify acts of the mind, appel- 
lative terms only appellate the things they immediately signify or connote. In 
the context of verbs that signify acts of the mind, the situation is different: 
if the appellative term comes after such a verb, it appellates the conceptions 
{rationes) according to which the term signifies the things it signifies; if it pre- 
cedes such verbs, it does not appellate such conceptions.73 The kind of appel- 
latio in question is what is known as appellatio rationis. 

Buridan uses this special kind of appellatio to explain the difference between 
the expressions cognosco venientem' and Venientem cognosco': in the former 
the term Venientem' has appellatio rationis. The proposition says that you 
know the person under the conception of his being the one approaching, 
whereas in the latter it is the person who happens to be approaching whom 
you know, but you do not know him under the conception of his being the 
one who is coming. 

In contexts like the ones mentioned, Buridan clearly separates the function 
of appellatio from that of suppositio. If an expression has appellatio rationis , he 
explains, this means you cannot simply substitute it for some other expression, 
even though the two terms in question supposit for the same things. You can 
only do so if the expressions are synonymous, or if the concept of the name 
used in the consequent is included in the concept of the name used in the 
antecedent, in such a way that it is impossible for the concept of the name 
used in the antecedent to be in the mind without the concept of the name used 
in the consequent. This is why it does not follow, 1 know every triangle; there- 
fore I know an isosceles'; however, it does follow, 'therefore I know a triangle.74 

73) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus (op. cit., above, n. 71), 4.5.3, pp. 8319-846: 
"Magna est differentia quantum ad appellationes inter verba significantia actus animae cognos- 
citivae, sicut sunt ista verba: cognoscere', intelligere', significare', supponere', promittere', et 
huiusmodi, et inter alia verba, cuiusmodi essent secare, urere', monere' et huiusmodi. Nam 
termini respectu verborum non significantium huiusmodi actus animae non appellant nisi res 
quas immediate significant ultimate vel connotant; et non appellant rationes secundum quas 
significant. Termini autem respectu verborum significantium huiusmodi actus animae, si sequan- 
tur ilia verba [. . .] appellant rationes secundum quas significant ea quae significant. Si vero illi 
termini praecedant ilia verba, non sic appellant illas rationes." 
74) Johannes Buridanus, Summulae De suppositionibus (op. cit., above, n. 71), 4.5.3, p. 8 420"26: 
"Et ideo concluditur quod a parte post cum talibus verbis non possumus inferre ex uno nomine 
alterum nomen, quantumcumque supponant pro eodem, nisi ilia nomina sint synonyma, vel 
nisi ratio nominis sequentis includatur in ratione nominis antecedentis, tali modo quod impos- 
sibile sit rationem nominis antecedentis esse apud animam sine ratione nominis sequentis. Unde 
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The notion of' ratio features in the accounts of both appellano formae and 

appellatio rationis , but play different roles. As we saw, the 'form' in this connec- 
tion is identified with the individual things that are appellated, under some 

conception (ratio) of these things. This ratio can determine the extension of 
the supposita, and how this is done depends on the position of the appellative 
term in a proposition. The appellatio rationis too relates to a way of conceiving 
something. If a term has appellatio rationis , the way of conceiving something 
is crucial. What is appellated here, is some concept, that is to say, some act of 
the mind. 

Unlike Buridan, Wyclif does not make use of the idea of appellatio at all, 
nor does he explain the different interpretations of sentences featuring acci- 
dental expressions in terms of the extension of supposita. In his analysis, what 
comes to the fore is that in sentences with a verb of the past or future tense, or 
indeed containing a possibility, the time referred to can be ampliated if that 
verb is combined with an accidental term. However, it makes a difference 
whether an accidental term comes before or after the verb, and the difference 
has to do with their way of suppositing for things, i.e. as having either personal 
or simple supposition. In the first case it is the substratum considered as such 
that is supposited for, while it is the substratum insofar as it is characterised by 
an expression signifying some forma inhering in the substratum that is sup- 
posited for in the second case. To account for this second case, we must assume 
not only the being of a substrate, but also of (accidental) forms that can apply 
to that very substrate. It is the real inherence of some such form in a substrate 
at some time that can account for this kind of supposition. In a word, the 
semantics of accidental terms presuppose, it would seem, an ontological basis 
in which accidental forms can either inhere or not inhere in a substrate. 

These accidental properties, we have seen, are the constitutive elements of a 
formal attribution or arrangement (in Wyclif s terms, a praedicatio formalis ). 
In reality they are the kinds of being by which two concrete things of the 
same species are formally different from each other, and even by which one 
individual can be formally different from himself when he is considered in 
different places or at different times. These properties by which things can be 

formally distinguished from one another are real constituents of the individual 

things they inhere in.75 Although an individual thing and its accidental prop- 
erties coincide, these properties are nevertheless formally different from one 

non sequitur cognosco omnem triangulum; ergo cognosco isoschelem' , sed bene sequitur ergo 
cognosco triangulum' [. . 
75) Conti 1997 (op. cit., above, n. 42). 
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another because of their own natures. As Conti puts it, "if what differentiates 
them [i.e. objects] is one of their abstract metaphysical components, then they 
differ formaliter '76 

5. Concluding Remarks 

Wyclif s way of analysing the propositions at issue fits in with the basics of 
Aristotle's semantics. This kind of semantics reflects his awareness that there 
are many ways in which we can speak about entities in the world. We can 
concentate upon different aspects of those substances, and categorise them 

accordingly. In Aristotle s philosophy, the differences in categorisation of things 
make sense because substances can be conceived of in many ways, owing to 
the fact that they have certain properties we can distinguish, or because we can 

compare them with other substances. Ultimately it is the existence of sub- 
stances as such-and-suches that accounts for our conceiving of them in such 
and such a way; that is the real foundation of our linguistic distinctions. 
For Aristotle, this connection with substances was real foundation enough. 
By favouring the concrete things, i.e. the primary substances, in his ontology, 
he believed he had succeeded in reducing the amount of entities Plato had 
introduced. 

As we have seen, Aristotle's semantics is not opposed to a conceptualist 
account like Buridans. In Buridan, the sentences we have analysed are used to 
show how language works, how categorematic words have several distinct 
semantic layers, and how by organising the order of words in a proposition, a 

specific layer of such an expression can be highlighted. The highlighting of 
these semantic layers of an expression is described in terms of the appellatio of 
an expression. Like supposition the appellatio of an expression only comes to the 
fore when it features in a proposition. Appellatio is the counterpart of supposi- 
tio. The suppositum is the material significate of an expression, i.e. that which 
a term supposi ts for in an expression. The appellatio of that same expression is 
of the form in the mode of something adjacent to the suppositum , which is to 
say that it covers all those things the expression does not as such supposit for, 
but which are included in the things the term can supposit for owing to its 

signification. Buridan ultimately explains this function of appellatio exten- 
sionally, i.e. in terms of the things a term does not supposit for, but which are 
nevertheless included in the domain of things a person could have in mind 

76) Conti 1997 (op. cit., above, n. 42), p. 163. 
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when he uses the term in question. Of course for Buridan all semantic func- 
tions of expressions have their basis not in spoken or written language as such, 
but in mental language, which is founded upon our conceptualisations of the 

reality we are confronted with. Thus our categorisations are ours, but like in 
Aristotle, they are founded upon something, i.e. on the substances as con- 
ceived of in certain ways. 

Wyclif too adopts the Aristotelian principle of categorisation. For example, 
we have seen how he explains that a certain relationship can apply to a subject 
according to the categorial expression by which it is introduced in a discus- 
sion. However, for Wyclif our use of language involves much more than that. 
It is in his interpretation of the requirement that linguistic expressions should 
have a fiindamentum in re which sets him apart from people like Buridan. As 
we have shown, our author turns to a more elaborate ontological structure of 
the world in order to demonstrate what is going on in propositions involving 
accidental terms. Our conceptualisations not only pertain to individual sub- 
stances, but also parallel their different ontic layers. The world is made up of 

beings, which can have substantial and accidental forms. And even the acciden- 
tal forms themselves in their turn can acquire accidental forms. Hence his 
account of change and the ways in which change can take place. A substrate 
(whether an individual substance, or an essence) is that which remains through 
time, while its accidents, the formal being of something, are subject to change. 

We have seen that Wyclif denies that an accident is something absolute. 
What this claim amounts to is that accidents cannot be be found in the world 
that surrounds us in separation from the substance they apply to. Neverthe- 
less, his account clearly indicates that accidents do have an ontological status 
of their own. For one thing, the use of accidental terms can cause complica- 
tions, Wyclif says, because they can have both personal and simple supposi- 
tion: by speaking of simple supposition in this connection, a kind of existence 
of accidents is brought to mind. In Wyclif s view then, when we conceive of 
an accident as separate from a substance, it forces us to recognise that this 

conceptual separation corresponds with the ontological status of the accident 
as an ens intelligibile , i.e. as an accidental form. These accidental forms have 

being as ideas in God. Once we realise the divine source of all meaningful 
discourse, we can come to terms with the proper way of interpreting our lin- 

guistic utterances. It is precisely because Wyclif provides this kind of founda- 
tion for our use of accidental expressions that it is no longer Aristotle, but 
Plato he reminds us of. 
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Abstract 
Interpreters disagree on the origin that Francisco Suárez assigns to political obligation 
and correlative political subjection. According to some, Suárez, as other social contract 
theorists, believes that it is the consent of the individuals that causes political obliga- 
tion. Others, however, claim that for Suárez, political obligation is underived from the 
individuals' consent which creates the city. In support of this claim they invoke Suárez s 
view that political power emanates from the city by way of "natural resultane/'. I argue 
that analysis of Suárezs less studied De voto and De iuramento reveals that, for Suárez, 
consent causes both the city and the citizens political obligation. Moreover, close 
inspection of the notion of causation by natural resultancy within Suárez s metaphysics 
shows that what emanates from the body politic in this fashion is not, as claimed, polit- 
ical subjection and political obligation, but rather the city's right to self-mastership. 
Because for him political obligation does originate in consent it is not incorrect to 
regard Suárez as a social contract theorist. 

Keywords 
Francisco Suárez, consent, political obligation, natural resultancy, political power 

Francisco Suárez assigns a central role to consent in his explanation of the 
origin of the body politic.1 But what is the precise causal path that leads from 
the individual s consent to political community to the emergence of political 

1} "[Pjotestas in uno, et subjectio in alio sunt correlativa." Francisco Suárez, De legibus, ac Deo 
legislatore , III.33.4 (hereafter D.L., book number given in Roman numerals, followed by chapter 
and section in Arabic numerals). All references and Latin quotations from Suárez are taken from 
Opera Omnia (Paris: Vivès, 1856-1868) 28 vols, (hereafter Opera). English translations from 
D.L. are taken from Selections from Three Works of Francisco Sudrez, 5./., James Brown Scott ed. 
(Oxford, 1944) vol. 2. (with slight corrections when necessary.) All translations from other 
works are mine. 
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obligation? Interpreters such as Otto Gierke, Paulo Merêa, Ignacio Gómez 
Robledo, Paulo Alves Durau, Thomas F. Schröck and others argue that, for 
Suárez, consent does not directly cause political obligation. In this interpreta- 
tion, just as the right of a person to rule over his body "naturally results" from 
his being a person and is independent from the means by which he was gener- 
ated, so the right of the city to rule over the citizens naturally flows from its 

being a city and is independent from the mode in which it was produced 
(namely consent). As Gierke puts it, Suárez (and Luis de Molina) "vindicate 
for the social Whole, once it has been called into existence, a power of control 
over its parts which, notwithstanding its contractual origin, is none the less 
independent of the wills of individuals."2 

As Gierke and Schröck note, this means that Suárez should not be classed 

among the social contract theorists.3 It is a central tenet of the social contract 
school that the citizens contract an obligation towards the political authority 
because they have given express, tacit or hypothetical consent to it.4 According 
to what I call for convenience the "traditional interpretation" of Suárez cited 
above (by no means shared by all interpreters), consent is not the means of 

contracting political obligation. Rather it is the means of creating a being 
which naturally possesses political authority over its parts. 

I argue that this interpretation of Suárez is based on a deficient understand- 

ing of texts from De legibus and Defensio fideu Suárez s texts on political obliga- 
tion can be more accurately assessed if one directs ones attention to his less 
studied non-political works, such as De voto and De iuramento , which discuss 
the more general topic of voluntarily assumed moral obligations. This analysis 
reveals that, for Suárez, consent produces both the city and the citizens obliga- 

2) Otto Gierke, Natural Law and the Theory of Society 1500-1800 , Ernest Barker, trans, and notes 
(Cambridge, 1958), 51. 
3) That Suárez is a social contract theorist (or at least a precursor of the social contract school) 
has been argued for example by Patrick Riley, 'Social Contract' in David Miller ed., The Blackwell 
Encyclopaedia of Political Thought (Oxford, 1987) 479, Quentin Skinner, The Foundations of 
Modern Political Thought , vol. 2 (Cambridge, 1988) 162, and Arthur P. Monahan, From Personal 
Duties towards Personal Rights: Late Medieval and Early Modern Political Thought, 1300-1600 
(Montreal and Kingston, Ont., 1994) 182. Contrary to the contractarian reading, Gierke, has 
argued that Suárez is an eclectic organicist ( Natural Law , 45), and Schröck that he is a "Chris- 
tian-Aristotelian natural law holist". Thomas S. Schröck, 'Anachronism All Around: Quentin 
Skinner on Francisco Suárez', Interpretation 25 (1997) 92. 
4) Patrick Riley says "[a]t the heart of the social contract theory is the idea that legitimate govern- 
ment is the artificial product of the voluntary agreement of free moral agents - that there is no 
such thing as a natural political authority." Riley, 'Social Contract', 478. 
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tion towards it. As a result Suárez should not be excluded from the social 
contract school on the grounds suggested by Gierke and those who share his 

interpretation. 
The linchpin of the traditional interpretation is Suárez s view that political 

subjection is caused by the city through "natural resultane/' (a form of emana- 
tion), rather than by the individuals' consent which constitute the city. Close 

analysis of this causal mode within its natural habitat - Suárezs metaphysics - 

reveals, however, that the effect of the city's "natural resultane/' is not, as the 
traditional interpretation holds, the citizens' political subjection. Rather, the 
effect is the city's original but alienable right to be its own master. Hence it is 
mistaken to regard the consent of individuals and the city as causes competing 
for one and the same effect. 

This article addresses four different objections to the view that, for Suárez, 
it is consent which creates political obligation and political authority. The 

objections are based on the following claims: (i) that consent does no justi- 
ficatory work in the chapter of De legibus in which Suárez declares his inten- 
tion to establish the moral legitimacy of political potestas' (ii) that Suárez often 

argues that the city's potestas is independent from the wills that create the city;5 
(iii) that Suárez noticeably abstains from resorting to transfer or alienation 
of self-rule rights when explaining the origin of the sovereign's right to rule;6 
(iv) that while, for Suárez, consent creates the political community, the com- 

munity's right to rule over its members is said to emanate from the communi- 
ty's very nature, rather than being a direct effect of the individuals' consent.7 

The claims supporting objections (ii), (iii) and (iv) have been made by the 

interpreters defending a non-contractarian reading of Suárez. While claim (i) 
has not, it seems plausible enough to merit addressing. 

5) Paulo Merêa, 'Suárez, Jurista. O problema da origem do poder civil' in Sobre a origem do poder 
civil: Estudos sobre o pensamiento político e jurídico dos séculos XVI e XVII (Coimbra, 2003), 40 
(originally in Revista da Universidade de Coimbra , vol. VI, 1917) ; Paulo Durau Alves, A filosofia 
política de Suárez (Porto, 1949), 29; Ignacio Gómez Robledo, El origen del poder político según 
Francisco Suárez (Mexico City, 1948), 108-109; Gierke, Natural Law., 51; Schröck, 'Anachro- 
nism', 110. 
6) Schröck, Anachronism', 103. 
7) Merêa, 'Escolástica e jusnaturalismo: O problema da origem do poder civil em Suárez e 
Pufendorf ' in Sobre o origem do poder civil (originally in Boletim da Facultade de Direito da Uni- 
versidade de Coimbra , Coimbra, vol XIX, 1943), Gierke, Natural Law , 51, Schröck, Anachro- 
nism', 102-6, Durau Alves, A filosofia política de Suárez , 29, Gómez Robledo, El origen del poder 
político , 113-114, 127. 
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Two things are important to note at the outset. First, Suárez discusses two 
different acts of consent: the individuals consent to constitute a political 
community ("constitutive consent") and the community's consent required 
by a would-be ruler to hold office.8 The discrepancy between defenders and 
critics of a contractarian reading of Suárez concerns the causal role of consti- 
tutive consent in the creation of political power. It does not concern the 
nature of that which is consented to (which in all cases is "to form a political 
community"). 

Second, there is a degree of latitude which attaches to Suárez s references to 
constitutive consent. He refers variously to "consent", a "special act of voli- 
tion" by which the community is constituted,9 a "tacit or express pact",10 and 
"the intervention of the human will" that actualizes the community.11 Suárez 
seems to use these terms to refer to one and the same thing. Hence, all these 
phrases are taken here as informative about his views on consent. 

I. Consent and the Naturalness of Political Obligation 

In this section I discuss the intriguing fact that consent plays no conspicuous 
role in what appears to be Suárezs central demonstration of the moral justi- 
fication of political subjection in the opening chapter of the third book of De 
legibus . Such omission may be seen to support the view that Suárez did not 
believe that it is consent that creates political obligation. I argue that a reassess- 
ment of Suárezs purpose in that chapter shows this deduction to be unwar- 
ranted. 

In introducing what announces itself as an effort to give moral clearance to 
political potestas Suárez starts by asking whether "is it possible [. . .] for men to 
command other men, binding them by [mans] own laws?"12 What makes this 
a pertinent question is his belief that "man is by his nature free and subject to 
no one, save only to the Creator." Such belief rises the worry that potestas 

8) These two types of consent are conflated in Skinners presentation of Suárez in his Founda- 
tions, II, 162. 
9) D.L. III.2.4 mentions "special volition, or common act of consent" {speciali volúntate , seu 
communi consensu ). 
10) As in De opere sex dierum (hereafter O.S.D.) V.7.3. (in Opera, voi. 3). 
n) D.L. III. 1.11. Consent is referred to as identical to the intervention of human wills involved 
in the making of pacts, agreements and (their consequent) obligations in D.L. II. 1 4.7, II.l 4.1 1. 
See also O.S.D. V.7.7. 
12) D.L. III. 1.1. 
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might be "contrary to the order of nature" and perhaps, because of this, involve 
tyranny.13 In saying that "man is by nature free," Suárez could be thought to 
be restating his view that man has a natural right over his freedom. This right 
he can later relinquish, for example, by selling his liberty.14 

Suárez approaches the problem by distinguishing between a pre-political 
and a political state. In the pre-political state, man, who is "a social animal", 
naturally associates in domestic communities or families. Families are not self- 
sufficient, however: according to Suárez they contain neither the offices and 
arts necessary for human life nor the knowledge of all the things that need 
be known. 

Suárez then adds that, if families were divided from one another, peace 
could not be preserved among men, and wrongs could not be properly averted 
or avenged.15 Here Suárez may be hinting at the idea of what, risking anach- 
ronism, we may call a state of war that precedes and justifies the appointing of 
a sovereign. The intimation of a state of war (and of injustice) is surprising 
given that he later asserts that this theory applies to a hypothetically extended 
state of innocence.16 That is, according to Suárez, even if Original Sin had not 
been committed, it would still be the case that families have enough reasons 
(including "state of war reasons") to assemble together in some sort of political 
community. 

Suárez argues that inhabitants of the pre-political state are capable of con- 
ceiving of a possible, not yet actualized, political state, in which cooperation 
between the families exists for some common purpose. They would also be 
able to realize that, just as in any "domestic community, or family, there exists 
by its very nature, a suitable potestas for the government of that community, a 
potestas residing principally in the head of the family", so it is with the political 
community because "no body can be preserved unless there exists some prin- 
ciple whose function is to provide for and seek its common good."17 

From this Suárez concludes that although it is true that man was born with 
a natural right to freedom, he has also been born with the capacity to place 

13) For a parallel discussion see Defensio fidei catholicae, et apostolicae adversus anglicanae sectae 
errores (in Opera , vol. 24, hereafter D.F) III. 1.2, where Suárez states this worry in similar terms 
(with the added concern that political subjection may detract from the dignity owed to human 
beings by virtue of their being created in Gods image). 
14) "[F]or the very reason that man is lord of his own liberty, it is possible for him to sell or alien- 
ate the same." D.L. II. 14. 18. 
15) D.L. III. 1.4. 
16) D.L. III. 1.12. 
17) D.L. III. 1.4-5 citing Thomas Aquinas, De regimine principům , I, i. 
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himself under the duty to obey other human beings (presumably by having 
the faculty to establish communities).18 Therefore, a situation in which indi- 
viduals place themselves under this duty is not against the injunctions of natu- 
ral law, even though such duty does not belong to the original allocation of 

rights and duties.19 
Suárezs central attempt to show the moral permissibility of political rule 

focuses on demonstrating the need for it and its convenience. It does not 
accord a salient role to consent, which is puzzling, because if there is one place 
where consent should be called upon it is precisely here. The same puzzle 
presents itself in Súarezs parallel account of the origin of political rule in 

Defensio fideiP 
In both these instances, we might expect Suárez to say, in agreement with 

Locke: "Men being, as has been said, by Nature, all free, equal and indepen- 
dent, no one can be put out of his Estate, and subjected to the Political Power 
of another, without his own Consent "21 Instead of solving the problem thus, 
Suárez focuses solely on demonstrating the convenience of forming a political 
state. But showing that something is convenient is different from proving that 
it does no violence to our natural rights. The fact that consent plays so mar- 

ginal a role in the chapter in which it seems most needed would seem to place 
Suárez far from the principles of the social contract tradition. 

Yet a corrected appraisal of Suárezs chosen task in this chapter allows us to 
dismiss that conclusion. For, what is Suárezs purpose in this opening chapter? 
One reply is that his purpose in this chapter is to show that political subjection 
does not violate ones original freedom. Read in this light, the chapter can be 

18) By subjection Suárez means all along legitimate subjection, that is somebody's right to rule 
and, correlatively, somebody's duty to obey him. Note that the question that prompts Suárezs 
discussion is whether some individuals can command others through law in ways that bind them 
to obey {per proprias leges eos obligando) , rather than whether some individuals have the capacity 
to make others behave in the way they wish them to. 
19) See D.L. III. 1.11: "though man was not created or born subject to the potestas of a prince, he 
was born capable of subjection (as it were) [subjicibilis ei (ut sic dicam)' to such potestas. There- 
fore, subjection in fact, even though it does not immediately flow from nature, is not in opposi- 
tion to preceptive natural law. On the contrary, it is consonant with natural reason that human 
commonwealth should be subjected to some one, although (as we shall see) natural law has not 
of itself, and without the intervention of human will, created political subjection." As will be 
discussed later, for Suárez natural reason is, in the sense alluded here, natural law. 
20) D.F. 111.15. lhe title of the section is "Utrum principatus politicus legitimus et a deo sit." 
21) John Locke, Two Treatises of Government, Peter Laslett, ed. (Mentor: New York, 1965) II.8.95, 
p. 374. 
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seen powerfully to demand the use of the consent argument; it baffles us then 
when it accords consent only a marginal role. I believe that Suárez is con- 
cerned with a different task, however: to show that political subjection is no 
less natural than political non-subjection. This he does by arguing that we are 
naturally inclined towards political community and that a community of this 
sort cannot function without government. We therefore have a natural incli- 
nation to place ourselves under political duty. 

Our original liberty features here as a reason to inspect the "naturalness" of 
political subjection. It is not the act by which original liberty is lost that preoc- 
cupies Suárez here, but rather whether the inclination to lose it can be ascribed 
to human nature. Since this is the main preoccupation of the chapter under 
examination, it is not necessary for him to deploy his consent theory. 

II. Consent and the Generation of the City 

Consent enters Suárezs discussion when he sets out to determine, in chapter 
two, who has the right to make laws. Here consent performs two related roles: 
it allows us to distinguish social units that have the right to legislate over 
themselves from social units that lack this right, and it allows us to individuate 
social units falling within the former category. 

Suárez distinguishes between a mere aggregation of individuals and a proper 
political body possessing what he calls "a moral union": 

The multitude of mankind should, then, be viewed [. . .] with regard to the special volition, 
or common consent, by which they are gathered together into one political body through 
one bond of fellowship and for the purpose of aiding one another in the attainment of a 
single political end. Thus viewed, they form a single mystical body22 which, morally speak- 
ing, may be considered as essential unity (moraliter potest dici per se unum).20 

22) In Suárezs time the sacramental term " corpus mysticum' was widely used in reference to 
human associations. For the transformations in the meaning of this notion see Ernst Kantorow- 
icz, The Kings Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Theology (Princeton, NJ, 1957), 193-232. Also 
in Francis Oakley, 'Figgis, Constance, and the Divines of Paris', American Historical Review, 75 
(1969), 369-386; 'Natural Law, The Corpus Mysticum, and Consent in Conciliar Thought from 
John of Paris to Mathias Ugonius', Speculum , 56 (1981), 786-810; '"Anxieties of Influence": 
Skinner, Figgis, Conciliarism and Early Modern Constitutionalism', Past and Present, 151 (1996), 
105 and Brian Tierney, Foundations of the Conciliar Theory: The Contribution of the Medieval 
Canonists from Gratian to the Great Schism (Cambridge, 1955). 
23) D.L. III.2.4, preceded by: "advertendum est, multitudinem hominum duobus modis consid- 
eran; primům solum ut est aggregatum quoddam sine ilio ordine, vel unione physica, vel morali, 
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Although individuals have reason to form a political body, they do not consti- 
tute a political body until they decide to endorse these reasons and act on 
them. What sort of act is needed to generate the city? For Suárez, this act can- 
not simply be the families' decision to live in proximity and peaceful interac- 
tion. Such proximity creates, at most, a certain familiarity or even friendship, 
but fails to yield a moral union (which, for Suárez, is synonymous with "com- 
munity").24 The moral union originates instead in the assumption of the duties 
and obligations that make political life possible. This is done through an 

"express or tacit pact" between the would-be citizens to help each other, 
together with their consent to subordinate themselves to a superior.25 Without 
this pact, the social conglomerate cannot become a "moral unity".26 

For Suárez, moral entities come in two sorts. Denominative moral entities 
arise from voluntary actions. They differ only by reason of origin from merely 
physical entities. Hence, a denominative moral entity is not in itself separate 
from a physical entity. A house is both a physical entity, and, if built by unco- 
erced builders, also, denominatively, a moral entity. Substantially or "entita- 
tively" moral entities, on the other hand, can occur in conjunction with 

physical entities, but are distinct from them and have true separate ens . Suárez 

provides as examples those obligations born out of promises, property trans- 
ferred by the will of the owner, the matrimonial bond and the price of goods 
as determined by law.27 

It seems fairly clear that for Suárez the political community is a moral entity, 
at the very least denominatively, as it arises from the will of the heads of fami- 
lies.28 However, in saying that the political body may, "morally speaking", be 

quomodo non efficiunt unum quid nec physice, nec moraliter: et ideo non sunt proprie unum 
corpus politicum, ac proinde non indigent uno capite, aut principe." 
24) "Geographical proximity is insufficient [to create a community] . From it can only emerge a 
certain vicinity which can, at most, induce a sort of friendship or familiarity, but not a moral 
unity or community." O.S.D. V.7.3. 
25) Suárez expresses this most directly in O.S.D. V.7.3. A community requires "some political 
union, which cannot exist without an express or tacit pact to help each other, nor without sub- 
ordination to some superior, or a ruler of the community, without which such community can- 
not exist". 
26) The phrase occurs also in D.F. 1.6.18: "you can truly call a community political, or mystical, 
by virtue of the special conjunction in a congregation that is morally one [...]". Associations 
such as universities and collegia come closer to being perfect societies the more they have "perfec- 
tum reeimen et moralem unionem". SccO.S.D. V.7.3. 
27) De bonitate et malitia humanorum actuum , d. 1.3. in Opera , vol. 4. 
28) Wilenius Reijo says of Suárez that " [i] t can be said that the essence' of society (the perfect 
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termed a unity per se , Suárez hints that the state is not just denominatively 
moral. It is moral in itself zná not only by reason of origin, just as are the 
various structures of rights and duties (promises, marriage contracts, property 
contracts). In this view, the consent that constitutes Suárez s civitas causes 
unity by placing the consenters under a structure of obligations and rights that 
binds them together. Additional support for this interpretation is provided by 
his view that it is most convenient that scholars should join the Society of 
Jesus through obligation-generating solemn vows so that they be "substan- 
tially united through a truly moral union with it".29 

Prominent among the duties and rights which generate moral unity is the 
citizens' obligation to subordinate themselves to a common superior, and the 
correlative right of the superior over them. The obligation of the citizen is, 
Suárez says, "to obey [the ruler] as to honest acts which redound in his private 
good or the common good."30 It is subjection which produces the unity of the 
city because 

this unity arises, in large measure, from subjection to one and the same rule and to some com- 
mon superior potestas' while furthermore, if there were no such government, this body could 
not be directed towards a [common] end and the general welfare.31 

Hence we can safely say that, for Suárez, consent is a cause of the shared of 
rights and obligations, which makes them into a moral unity or a city. Fur- 
thermore, for him, the unity of the city depends on the citizens' consent to 
subordinate themselves to some superior. Political obligation and the correla- 
tive political right do not flow from the city as consequences, but, rather, are 
necessary to its coming into being. 

III. lhe Independence of Political Obligation from Wills 

The aim of the following three sections is to refute three interpretative claims 
concerning the connection between consent and political obligation in Suárez, 

community) is the legal norms that regulate its life." Wilenius Reijo, The Social and Political 
Thought of Francisco Suárez, Acta Philosophica Fennica XV (Helsinski, 1963), 36. 
29) De admissione scholarium , in De religione Societatis Jesu in particulars III. 1.4, in Opera , 
vol. 16B. 
30) O.S.D. V.7.13. 
31) D.L. III.2.4. 
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associated with what I have termed "the traditional interpretation" espoused 
by Gierke, Merêa, Gómez Robledo, Durau Alves and Schröck. This interpre- 
tation holds that, for Suárez, political obligation and the city's political right 
do not derive from the act of consent that creates the city, but, rather, from the 
city itself. In the analogy proposed by Durau Alves and Gómez Robledo, just 
as one cannot draw a triangle and prevent that the sum of its angles equals 180 

degrees (this being an necessary property of triangles), one cannot create a city 
without thereby creating political power.32 In Merêas interpretation, "[p]ower 
presupposed as a condition the concourse of the human wills, but its origin is 
in God, who, providentially, in favour of the human genre, made the posses- 
sion of the necessary government inherent to the very nature of society."33 
Schröck proposes a similar interpretation.34 Understood in this fashion (incor- 
rectly, I believe), Suárez s thought strikes Gierke as paradoxical. Citing De 

legibus III.3.6, Gierke writes: "There were, indeed, some of the natural-law 
theorists who attempted, in spite of their individualistic premises, to attain the 
idea of a Universal which existed in its own right, and to believe in a Whole 
which depended upon itself. The ecclesiastical writers on the philosophy of 
law, in particular, sought to prove that the community of the People, though 
it was freely created by individuals, did not derive its rights from them; but 

defending this paradox even the ability of a Suárez could only produce a jeu 
d'esprit "35 

One of the grounds given in support of the claim that political obligation is 
not derived from consent is Suárez assertion that "once individuals will to 

gather together into one political community, it is not in their power {non sit 
in hominum potestate) to impede this jurisdiction",36 and that in a properly 
constituted community "this potestas exists from the very nature of things so 
that it is not in the power of men both to congregate and to impede this potes- 
tas '37 Gierke concludes from this that, for Suárez, the city has "a power of 

32) Paulo Durau Alves, A filosofia política de Suárez, 29, Gómez Robledo, El origen del poder 
político, 120. 
33) Paulo Merêa, 'Suárez, Jurista , 40. 
34) Schröck, 'Anachronism', 110. 
35) Gierke, Natural Latu , 5 1 . 
36) D.L. III.3.2 "supposita volúntate hominum conveniendi in una politica communitate, non 
est in potestate eorum impedire hanc iurisdictionem: ergo signum est proxime non provenire ex 
eorum voluntatibus quasi ex propria causa efficienti." 
37) "[E]st haec potestas ex natura rei, ita ut non sit in hominum potestate ita congregari et impe- 
dire hanc potestatem." D.L. III.2.4. 
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control over its parts which, notwithstanding its contractual origin, is none 
the less, independent of the wills of individuals."38 

I believe that this common interpretation of Suárez is mistaken. Suárezs 
belief in the incapacity of human wills to impede political potestas once the 
city is in place fails to yield Gierke's conclusion. This becomes clear when one 
examines Suárezs views on the inevitability of rights and correlative political 
obligation within the context of his discussions on moral obligation. There is 
an almost literal resemblance between the expressions used by Suárez in his 
discussion of political obligation and those that he used in his treatment of 
promissory oaths ( iuramenta promissoria). Suárez repeatedly says that, while it 
is in one s power to make or not to make an oath, it is not in one s power 
to impede the binding obligations that are, as it were, the "natural effects" of 
oath making, the occurrence of which is independent of one s will. A cursory 
examination of the following passage, and those resembling it,39 supports this 
reading: 

[W]hile it is up to a mans will to make or not make an oath, it is not in his power not to 
oblige himself by the oath made. The consequence is evident, since he who can apply the 
cause, and who cannot impede the effect, if he wills to apply the cause (and so brings out 
the effect) necessarily wills the effect - even if he feels strongly against it; just as the person 
who wills to set fire to a house, supplies the cause voluntarily, but the effect follows neces- 
sarily independently from his will.40 

38) Gierke, Natural Law, 51. See also n. 5. 
39) Consider, for instance the following additional passages: "An oath [. . .]out of its very nature 
produces an obligation independently of the will of the oath-maker." De juramento, II .7.4 in 
Opera , vol. 14.: "[W]hile it is up to the will of the person making a vow to promise or not to 
promise a given thing, once the promise has been made he has no power over such obligation, 
nor is the obligation, properly speaking, born from his will, but rather from that divine or natu- 
ral law saying: 'Give the Lord what you have vowed'." De voto , IV.4.3 in Opera , vol. 14. Also, in 
De juramento , II.7.16, Suárez writes that obligation naturally ( naturaliter ) follows from the act 
of making an oath. He argues further that the fact that the legal effects of oath making cannot 
be impeded by us shows that "this obligation does not depend directly and proximately from 
one s will, but rather remotely, having its roots in the act, from which it necessarily follows, and 
cannot be impeded." See also De voto , 1.3.5. 
40) "[QJuia licet in volúntate hominis sit jurare vel non jurare, non est tarnen in potestate homi- 
nis ex juramento praestito non obligari; consequentia est evidens, quia qui potest adhibere 
causam et non potest effectum ejus impedire, si vult applicare causam, et eius effectum applicai, 
necessario vult effectum, etiamsi maxime nolit; ut qui vult applicare ignem domui, voluntarie 
quidem ponit causam, sed effectus necessario sequitur independen ter a volúntate ejus." De jura- 
mento, II.7.12. 
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These passages make clear that the independence of the obligation (moral or 

political) from a persons will relates only to the incapacity of subsequent voli- 
tional attitudes to cancel the obligation once it has been voluntarily created. 

"Independence" in this context does not signify that the obligation has not 
been caused by an act of will. When Suárez says that potestas is a "natural 
effect" or "natural consequence" of social congregation, he may be describing 
the moral effects of the act of giving consent. As he puts it, an obligation born 
out of a promise "does not depend directly and proximately on one s will, but 
rather remotely, having it roots in the act, from which it necessarily follows, 
and cannot be impeded."41 It is in this sense that Suárez asserts that oaths and 

promises generate, as a matter of natural effect , binding obligations indepen- 
dent of whether these obligations are themselves wanted during, or after, the 

performance of the act. 42 

IV. Political Right Without Alienation of Rights 

Some interpreters of Suárez believe that since, for Suárez, political right is not 
a result of a transfer of rights it follows that political right cannot be derived 
from human consent. Schröck, for one, believes that the absence of a transfer 
of rights proves that, for Suárez, consent does not endow the political com- 

munity.43 He argues, "[G]iven that political right "does not exist in each indi- 
vidual," and that "[persons] are unable to give what they do not possess,"44 
how can the consent of individuals, understood as a putative transfer of right, 
succeed in endowing a political community?" This leads him to ask whether 
there might not be "a holistic quality to Suárezs consent doctrine, a quality 
that obviates the need for individualistic transfer of political right through 
consent?"45 

41) De voto , 1.3.5. 
42) In support of this reading one can consult also D.L. III.33.4 where Suárez suggests that the 
voluntary act of entering a jurisdiction (if performed in full awareness) is identical to the perfor- 
mative act of willing to be obliged by the laws binding on such jurisdiction. As a consequence of 
this act of consent, we incur political obligation, even if this moral consequence of the act is in 
itself unwanted. 
43) Schröck ('Anachronism', 103) cites D.L. III.2.1 as the place in which Suárez rejects transfers 
of rights as the basis of political rule, but in that place Suárez is only rejecting that political rule 
can be born out of the transfer of a right to rule over others , as opposed to the right to self-rule. 
44> Citing D.L. 111.2.1. 
45) Schröck, Anachronism', 103. 
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This holistic celebration seems premature. The transfer of right as a device 
to create a right in a person is not at all unfamiliar to Suárez. He resorts to 
transfers of self-rule rights (conceived of as the sale of dominium over ones 
freedom)46 to explain just self-enslaving, as well as the manner by which the 

community can lose the ownership of political power to a foreign ruler in a 

just war. Transferring rights is not the only way of voluntarily incurring obli- 

gations, however. Consider oaths, vows and promises. If I promise to help my 
mother in her old age, she thereby has a right to that help. But she is not eo 

ipso the possessor of a right over part of my free time during her old age: she 
cannot, for instance, determine that I shall use that time to help a charity she 
fancies, nor can she transfer her supposed right over part of my free time to 
another person by donation or sale. Rights arising from promises are some- 
times transferable, but this is different from saying that rights can only be 
created through a transference. 

Suárez repeatedly and pointedly asserts that voluntarily assumed obliga- 
tions need neither entail nor originate in a transfer of right. He does so in his 
discussion of the vows required from ordered members of the Company of 
Jesus (chastity, poverty and obedience), where he inquires about whether these 
vows presuppose or effect by themselves a traditio or donatio of a right over 
ones body, ones possessions, or ones will. He consistently denies that the 
moral obligations generated by vows - understood by him to be promises 
made to God - can be identified with, or reduced to, those originating from a 
transfer of one s rights over a thing.47 

We have seen that Suárezs chosen phrasings to describe the moral effects of 
constitutive consent resemble almost verbatim his description of the moral 
effects of promises. If, then, consent to political community is understood as 
a sort of promise to obey a community's political rule, we can speak of political 
obligation without needing to presuppose a transfer of rights. 

Not only does creating political right not require a transfer of rights, but, 
for Suárez, a transfer of rights is not a desirable means of creating such right. 
Suárez believes that the rulers political right over a person is different from 

partial or total property right over the person.48 Unlike Hobbes, for whom the 

46) D.L. III.3.7. 
47) See De voto , 1.14.1, 1. 14.4, 1.14.8-10, II. 7.1, II.7.9, II.7.12, II.8.12, X. 5.5-7. 
48) Defending a hypothetical pre-lapsarian political state: "Political dominium deprives man nei- 
ther of his liberty taken simpliciter , nor of his mastery over his actions. Neither does [political 
dominium] subject him to another person so as to serve him to that persons advantage. Rather 
[political dominium subjects him] so as to obey [the ruler] in those honest acts which result in 
his private or collective good and advantage." O.S.D. V.7.12. 
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citizen says: I "give up the right to [govern] myself",49 for Suárez, as seen, citi- 
zens' consent "to obey [the ruler] as to honest acts which redound in his pri- 
vate good or the common good."50 Hence the rights of the Hobbesian and the 
Suarezian rulers differ. There is an appreciable dissimilarity between (i) having 
the right to govern over someone because is it conducive towards an advantage, 
and (ii) having the right to direct someone to act in a certain way solely when 
the act is advantageous. In the first instance, the advantage is the justification 
for the transfer of dominium over part of our freedom to the ruler. The com- 
mands to the citizen are legitimate because of the dominium of the ruler quite 
apart from the question of whether each of those acts contributes indepen- 
dently to the advantage. For Suárez each of the ruler s commands (given in the 
form of a law) has to pass the test of contributing to the advantage. Similarly, 
a physician may have the right to my obedience for those of his commands 
that are likely to heal me, but she does not have an unrestricted right to be 

obeyed by me on grounds that her having that right would improve my health. 

V. What Does the City Cause by "Natural Resultancy"? 

Interpreters such as Merêa, Gómez Robledo, Durau Alves, Gierke and Schröck 
defend their view that for Suárez political right and obligation do not follow 
from consent by relying on Suárezs thesis that power flows from the city, 
rather than from the wills which help generate it.51 The city causes political 
power by what Suárez terms "natural resultancy". Other interpreters, such as 
Vidal Abril Castello, Pedro Calafate and Luis Recaséns Siches, seem to con- 
sider it self explanatory that a thing can produce for itself a right by this causal 
mode.52 This assumption displays a remarkable lack of curiosity about the 

intriguing idea of something creating for itself a right. 

49) Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan , II, ch. 17, §13. 
50) O.S.D. V.7.13. 
51) See n. 7. 
52) This lack of inquisitiveness is the norm in most interpretative works, for example: Vidal Abril 
Castello, 'La obligación política según Suárez, Miscelánea Comillas 67 (1977), 229-296 (see 
especially 257, 270-1) (Shorter French version in 'L'Obligation politique chez Suárez. Bilan et 
perspectives', Archives de Philosophie 42 [1979], 179-203); Pedro Calafate, 'A ideia de soberania 
em Francisco Suárez' in Francisco Suárez (1548-1617): Tradiçao e modernidade (Lisbon, 1999), 
256; Luis Recaséns Siches, La filosofia del derecho de Francisco Suárez (Madrid, 1927), 134. To my 
knowledge, the only attempt to link up the notion of "natural resultancy" in metaphysics and in 
politics is Eleuterio Elorduy, 'La acción de resultancia en Suárez', Anales de la Cátedra Francisco 
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The purpose of this section is to attack the "traditional interpretation" at its 
core. The effect produced by natural resultan cy is not, as argued by most inter- 
preters, the rulers right over the citizens, but, rather, it is the city's original 
right to be its own master. Hence, for Suárez, political obligation and the cor- 
relative right are not what flows from the city by natural resultancy. Rather, as 
argued above, they are a consequence of the individuals' consent. 

Suárez argues in De legibus III. 3. 5 that "God confers the power in the way 
of a property that results from nature , in the same fashion that he who gives the 
form, gives also what is consequent on the form."53 God generates the city, and 
the political power "emanates" from it. 

Like other terms that Suárez uses in his political works, "natural resultancy" 
is a term borrowed from his metaphysics. Natural resultancy is a peculiar mode 
of causation by which a substance produces its own accident or property. A 
substance can act not just as a material and formal cause, but also as an efficient 
cause of some of its properties.54 The property caused by natural resultancy 
cannot exist apart from the substance, and must be one that in some respects 
perfects it.55 Hence natural resultancy consummates the act of generation 
because the substance produces for itself these properties that complete it.56 
Suárezs typical example of natural resultancy is the soul, which, he argues, 
produces its own powers once it has been created.57 

Suárez 3 (1963), 45-71. The value of this article resides mostly in the collection of some of the 
relevant texts. 
53) D.L. 3.3.5.: "hanc potestatem dari a Deo per modum proprietatis consequentis naturam, eo 
modo quo dando formam dat consequentia ad formam." D.L. 3.3.6.: "therefore it is correctly 
understood that [this potestà s] exists as a property resulting from such a mystical body, already 
constituted with just the mode of being [that it has] and not otherwise." D.F. III.2.6: "lhe fact 
that once individuals congregate politically in a city or republic, political power results without 
the intervention of some created will shows that this power proceeds immediately from God and 
from the dictate of reason (which demonstrates it) and that only intervenes a natural resultancy 
or consequence of nature." 
54) D.M. XIIX.3.4,5,6,7. 
55) D.M. XIIX.3. 11,14. 
56) For Suárez on substance s causation of its own accidents, and his discrepancy with John of St. 
Thomas on this, see Dennis Des Chene, Physiologia: Natural Philosophy in Late Aristotelian and 
Cartesian Thought (Ithaca, NY, 1996), 159-61. 
57) De Anima d. 3 q. 3. § 8, 14 from the critical edition by Salvador Castellote, Commentaria una 
cum quaestionibus in libros Aristotelis 'De Anima' (Madrid, 1981) vol. 2. D.M. XIIX.3.8,13. On 
Suárez on the souls causation of its powers see Des Chene, Life's Form: Late Aristotelian Concep- 
tions of the Soul (Ithaca, NY/London, 2000), 148-9. 
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The metaphysical axiom that "he who gives the form gives also what is con- 
sequent on the form" means that the generator of the substance is the first 
cause of the properties caused by natural resultancy.58 The substance is the 
proximate cause of these properties. As Suárez says, substance is in a way an 
"instrument" of the generator that brings the properties about.59 More exactly, 
the proximate cause is the form of the substance which, as a principle of oper- 
ation creates the property.60 Hence the properties brought about by natural 
resultancy are said to be "consequent on the form". 

A property that results by way of natural resultancy can appear simultane- 
ously with the substance in which it inheres, as light appears simultaneously 
with the creation of the sun.61 Yet, according to Suárez, the substance should 
be able to exist without having this property. That is, it must be possible in 
principle to impede the effect (the property) without destroying the sub- 
stance.62 Although water produces coolness by natural resultancy, the coolness 
can be impeded by external action (say, heating). 

How does causation by natural resultancy apply to the political case? Suárez 
uses natural resultancy firstly to forestall an unwelcome implication of the 
view that political power comes from God: that He expressly donated (by a 
supernatural act) political power to the city. In order to preclude this implica- 
tion Suárez argues that political power emanates from the city itself by natural 
resultancy. That is, the city is a substance that produces from and for itself the 

58) "Qui dat formam dat consequentia ad formam", D.M. XIIX.3.14, de Anima d. 3 q. 3, § 5, 
14. Also in D.L. III.3.1, D.F. III. 1.7. Suárez attributes the principle to Aristotle. Earlier, Jean 
Buridan attributed it to one of Averröes' commentaries on Physics VIII, probably referring to 
"generans dat corpori simplici formam suam et omnia accidentia contingentia formae" in Long 
Commentary, VIII, 32 in Aristotelis opera cum Averrois commentariis (Venice: Apud Junctas, 
1562-1574) [facsimile edition (Frankfurt, 1962)] vol. 4, p. 370G. Hie passage used in Suárez s 
sense occurs also in Francisco Vitoria, Relectio de postestate civilis § 6. Hie generator is someone 
(or something) who alters the form of a thing so that it becomes a new kind of thing, as an 
artisan turns a block of wood into a chair. 
59) D.M. XIIX.3.10. 
60) The "accidental properties, especially those that follow or are owed to [consequuntur aut 
debentur] the reason of the form, are caused by the substance in a fashion not only material and 
final, but also effective by natural resultancy [. . .] In this manner it is easier to understand that 
natural connection holding between the form and the properties, and the order per se between 
the two." For example, the principle responsible for the natural self-cooling of water is the sub- 
stantial form of water. D.M. XIIX.3.7 Also in D.M. XIIX.3.10, D.M. XIIX. 3.13. 
61) D.M. XIIX.3.8. Example of the sun in Anima d. 3 q. 3. § 7. 
62) D.M. XIIX.3.13. 
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property of political power. This permits Suárez to maintain that God remains 
the first cause of political power.63 The city consummates God s work by pro- 
ducing through natural resultancy properties that are necessary for its success- 
ful subsistence. 

The traditional interpretation of Suárez holds that natural resultancy blocks 

any direct causal connection between human wills and political obligation. 
The influence of human wills extends only to the generation of the city. It is 
the city that somehow causes political rule over citizens. In an analogy that 
Suárez himself proposes, while the parents are the proximate cause of the 
child, the child has rule over his members and limbs not by a special will of the 

parents, but rather by natural resultancy, insofar as he has use of reason.64 In 
this interpretation the political power produced by natural resultancy com- 

prises first and foremost the right of the city over the citizens, and their cor- 
relative obligations. 

I will suggest, however, that given his metaphysics, Suárez could not have 
held that political obligation and correlative right were caused by the city act- 

ing as proximate cause. Therefore the "political power" which emanates from 
the city must have meant something else for him. We need a more refined 

grasp of the effect that the city causes by natural resultancy. 
For Suárez, the city is generated by an act of human will in conjunction 

with an act of will by God. Suárez expresses this by saying that human wills 

supply the matter for the city,65 but it is God who grants the form. The "mat- 
ter" of the city is the consent of the individuals to create it. But the individuals' 

63) For reasons of scope and length I am excluding from the present analysis Suarez views on 
whether efficient causal powers can be attributed both to God and creatures and in what form. 
These views underlie Suárezs position on the issue at stake (here the creature is the city and 
potestas the created thing). On this see: Alfred Freddoso, 'Suárez on Metaphysical Inquiry, 
Efficient Causality, and Divine Action, in Francisco Suárez, On Creation , Conservation , and 
Concurrence: Metaphysical Disputations 20-22 (South Bend, IN, 2002), lxxxvi-cv, and his 'Gods 
General Concurrence with Secondary Causes: Why Conservation is not Enough', Philosophical 
Perspectives , 5 (1991), 553-585. 
64) " [J] u.st as [. . .] the will of the parent with respect to generation only is necessary, but no act 
of will endowing the child with freedom, or with the other natural faculties which are not essen- 
tially dependent upon a special act of will on the part of the parent, being on the contrary a 
natural consequence ; even so, with respect to the matter under discussion, human will is necessary 
in order that men may unite in a single perfect community, but no special act of volition on their 
part is required to the end that this community shall possess the said potestas , which arises rather 
from the very nature of things, and from the providence of the Author of nature, so that in this 
sense it is rightly said to have been conferred immediately by Him." D.L. III. 3. 6. 
65) D.L. III. 3.2. 
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consent alone is insufficient to achieve this. How does God inform these 
human volitions? In Suárezs philosophy of law, human volition cannot be 
morally effective (it cannot create obligations and rights) without divine influx. 
The bindingness of a moral obligation is derived from natural law.66 Natural 
law prescribes what God judges as good, and is good. Yet, the source of bind- 

ingness is not the acts goodness as such, but Gods prescription of it.67 There- 
fore God provides the form of the city by granting moral efficacy to the consent 
of the individuals, so that it is able to cause the rights and correlative obliga- 
tions necessary for the moral union of which a city consists. 

Accordingly, Suárez writes that potestas is a property that presents itself "in 
the mode of a consequence of nature, that is to say, through a dictate of natural 
reason ,68 and that K[o]nce this body has been constituted, however, the power 
in question exists in it, without delay and by the force of natural reason ."69 
"Natural reason" is the medium through which we discern and command 
ourselves to act according to the precepts of natural law.70 Thus, to say that 

political power is an effect of "the form of the city" means that that political 
power is an effect of the citizens shared moral bonds. These bonds, in turn, 
result from the fact that God s wills the individuals' consent to bind them in a 
common structure of rights and obligations. Thus, according to Suarez, by 

66) For a succinct presentation of Suárezs theory of natural law see John Finnis, Natural Law and 
Natural Rights (Oxford, 1982), 42-48. A detailed treatment in William E. May, 'The Natural 
Law Doctrine of Francis Suárez', New Scholasticism 58 (1984), 409- 425, esp. 418. 
67) This is a claim about the source of bindingness of the prescriptions of natural law, and leaves 
open the possibility that, for Suárez, there is a "natural Tightness" on its own right, independently 
of God s will. Hence, I am not presupposing a strong voluntarism on Suárezs part. For recent 
persuasive criticism of the voluntarist interpretation of Suárez see Terence H. Irwin, Obligation , 
rightness, and natural law: Suarez and some critics (unpublished paper draft). On this see also 
J.B. Schneewind, The Invention of Autonomy (Cambridge, 1997), 60-1, Knud Haakonssen, 
Natural law and moral philosophy (Cambridge, 1996), 19-23, and Stephen Darwall, The British 
moralists and the 'internal ought': 1640-1740 (Cambridge, 1995), 25-6. 
68) D.L. III.3.5. 
69) D.L. III.3.6. 
70) "The legal effects in the case of natural law proceed immediately from a dictate of the reason, 
for that dictate directs and binds and is a rule of conscience which censures or approves what is 
done, so that law of the kind in question [i.e. natural] consists in the said dictate." D.L. II.5.12. 
The dictates of natural reason, according to Suárez, generate in us obligations because it is God s 
will that we act according to them. D.L. II.6.8. See Jaime Fernández-Castañeda, 'Right Reason 
in Francis Suárez, The Modern Schoolman 45 (1968), 105-122 (esp. 1 15-122). Since potestas is a 
result of natural law, is only akin to natural property: it is "a natural property so to speak" {ut sic 
dicam ) and a "quasi-natural property". D.L. III.3.7. 
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consenting to create a city, individuals create both the city (the shared moral 
bonds) and, whether they want it or not, the city s right to rule over them. 

This conclusion may seem inconsistent with Suárez's belief that political 
power is caused by the city through natural resultancy, rather than by the 
individuals' consent to create a city. The city and consent, may seem as two 

competing causes attributing to themselves one and the same effect. I shall 

argue, however, that it is more plausible to interpret Suárez as holding that in 
fact, each of this causes are responsible for a different effect. 

Could political subjection be the potestas caused by the city by natural resul- 
tancy? This cannot be the case. The city cannot exist without having political 
right over the citizens, since this right is essential to its being a political com- 
munity. It cannot be the case that the city causes by natural resultancy some- 

thing that it must already possess and without which it cannot exist. 
If, then, the political power produced by natural resultancy must be some- 

times other than political subjection, we may consider an alternative. We 
could distinguish between two sets of rights/obligations and to say that the 
first set, which gives the form to the city (say, a horizontal web of moral bonds 
between citizens) produces a second set (say, the vertical relation of each citi- 
zen to the ruler). But this option is ruled out by Suárez himself, who character- 
izes the constitutive moral bonds that give the form to the city first and foremost 
as bonds of subjection on the part of the citizens to the ruler or city.71 

We need a different way of conceiving of the political power that emanates 
from the city by natural resultancy. We should start by noting that in the texts 
in which natural resultancy plays a central part, Suárez does not try to explain 
the obligations of the citizens to the city. Rather the question that concerns 
him is this: when citizens constitute the city as a unified whole, who has mas- 
tership over this whole? Hence political potestas is conceived by Suárez not so 
much as the city s rights over the citizens but rather as the city's right against 
other potential rulers, such as foreign powers. 

In Suárez s analogy of the child, the parents generate a living being endowed 
with reason. The question presents itself as to who has mastership ( dominium ) 
of this person. The new human being is declared by Suárez to be his own mas- 
ter and to acquire this right by natural resultancy. Self-mastership is a right not 
against the constituent parts of the body, but against potential aspirants to 
mastership over the person. 

71) D.L. IIL2.4. 
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Consider now the case of the city. In assembling together through consent, 
the citizens create a being. They constitute it by generating obligations between 
citizens and the ruler (whoever holds this office). As a consequence, the city 
has rights not only against each part of the whole (i.e. the citizens), but also 
against aspirants to mastership over the body politic, such as foreign powers. 

To the question, who has a right to mastership over the city, Suárez responds 
that it is the citys own original, alienable right. This allows us to say that 
the political power caused through natural resultancy is a non essential prop- 
erty of the city, as it can alienate it s mastership by self-enslaving or be force- 
fully justly enslaved without ceasing being a city (just as the child in the 
analogy can). 

The crucial point made here is that Suárez does not make political obliga- 
tion and right (i.e. political subjection) an effect of natural resultancy. It is 
therefore incorrect to claim - as the traditional interpretation does - that 
because Suárez believes that political power follows by natural resultancy, then 
political obligation does not follow from individual consent. According to 
Suárez, what fails to follow from the individual s consent is not political obli- 
gation, but rather the ownership or mastership of the city over itself. 

We may ask: how is natural resultancy helpful to explain the citys original 
acquisition of its own mastership? Suárezs answer to this question is not 
entirely satisfying. Let us recast his strategy. He starts from the premise that 
the right of self-ownership does belong to the city. Where does the right come 
from? He proceeds by elimination. The right cannot come from a human 
individual, because, in a pre-political situation, individuals have no political 
power that they can transfer to the city. The alternative candidate is God, but 
there is no recorded event of donation of ownership over the city. Suárez infers 
that it must be the city which causes the right for itself by natural resultancy. 

Suárez does not tell us what is the alleged action that the city performs to 
produce mastership over itself, and none can be observed. In reply it should be 
noted that, for Suárez, an action leading to production of something does not 
possess real existence as a separate thing. Rather the action "exists in the prod- 
uct": it differs from the product only in a modal sense.72 "Action" simply des- 

72) Suárez discusses these questions in his analysis of the difference between creature and cre- 
ation. In many respects, the question is the same as that concerning the difference between 
action and effect. For Suárez, the creature is not absolutely distinct in reality from the terminus 
of the action of creation, but only a different mode ex natura rei of the same terminus {modus 
quidam ex natura rei distinctus ab ipso termino ). D.M. XX.4. 1 5 and D.M. XX.4. 17. The same can 
be said of non-creative action: "in the heating of fire, and similar cases, the dependence by which 
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ignates the product conceived of as something that has a such and such origin. 
Imagine a chair made of planks of wood which proceed from a particular bulk 
of wood. Suppose the chair is miraculously replaced by God with an identical 
replica. The two chairs are different because their origins are different.73 Simi- 
larly, for Suárez, the city's ownership of itself is different from any other 
possible ownerships (or products, such as ownership granted to the city by 
donation from God), in that it proceeds from the city itself. 

There is no action "outside" the product. The action is simply a mode of 
existence of the product. Hence, we need not look for some observable action 
performed by the city which would explain how political power comes about. 
Consider the analogy of fire. Fire inevitably heats, from the very instant in 
which it comes about. But heat is not fire. Now we may ask: what action does 
fire perform in order to produce heat? The action is simply its coming into 
existence. 

Saying that the mastership or ownership of the city is caused by natural 
resultancy is mainly a way of saying that no external cause can be found for 
this mastership. Natural resultancy does not positively disclose an intelligible 
mechanism by which the city becomes its own master. 

Suárezs use of the metaphysics of causation has an avowedly analogical 
aspect to it.74 The borrowing of metaphysical notions is intended to allow 
metaphysically conversant readers to grasp better certain aspects of his politi- 
cal and moral theory. This not to say that these borrowed notions can be used 
with the same rigour in their new moral and political context (as indeed Suárez 
seems to be aware of). To provide an example: suppose a political scientist 
explains a political process by borrowing from physics the notion of "chain 
reaction". To understand this assertion we need to examine the concept of 

the heating in the patient is produced is the action of the heat that exists in the fire, because of 
no other reason than that it is a certain flow that emanates from it." D.M. XX.4.21. See 
Freddoso,Ow Creation , Conservation , and Concurrence , lxxii-lxxiii. Note that in D.M. XIIX.3.13 
Suárez already suggests this: "that which natural resultancy adds to the entity of the inherent 
accidental form [that is, the product] is nothing but a particular mode of intrinsic dependence 
of the property with respect to its form considered as an active principle; but the dependence [of 
the property] on the agent principle and the action are the same thing". 73) For a classic modern treatment of this sort of modality see Saul Kripke, Naming and Necessity 
(Oxford, 1980), 112-116. 
74) This becomes clear when Suárez says that po testas, as a result of natural law, is only akin to 
natural property: "a natural property so to speak" (ut sic dicam) and a "quasi-natural property." 
D.L. III. 3.7. 
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chain reaction in its original setting and then identify the similarities that the 
political scientist may have had in mind when using this physics notion to 
describe the political process. I have argued that Suárez borrows the notion of 
natural resultancy to allow us to see how the original citys self-mastership does 
not require any acts beyond its very constitution. 

To sum up this section: what Suárez asserts to be a result of natural resul- 
tancy is not the citizens political obligation and the citys political right over 
them, rather it is the citys right to initially to own itself. Hence, despite the 
claims to the contrary, political obligation remains, for Suárez, a direct result 
of consent. 

VI. Summary 

In this article I attempt to defuse objections levelled, or capable of being 
levelled, against the claim that, for Suárez, it is consent that creates political 
obligation. 

(i) I first discuss the seemingly baffling non-saliency of consent in the chapter 
of De legibus in which Suárez announces his intention to demonstrate the 
moral legitimacy of potestas. Such bafflement is a consequence of misplaced 
expectations. Suárez s intention in that chapter is to show that we are naturally 
inclined towards political subjection, not to outline the ways in which such 

subjection can be legitimately introduced. 

(ii) For Suárez, it is consent that constitutes the city by creating binding moral 

obligations that unite citizens in a "moral union". Suárez's description of 
the moral effects of consent is strikingly similar to his description of the 
moral effects of promises. These moral effects - namely obligations and rights - 
cannot be impeded by any subsequent volitional attitudes once they have been 
created through the carrying out of a performative act. Suárez makes a similar 

argument when he says that subjection cannot be impeded once the citizens 
constitute the city. Hence our incapacity to impede political subjection over 
us once we have consented to it by constituting the city should not be used 
as grounds for severing a possible causal link between consent and political 
obligation. 

(iii) Suárez's reluctance to speak of this potestas as a result of a transfer or alien- 
ation of individual self-rule rights is consistent with his oft stated view that 
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vows and promises need not appear jointly with, or presuppose, rights' alien- 
ation. Political obligation and right are produced by a human act similar in its 
moral consequences to a promise. Suárezs theory differs from other social 
contract theories in that the right of the ruler over the citizens does not result 
from a transfer of rights from them. Hence the ruler is not, as in Hobbes, the 
owner of part of the citizens' right over themselves. 

(iv) Suárez s reliance on the metaphysical notion of causation by natural resul- 
tancy to explain how political potestas flows from the city is shown not to 
contradict the view that it is consent that causes political obligation and right. 
It is not the rights of the ruler over the citizens and the correlative political 
obligation that the city causes by natural resultancy, but, rather, the city's orig- 
inal right to self-mastership that is created simultaneously with the forming of 
the city, and this is done through consent. 

The four objections levelled, or capable of being levelled, against the claim 
that for Suárez consent causes political obligations and correlative political 
right, fail. Suárez proposes, in fact, a consent-based explanation of the origin 
of political obligation. Admittedly, his explanation is often articulated in 

metaphysical language that is prone to be misunderstood. Since social con- 
tract theory is a theory that makes political obligation directly dependent on 
consent, it follows from this article that it is correct to regard Francisco Suárez 
as a social contract theorist.75 

75) The research on which this article is based was made possible by a grant from ICALA Stipen- 
dienwerk Lateinamerika-Deutschland, and was completed with the help of an additional research 
grant by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Spain. I would like to thank for their 
help to Alfred Freddoso, Terence Irwin, Asher Salah, Christopher Shields, and Carlos Steel. 
Thanks are due also to Eduardo Arborio Mella at the library of the Pontifical Biblical Institute of 
Jerusalem and to Elizabeth Miles, Wendy Pearlman and Donald Strachan for their editorial 
assistance. Pablo Da Silveira and Eduardo Cassaroti at Universidad Católica del Uruguay encour- 
aged me to embark on this research which was completed in the warm collégial environment 
provided by Departmento de Filosofía del Derecho, Moral y Política at Universidad Com- 
plutense de Madrid and the Harry S. Truman Institute for the Advancement of Peace of the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 
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Abstract 
This article presents the first detailed account of Giorgio Benigno Salviati's discussion 
of the will written in Urbino during the mid- 1470s and the early 1480s. A Franciscan 
friar and a prominent professor of theology and philosophy, Salviati was a prolific 
author and central figure in the circles of Cardinal Bessarion in Rome and of Lorenzo 
de' Medici in Florence. This article focuses on his defense of the Scotist theory of the 
will. It considers its fifteenth-century context, in which both humanist and scholastic 
thinkers dealt with the question of the intellect and the will. While basing himself 
partly on authorities such as Aristotle, Augustine, and Thomas Aquinas, Salviati is 
clearly aware of the novelty of his theory, and its important implications for ethics and 
theology. 

Keywords 
Intellect, will, humanism, scholasticism, Salviati, Ficino 

While the Italian humanists of the fifteenth century have been the object of 
many detailed studies, their scholastic contemporaries have been relatively 
neglected in modern scholarly literature.1 Though there is still much more 

1} This point is most evident in the works of the two greatest historians of Renaissance thought 
in the twentieth century, Eugenio Garin and Paul Oskar Kristeller. While Garin emphasized the 
importance and novelty of "the philosophy of non-philosophers", thus contrasting the huma- 
nists and the scholastics, e.g., in his Medioevo e Rinascimento (Bari, 1954; reprinted Bari, 1973), 
38-39, Kristeller tried to exclude the humanists from most of the philosophical disciplines, 
which he identified with the scholastics; see, e.g., his 'Florentine Platonism and its Relations 
with Humanism and Scholasticism', in Church History 8 (1939), 201-211, reprinted in his 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2008 DOI: 10.1 163/156853407X246081 
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work to be done on humanist thinkers, especially with regard to the editing of 
many texts which are still available only in manuscript form,2 the corpus 
of fifteenth-century scholastic thinkers is generally ignored. The prevailing 
assumption that scholasticism underwent a serious decline at the end of the 
thirteenth century has no doubt affected scholarly opinion, and the humanists 
have been regarded as able critics of this declining philosophical discourse, 
thus offering new methods and modes of thought which have been connected 
with the dawn of modernity. There is no doubt that some humanists were very 
critical towards scholastic philosophical discourse but we should be more 
cautious with regard to the sharp dichotomies underlining historiographical 
assumptions.3 We should first realize that we are still quite far from a clear and 
detailed picture of the scholastic philosophy in the fifteenth century. Thus, for 
instance, terms like 'Thomism' and 'Scotism' must receive careful definitions 
in different historical contexts before we are in a position to make more 

Studies in Renaissance Thought and Letters III (Roma, 1993), 39-48; see especially p. 40, and his 
Renaissance Thought and its Sources , ed. Michael Mooney (New York, 1979), p. 23. Although 
Kristeller stressed the importance of detailed studies of fifteenth-century "religious literature", 
e.g., in his 'Lay Religious Tradition and Florentine Platonism', in Studies in Renaissance Thought 
and Letters (Roma, 1969), 99-122, see p. 121, he dedicated most of his studies to Ficino and 
Renaissance Platonism, and to the humanists. His accounts of fifteenth-century scholasticism 
are usually very general, and much depended upon the conceptual paradigm of Gilson, e.g,., his 
'Thomism and the Italian Thought of the Renaissance', in Medieval Aspects of Renaissance Lear- 
ning. , ed. and trans. Edward P. Mahoney (Durham, NC, 1974), 29-91. For the lacuna in modern 
scholarship regarding fifteenth-century scholastic thinking see, e.g., the remarks on 47-48, 52- 
53, 55-57. For a critique of this conceptual paradigm, mainly with regard to the 'intellectualists- 
voluntarists controversy , see Martin F.W. Stone, 'Moral Psychology After 1277. Did the Parisian 
Condemnation Make a Difference to Philosophical Discussions of Human Agency?', in Jan A. 
Aertsen, Kent Emery, Jr. and Andreas Speer (eds.), Nach der Verurteilung von 1277. Philosopie 
und Theologie an der Universität von Paris im letzten Viertel des 13. Jahrhunderts. Studien und Texte 
(Berlin, 2001), 795-826; see 809 and 826; for references to the works of Ehrle, Mandonnet, and 
Gilson, see 795-796, n. 2. See also Stone's critical remarks in his 'The Origins of Probabilism in 
Late Scholastic Moral Thought: A Prolegomenon to Further Study', in Recherches de Théologie et 
Philosophie médiévales LXVII, 1 (2000), 114-157; see n. 35 on 126-127. For Kristeller s impor- 
tant discussion of Vincenzo Bandello see n. 5 below. 
2) This point was emphasized recently by Christopher S. Celenza in his The Lost Italian Renais- 
sance - Humanists, Historians , and Latins Legacy (Baltimore, 2004), especially in the introduc- 
tion and in chapter one, for the humanists. 
3) For some general remarks on traces of Thomas' work left in the writings of Italian humanists 
and some critical accounts of Thomas and Thomists see Kristeller, "Ihomism and the Italian 
Thought', 59-91. One should note, however, that humanist thinkers like Petrarch, Salutati, Bruni, 
Ficino, and Pico for instance, each represents different attitudes towards scholastic philosophy. 
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general assessments about such terms. We should also reexamine the compli- 
cated relations between humanist philosophers and scholastic philosophers, 
since, beyond the obvious differences there are important mutual influences, 
both in style and contents, between these two groups of intellectuals. My basic 
argument here is that without such reexamination of the relations between 
humanists and scholastics, we shall not have a balanced and reliable picture of 
the intellectual history in the fifteenth century. 

In the present article I intend to offer a detailed study of an early work by 
the Franciscan philosopher and theologian Giorgio Benigno Salviati (c. 1448- 
1520) on the importance of the will in the human soul.4 This philosophical 
issue which is of course related to an established question in medieval philoso- 
phy regarding the two dominant faculties in the human soul - the intellect 
and the will - often regarded as the dispute between the 'intellectualists' 
(usually identified as 'Thomists') and the Voluntarists' (usually identified as 
'Scotists'), seems to have acquired a new dimension in the fifteenth century.5 
Salviati himself has already been a subject of debate among some historians, 
regarding the question of whether he should be classified as a humanist or as a 

4) This early discussion, written in dialogue form during Salviati's stay in Urbino some time 
between 1 474 and 1482, and entitled Fridericus, On the Prince of the Souls Kingship , can be 
found in P. Zvonimir Cornelius Šojat O.F.M., De volúntate hominis eiusque praeeminentia et 
dominatione in anima secundum Georgium Dragisic (c. 1448-1520), studium historico-doctrinale et 
editio Tractatus: Fridericus, De animae regni principe' (Roma, 1972), 139-219; for a biographical 
sketch and a list of Salviati's works see 27-63; a doctrinal study of the dialogue can be found on 
69-128. For a more detailed biographical sketch and an intellectual profile, see Cesare Vasoli, 
Profezia e ragione. Studi sulla cultura del Cinquecento e del Seicento (Napoli, 1974), 17-127. 
See also Vasoli s Filosofia e religione nella cultura del Rinascimento (Napoli, 1988), 139-182, for a 
detailed account of Salviati's Scotist commentary on Lorenzo de' Medici's sonnet. For another 
work by Salviati which is critically edited, on future contingencies, see Girard J. Etzkorn (ed.), 
De arcanis Dei. Card. Bessarion eiusque socii anno 1471 disputantes : card. Franciscus de la Rovere 
OFM Com ; Joannes Gattus OP, Fernandus de Cordoba et Joannes Foxal OFM Conv. Secretarius: 
Georgius Benignus Salviati OFM Conv. (Rome, 1997). 
5) In the course of this article I shall be referring to a dispute between Marsilio Ficino and Lorezo 
de' Medici, and to the critical account of Ficino's part by Vincenzo Bandello, on the intellect 
and the will. For a more detailed account of this dispute see Kristeller, Ä Thomist Critique of 
Marsilio Ficino's Theory of Will and Intellect', in Harry Austryn Wolfion Jubilee Volume , English 
section vol. II (Jerusalem, 1965), 463-494. See also my 'Vincenzo Bandello, Marsilio Ficino, and 
the Intellect/Will Dialectic', in Rinascimento [forthcoming]. For another discussion of the same 
topic by a young student of Ficino, Alamanno Donati, see his De intellectus voluntatisque excel- 
lentia , which was written between 1482-148 7, edited and published by Lambertus Borghi, in 
Bibliofilia XLII (1940), 108-1 15. Elsewhere I hope to present a detailed account of this text. 
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scholastic thinker.6 Such a debate is already an indication of Salviati s unique 
historical position in the intellectual history of Italy in the last three decades 
of the fifteenth century and in the first two decades of the sixteenth century. 
I hope that the present discussion will offer a contribution to the study of 
fifteenth-century scholasticism and to the assessment of the relations between 
the humanists and the scholastics of that period. 

Giorgio Benigno Salviati (or in his original name Juraj Dragišič) was born 
in Srebrenica in Bosnia in the late 1440s, and joined the conventual Francis- 
cans. After the Turkish conquest in 1463 he moved to Ragusa (Dubrovnik), 
and then on to Italy, where he studied in the studia of his order in Padova, 
Pavia, and Ferrara, finally residing in Paris and in Oxford. He was trained in 
scholastic philosophy, and he especially mentions one of his teachers, Joannes 
Foxoles (1415/6-1475), an English theologian and philosopher in the Scotist 
tradition.7 We then find Salviati in the circle of Cardinal Bessarion in Rome in 
the early 1470s, at the court of Federico of Montefeltro in Urbino between 
1472 and 1482, in Florence of Lorenzo de' Medici from around i486 until 
1494. Then, after a short period in Ragusa, he returned to Rome in 1500, 
becoming bishop of Cagli in 1507, and finally the archbishop of Nazareth 
in 1512. He died in Rome in 1520. During his long career, Salviati played a 
leading role in many theological and philosophical debates (e.g., Bessarion vs. 
George of Trebizond and the controversy regarding future contingencies in 
Rome, or the debate on evil and the Savonarola affair in Florence, as well as 
the Reuchlin affair), while teaching theology and philosophy, preaching, and 
writing many texts.8 

As already mentioned (see n. 4) Salviati s discussion of the will which we are 
about to examine was written, like most of his works, in dialogue form. This 

6) See the critical remarks of Carlo Dionisotti against François Secret in 'Umanisti dimenticati?', 
in Giuseppe Billanovich, Augusto Campana, Carlo Dionisotti, and Paolo Sambin (eds.), Italia 
medioevale e umanistica IV (1961) (Padova 1961), 287-321; see e.g., 287-292. We may point out 
that most of Salviati s texts have not yet been critically edited, some are still available only in 
manuscript form, there are hardly any detailed discussions of them, and we do not have yet a full 
modern biography of this author. 
7) On Foxoles see e.g., with further references, Girard J. Etzkorn, 'John Foxal, O.F.M.: His Life 
and Writings', in Franciscan Studies 49 (1989), 17-24; Lorenzo Di Fonzo, 'Il minorita inglese 
Giovanni Foxholes. Maestro scotista e arcivescovo (ca. 1415-1475)', in Miscellanea Francescana 
99/I-II (1999), 320-346. 
8) Vasoli, Profezia e ragione, e.g., 21-28, 35-39, 57, 83-85, 100, 109, 117-120, with further 
references. 
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fact might suggest already a humanistic influence upon our Franciscan friar.9 
But it is important to stress that Salviati was by no means unique in choosing 
this literary form for his speculative treatises. In the second half of the fifteenth 
century we possess a considerable number of dialogues written by scholastic 
thinkers. (On the other hand, humanist thinkers like Ficino and Pico did not 
write dialogues.) I would contend that this fact reflects not only some influence 
of the humanists upon the scholastics, but also an internal development in 
late-scholastic philosophical style. But we need many more detailed accounts 
of such texts and their contexts before we can reach some more general con- 
clusions about this stylistic development.10 

Salviati's dialogue Fridericus, On the Prince of the Soul's Kingship was written 

during his sojourn at Urbino, and it is dedicated to Guidubaldo, the son of 
Federico, duke of Urbino.11 The two interlocutors in the dialogue are Frideri- 
cus, who represents Salviati s own account of the superiority of the will, and 
his close friend Octavianus (Ottaviano Ubaldini), who argues for the superior- 
ity of the intellect. After a short proem, each of the participants in the dialogue 

9) This point was already emphasized by Dionisotti in his 'Umanisti dimenticati?' 301-303, 
314-315. 
10) Some examples are Antonio degli Agli s De mystica statera , a dialogue between himself and 
Ficino, who was his student, in which "Antonius exhorts Fecinus to remember that Christian 
studies are to be placed before pagan studies", a text which still remains in manuscript: MS 
Naples BN VIII. F. 9, ff. 19-33; see Celenza, Piety and Pythagoras in Renaissance Florence - The 
Symbolům, Nesianum (Leiden, 2001), p. 27 and nn. 99 and 100 there. Another professional 
theologian who was one of Ficino s early teachers, Lorenzo Pisano, wrote three dialogues, pro- 
bably between the late 1450s and the early 1460s, entitled: Dialogi humilitatis, De amore , and 
Dialogi quinqué , which are still in manuscripts; see Arthur Field, The Origins of the Platonic 
Academy of Florence (Princeton, 1988), 158-174, see especially p. 162, and 277-279. Another 
example is Francesco di Tommaso, a Dominican of Santa Maria Novella, who in 1480 wrote a 
dialogue De negocio logico , which he dedicated to Poliziano, and in which he attempted to exp- 
lain the problem of universais as presented in Prophyrys Isagoge. See Jonathan Hunt, Politian 
and Scolastic Logic: An Unknown Dialogue by a Dominican Friar (Città di Castello, 1995). I am 
now preparing an editio princeps of yet another dialogue by a Dominican theologian, the Liber 
dierum lucensium (1461/2) by Giovanni Caroli. On the revival of the Ciceronian dialogue in the 
Renaissance see David Marsh, The Quattrocento Dialogue: Classical Tradition and Humanist Inno- 
vation (Cambridge, MA, 1980). But this revival of the dialogue form by professional scholastic 
theologians in the last decades of the fifteenth century still needs to be studied. 
n) Salviati, Fridericus. . . p. 139: "Georgii Benigni, Ordinis Minorum, sacrae theologiae profes- 
sons, in Fridericum, De animae regni principe , ad optimae indolis maximaeque spei puerum 
dominum Guidonem Ubaldum, comitem, prooemium incipit feliciter." Some general details on 
this text can be found in Vasoli, Profezia e ragione , 35-39. 
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presents his general thesis (chapters 1-2), then Octavianus presents more 
detailed arguments for the superiority of the intellect (chapters 3-7), and then, 
Fridericus presents his case for the superiority of the will, and its importance 
for ethics and theology (chapters 8-21). The last part (chapters 22-24) con- 
tains a refutation of Octavianus' arguments. Let us now move on to a more 
detailed account of the dialogue and its philosophical context. 

While in Ficino s dispute with Lorenzo de' Medici and Vincenzo Bandello 
regarding the will and the intellect, which was held in 1474, both the term 
and the notion of libertas are missing, his emphasis is on amor and on being or 
becoming good through the power of the will in contrast to merely knowing 
what is good through the power of the intellect. Salviati s discussion also con- 
tains some similar arguments regarding the role of amor and the function of 
the will.12 But, as we shall see in the present discussion, in contradiction 
to Ficino, Salviati emphasizes libertas as the quality of the human will per se, 
and his discussion of libertas anticipates his discussion of liberum arbitrium , in 
which we find the standard distinction between arbitrium rationis and arbi- 
trium voluntatis. Only the latter is related to libertas through the will. At first 
sight, what we have here is a richer philosophical account than Ficino s letter 
on the human will and its importance to human life, to ethics and to theology, 
in which both Thomas Aquinas and John Duns Scotus, as well as Aristotle 
(among other ancient and medieval thinkers) are used as authorities. 

In chapter 12, entitled: quod homo magis disteta beluis volúntate quam intel - 
lectu voluntasque ea ratione sit praestantior , Salviati states that the will is what 
gives preeminence in nature to man. The will is contrasted to nature, to the 

12) Ficino s part in this dispute is included in his letter to Lorenzo entitled: Quid est felicitas, quod 
habet gradus, quod est eterna, in Opera omnia , 2 vols. (Torino, 1962), vol. 1, 662-665; I shall refer 
here to the critical edition in: Lettere I - Epistolarum familiarium liber /, ed. Sebastiano Gentile 
(Firenze, 1990), 201-210; see e.g., p. 205: . . quemadmodum deterius est odisse Deum quam 
ignorare, sic melius amare quam nosse"; p. 206: ". . . et sicut non qui vidět bonům, sed qui vult 
fit bonus, sic animus non ex eo quod Deum considérât, sed ex eo quod amat fit divinus, quemad- 
modum materia non quia lucem ab igne capiat, sed quia calorem, ignis evadit"; p. 207: "Quod 
cum multo plures amare Deum ardenter possint quam clare cognoscere, amatoria via et homini- 
bus tutior est, et ad infinitum bonum, quod se ipsum vult quam plurimis impertire, longe 
accomodatior: ad voluntatem igitur pertinet consecutio." Compare with Salviati, Fridericus, 
p. 167: "Actus vero voluntatis est amor sive odium; at veluti voluntas non intelligit, ita nec intel- 
lects amat: si enim non essent actus distincti, ñeque potentiae distinguerentur; sed distinctae 
sunt potentiae; neque igitur intellectus amorem, neque voluntas intellectionem producet"; p. 169: 
"... quia veluti scire ita et iudicare bonum non facit nos esse bonos, sed id acceptare et velie." 
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senses and to the intellect; it is a dominant, active, and ruling element which 
is free. The intellect, on the other hand, is not peculiar to man: 

Since every living being understands, and understanding, in turn, is the genus of reason and 
sense-perception; therefore, the intellect falls [i.e., as a species] under the same genus as the 
sense; since all these are defined as apprehensive powers' and they are all natural principles. 
But only the will differs from them as to their common genus, and only the will is separated 
from, and opposed to them, and is called active by its own intention, that is, free. 

. . . but only the will is by itself free, reason is no more than vision; and thus man, while 
acting through his intellect, just like acting through his sense, is acting according to nature. 
Only [while acting] through his will, [just] as a free agent, man chiefly separates himself 
from beasts. But the more man separates himself from beasts, he becomes more man; there- 
fore, this thing will be more noble, through which he is most removed from the baser 
things. And thus the will, when man would be seen at his most human, should be regarded 
as the most excellent element in man.13 

Salviati, the prominent Franciscan theologian and philosopher, the spiritual 
heir of Cardinal Bessarion who later played such a leading role in Lorenzo de' 
Medicis circle in Florence, is making here his own important contribution 
to fifteenth-century discussions of the dignity of man, a theme which is usu- 
ally related to the humanist movement.14 Salviati is thus rejecting the idea 

13) Salviati, Fridericus p. 173: "Omne enim animal cognoscit, cognitio quoque genus est ad 
rationis sensusque notitiam; intellectus igitur cum sensu sub eodem genere cadit. Vocantur enim 
omnes potentiae apprehensivae', suntque cunctae naturales causae. At sola voluntas ab eis quovis 
eis communi genere differì, solaque e contra dividitur, vocaturque agens a proposito sive libe- 
rum"; "... sola vero voluntas ex se libera est, ratio non magis quam visus; homo itaque per intel- 
lectum agit natura, sicut et per sensum. Sola volúntate, tamquam libero agente, a beluis potissime 
distat; quo vero magis distat, eo magis est homo; magis igitur id erit nobile, quo maxime a 
vilioribus removetur. Voluntas itaque cum maxime homo videatur, praestabilissimum quid' in 
homine sit fatendum est." On this see also the general remarks of Vasoli in his Profezia e ragione 
p. 36. 
14) While dealing with a historical figure like Salviati, one cannot use too strict or schematic 
definitions of humanism or scholasticism (on this issue see the remarks and references in n. 1 
above, as well as Dionisotti s remarks referred to in n. 6 above. For one such too strict and very 
influential approach to the humanist movement, see Ronald G. Witt, 'The Humanism of Paul 
Oskar Kristeller', in John Monfasani (ed.), Kristeller Reconsidered. Essays on his Life and Scholar- 
ship (New York, 2006), 257-267; see especially 258-259. Rather, we need a more flexible and 
dynamic notion, in which also the Franciscan friar who was so active in the intellectual and 
religious life in Rome and Florence, for instance, and had close relations with prominent figures 
of the time in both Cardinal Bessarions circle (Fernando di Cordoba, Giovanni Gatto, Cardinal 
and the future pope Francesco della Rovere, and Salviati s teacher John Foxoles) and in Lorenzo 
de' Medici's circle (Ficino and Pico among many other humanists and scholastics), could be 
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formulated in Aristotle s Politics 1253a9-10: ÀxSyov 8è pxSvov âvGpomoç ë%ei tcòv 
Çcpcov, an idea that became so central among the later ancient and medieval 
Greek, Latin, and Arab interpreters, and was so dominant in many contexts of 
scholastic philosophy. He also rejects Augustine s notion of rationalis anima as 
what gives preeminence in nature to man.15 While his solution is quite different 
from Ficinos, who, in his De Christiana religione of 1474, regarded religion as 
most characteristic of man and of human society and culture, it is in a way 
closer to Picos famous treatment of this theme in the opening lines of his ora- 
tion of i486, later entitled De hominis dignit ate, in which man received from 
God the possibility to choose his own fate and way of life.16 But Salviati, on 

adequately studied. Though he was "only" a theologian and a philosopher who studied in Paris 
and Oxford, and not strictly a philologist, his social and intellectual involvement placed him 
inside the humanist milieu. It is enough to mention here his defense of Pico or Reuchlin, but 
also of Savonarola, in order to show the historical complexity we have to deal with. My point is 
not that we should turn Salviati into a humanist, but rather that we should use more sensitive 
historical terms through which we would be able to follow him through the different historical 
contexts in which he was active. 
15) Augustine, De doctrina Christiana I, XXII, 20: "Magna enim quaedam res est homo ,factus ad 
imaginem et similitudinem Dei , non in quantum mortali corpore includitur, sed in quantum 
bestias rationalis animae honore praecedit." 
16) For Ficino s notion of the importance of religion in human life, see his De Christiana religione, 
in Opera omnia , vol. 1, p. 2. Ficinos critique of previous answers to the question of the pre- 
eminence of mankind in nature, as well as his own solution, are repeated and discussed also in 
book XIV, chapter IX, of his Platonic Theology. See Theologia platonica de immortalitate animo- 
rum , 6 vols., eds. James Hankins with William Bowen, trans. Michael J.B. Allen with John 
Warden (Cambridge, MA, 2001-2006), vol. 4, 290-298. See especially 292-296. See also James 
Hankins' discussion in his 'Religion and the Modernity of Renaissance Humanism', in Angelo 
Mazzocco (ed.), Interpretations of Renaissance Humanism (Leiden, 2006), 137-153; especially 
147-148. For Pico's notion see De hominis dignitate, Heptaplus , De ente et uno e scritti vari , 
ed. Eugenio Garin (Firenze, 1942), 104-106. It is important to notice that Pico does not use 
voluntas or libertas here, central terms in Salviati s discussion, but only arbitrium and arbitrarius. 
On the other hand, we may have an echo of a common biblical source for both Pico and Salviati, 
cited only by the Franciscan; see: Fridericus 169-170: "Atque hoc est id quod Eccli. 15 dicit: 
Ab initio fecit Deus hominem et dimisit eum in manu consilii sui , id est dimisit ei potestatem et 
libertatem sequi aut fiigere consilium sive rationis arbitrium. Unde et subdit: Apposui tibi aquam 
et ignem , hoc est varias rationes contrariasque; ad quod volueris, oppone manum tuam , hoc est 
quam tibi placet, sponte sequaris sententiam." The biblical verses from Ecclus. 15, 14-17 receive 
here an interpretation according to Salviati s own philosophical terminology, just like the citation 
from Aristotle in n. 18 below. We find also in Pico the expression in cuius manu te posui. On the 
theme of human dignity (though with a different interpretation of both Ficino and Pico) see 
the general discussion in Kristeller, Renaissance Thought, 169-181. It is symptomatic to Kristeller s 
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the one hand, presents a fuller account based on the notions of human will 
and freedom as developed in scholastic philosophy up to his own day. On the 
other hand, his method is to reconcile different, and sometime opposed opin- 
ions, showing their concord, again, in a quite similar way to both Ficino and 
Pico, as well as to other humanists.17 Thus, Salviati does not explicitly reject 
Aristotle, Augustine, or any other authority. He just presents an interpretation 
of Aristotle, for instance, in which he is already using his own notions of will 
and freedom, which are themselves the product of the latest developments 
(a point to which we shall return) in scholastic thinking, but quite different 
from Aristotle s. 18 This is of course the standard way, in scholastic philosophy, 

approach that he mentions on p. 171 the facts that the earliest humanist treatment of the dignity 
of man by Bartolomeo Facio was encouraged by a Benedictine monk, Antonio da Barga, and 
that this subject is treated by him "in a strongly religious and theological context", but that he 
does not deal at all with the contributions of the scholastic philosophers to this theme in the 
fifteenth century. A more detailed discussion of this theme, with a yet different approach, in 
which the scholastic tradition is better appreciated, can be found in Charles Trinkaus, In Our 
Image and Likeness - Humanity and Divinity in Italian Humanist Thought , 2 vols. (London, 
1970), vol. 1, 179-321. 
17) For Salviati s method see Fridericus p. 157: "At veritati (id nosti) Veritas - veluti nec bono 
bonum - opponitur numquam." See also the citations in Šojats introduction, Fridericus p. 35, 
n. 56, from Salviati s Opus de natura caelestium spirituum quos angebs vocamus : "Mihi certo Tho- 
mas non minus carus Scoto. Uterque enim praestans, uterque doctus, uterque sacrae fidei validus 
propugnator. Ubi convaluero conciliare, id facere enitar"; and from his Propheticae solutiones pro 
Hieronymo Savonarola : "Verum est . . . ilium modum a supra dicto doctore [Scoto] multifariam 
impugnari; forsan tamen posset conciliari Thomas et Scotus vel eo in loco, sed haec praetereunda 
in praesenti iudico." See also Šojat s remarks on p. 65. On this same issue see also Vasoli s remarks 
in his Profezia e ragione, e.g., 34, 41-42. This method is very close to Pico's method in his famous 
Conclusiones of i486. See Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, Conclusiones , ed. Bohdan Kieszkowski 
(Genève, 1973), p. 54: "Conclusiones paradoxe numero XVII secundum propriam opinionem, 
dicta primum Aristotelis et Piatonis, deinde aliorum doctorum conciliantes, qui maxime discor- 
dare videntur." For Salviati s use of the same principle in another context, in his commentary on 
Lorenzo de' Medici's poem, see Vasoli, Filosofia e religione , 164-165. On this issue see also Frede- 
rick Purnell, Jr., ť1he Theme of Philosophic Concord and the Sources of Ficino s Platonism', in 
Gian Carlo Garfagnini (ed.), Marsilio Ficino e il ritorno di Platone: studi e documenti , 2 vols. 
(Firenze, 1986), voi. 2, 397-415. 
18) See, e.g., Fridericus p. 174: '"Mentem' Philosophus totam in intellectivam animam vocat, cuius 
hae sunt duae potentiae: voluntas et ratio. Unde quia mens pro ratione saepissime capitur, se non 
ita capere ostendit X libro, inquiens: 'Quodsi felicitas operario est profluens per virtutem, consen- 
taneum est rationi ut sit ea operatio quae per oprimam proficiscitur; hoc autem eius erit profecto 
quod est praestabilissimum atque optimum, - sive igitur mens sit hoc, sive aliquid aliud quod 
quidem natura dominari videtur ac imperare'. At voluntas est illa quae praecipit, naturaque domi- 
natur; indistincte itaque et absque delectu utramque potentiam mentis' vocábulo comprehendit." 
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of presenting new ideas. If some thinker somehow manages to relate his new 
notion of the human will and freedom, say, to Aristotle, then this is how this 
new notion should be presented. But as we shall see, through the dramatic 
dynamic of the dialogue, Salviati managed also to preserve the sense of novelty 
regarding the theory he presents. 

Salviati, then, emphasizes the essential relation between voluntas and liber- 
tas, as contrasted to natura and ratio which are not free. But he is not willing 
to neglect the importance of reason or of rational proceedings, as can be found 
for instance in Ficinos letter cited in n. 12 above. He rather prefers a broader 
definition of the rational soul, presented as an interpretation of Aristotle's 
notion of anima rationalis but which in fact includes his new conception of 
the will, and which could have helped him also in reconciling his own ideas 

regarding the human will and freedom with Augustine s : 

But Aristotle uses [the terms] rational or intellectual power in discussing the whole part of 
the soul, that which is described as 'rational'. But only the rational soul is free yet not as 
being reason, but as being will. Hence he often uses [the expression] 'free agent' or 'inten- 
tional' in the same sense. But intention is firm volition of something.19 

Here we have another kind of rationality, stemming from a wider conception 
of the rational soul, which is free and contains both reason and will. Now we 
are ready for Salviati s account of ratio, voluntas, libertas, and arbitrium. 

According to the Franciscan, reason, as well as all senses and powers in the 
human soul which participate in reason, can be described as free only through 
participation ( per participationem ), whereas the will is the only power which 
is by itself (ex sese) free.20 But what does freedom mean here? It is mastery, or 

19) Ibid., 165-166: "Aristoteles autem rationalem potentiam sive intellectivam pro tota illa anima 
quae 'rationalis' dicitur capit. Anima vero rationalis sola libera est, non tarnen ratione, sed volún- 
tate. Unde agens liberum sive a proposito pro eodem saepenumero accipit. Propositum autem 
est firma alicuius rei volitio." 
20) Ibid., p. 168: "Ratio quoque et omnes sensus viresque, rationis participes, liberi per partici- 
pationem dici possunt, at sola voluntas ex sese ut talis sit oportet." This is a standard Scotist 
position: "Potentia libera per participationem, quae subest libertati voluntatis, non magis deter- 
minatur secundum actum suum circa minimum obiectum quam maximum, ut patet de visu, 
quod non magis determinatur ad videndum solem quam aliud visibile; igitur multo fortius 
voluntas, quae libera est per essentiam, non magis determinabitur ad volendum unum quam 
aliud." This citation from Scotus' first commentary on the Sentences (. Lectura prima , d. 1 p. 2 
q. 2, n. 99) is quoted and discussed in Guido Alliney, 'La contingenza della fruizione beatifica 
nello sviluppo del pensiero di Duns Scoto', in Via Scoti. Methodologica ad mentem Joannis Duns 
Scoti. Atti del Congresso Scotistico Internazionale, Roma 9-11 marzo 1993, ed. Leonardo Sileo 
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the ability to control or perform its own acts. Only the will is the ruler of this 

kingdom in our soul; all the other powers should be regarded only as hand- 
maids or followers of this ruler.21 Salviati moves on to present an argument 
showing that there is no disagreement with Thomas here, since no one, includ- 

ing the angelic Doctor himself, would ever ask whether reason can be com- 

pelled to act in this or that manner, but only whether the will can be thus 
compelled. Thus, compulsion is related by every one to reason, while acting 
contingently {contingenter) is the way of the will. Without this distinction, 
Salviati argues, how can some Doctors discuss whether some one can necessar- 
ily will the supreme good? In such discussions the assumption is always that 
freedom and the will are strongly related. All this proves, Salviati concludes, 
that if we have freedom in us, it consists in the will. Hence, if someone declares 
that our will is not free, this goes against reason, experience and our faith.22 It 
is important to notice that Salviati first constituted the relation between free- 
dom and the will, defining each of these elements in the human soul, and 

distinguishing them from all the other natural and thus necessary elements 
such as reason and the senses. Only then does he go on to discuss another 
related term: arbitrium. 

The discussion of arbitrium begins with a question raised by Octavianus, 
one of the two interlocutors in the dialogue, who, as mentioned above, tried 
in the first chapters23 to persuade Fridericus, the second interlocutor who rep- 
resents Salviati s own views, that the intellect is the most noble power in the 

(Roma, 1995), vol. 2, 633-660; see p. 636 and n. 13 there. A discussion of the rational will in 
Scotus can be found in Mary Beth Ingham, 'The Birth of the Rational Will: Duns Scotus and 
the Quaestiones super libros Metaphysicorum Aristotelů , Book IX, Quaestio 15', in Medioevo XXX 
(2005), 139-170. 
21) Ibid.: "Cum autem libertas nil aliud sit quam ad suum actum eliciendum aut producendum 
(per idque ceteras potentias ad operationes suas reducendum) dominium sive potestas, voluntas 
certo sola huius regni nostri domina erit, reliquae potentiae pedissequae putabuntur." 
22) Ibid.: "Neque (ultra dictas rationes) longe ab haeresi est dicere voluntatem non esse per se 
liberam. Ad quid quoque neque sanctus Thomas, neque ullus alius quaesivit umquam 'an ratio 
compelli potest', sed an voluntas', dicuntque omnes earn solam contingenter ferri ad omnia 
obiecta, neque dissentit in hoc ullus, praeterquam de summo bono, quod quidam dicunt ut 
necessario velit? Haec sunt signa quod si qua in nobis libertas est, ea sit in volúntate. Unde rati- 
onibus, experimento, fideique nostra répugnât si quis voluntatem nostrani non esse liberam 
dicat." For the sources at the background of Salviati s argument here, such as Thomas Aquinas as 
well as Henry of Ghent, Giles of Rome or Peter John Olivi, see Šojaťs references and citations 
on 168-169. 
23> Ibid., 144-156. 
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human soul. Consistent with his line of thought, though admitting that he . 
must accept Fridericus' arguments, Octavianus says: 

I am now forced to accept these [arguments]. But why do we sometimes say that we have 
free judgment, when to give judgment, just like to have an opinion or to judge, would be 
the act of reason?24 

A good question, originating from the distinction between reason and will, 
and also from the common use of liberum arbitrium as free will. Octavianus is 
willing to accept the phrase voluntas libera , but in the light of the previous 
arguments and distinctions the phrase liberum arbitrium seems now mislead- 
ing. Here Fridericus/Salviati takes recourse to the other kind of rationality we 
discussed earlier: 

Human judgment 'iudicium sive arbitrium' is free both while preceding the will and while 
following it: for, while we have this determination by the intellect 'this thing is indeed bet- 
ter, but that is worse', yet the will is free in pursuing what is worse, and also in not willing 
what is better, or certainly in taking an indifferent position. Whence Ovid represented this 
Medea in book six of his Metamorphoses as thus saying: 'I see and approve the better things, / 
[but] I follow the worse things'. Certainly a most clear and true sentence! And so free is our 
judgment, because, just as to know, so also to judge what is good does not make us good, 
but only accepting and willing it. And so free judgment is the free election or acceptance of 
judgment.25 

24) Ibid., p. 169: "Compellor his iam adhaerere. Sed cur dicimus interdum arbitrium nos habere 
liberum, cum arbitrari, sicut et opinari aut iudicare, sit rationis actus?" 
25) Ibid.: "Humanuni iudicium sive arbitrium liberum est ut praecedit voluntatem et ut sequitur 
eandem: data enim ab intellectu sententia 'hoc quidem esse melius, id vero deterius', voluntas 
libera est ad prosequendum deterius, atque ad non volendum melius, aut certo ad standum 
indifferenter. Unde Medeam illam VI [this reference is corrected by Šojat: it should be to book 
VII, 20-21] libro Metamorphoseos Ovidius introducit sic dicentem: 'Video meliora proboque, / 
deteriora sequor'. Praeclara certo veraque sententia! Liberum itaque est nostrum arbitrium, quia 
veluti scire ita et iudicare bonum non facit nos esse bonos, sed id acceptare et velie [Šojat pro- 
vides here a reference to Scotus] . Liberum itaque arbitrium est libera iudicii electio sive accepta- 
tion For the fortuna of this example of Medea as a case of akrasia in the later tradition, starting 
with Lévefre d'Étaples, see Risto Saarinen, 'Weakness of Will in Renaissance and Reformation , 
in Tobias Hoffmann, Jörn Müller, and Matthias Perkams (eds.), The Problem of Weakness of Will 
in Medieval Philosophy (Leuven, 2006), 329-35 1 ; especially 334-3 47, 350-35 1 . But as we can see 
here, we find the example of Medea already before Lévefre d'Étaples, in Salviati s scholastic dis- 
cussion of the will. Thus, against Saarinen's general conclusions on p. 337, for instance, we can 
say that the scholastic thinkers were less restrictive in their illustrations, and that neither Lévefre 
d'Étaples nor Josse Clichtove "have been the first commentators to have employed this example". 
Fifteenth-century scholasticism and its dialectical relations with, and mutual influence on, 
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Only when free election or acceptance are involved can we speak of free judg- 
ment. And this, as we have seen, is peculiar to man. Salviati emphasizes the 
fact that he discusses here the human judgment. We are beyond the dichot- 
omy rational/irrational through the new notions of freedom and will in the 
human soul, which presents a more complex picture of human psychology. 
But this complexity gives us a better account of most human actions in reality, 
and it bears also some important ethical and theological implications, lhe 
possibility of deliberately choosing to commit an evil deed or a sin given by 
our free and post-lapsarian will is exactly what gives us as human beings the 
possibility of becoming good and as Christians of being saved. Another impli- 
cation is that in fact there are two kinds of judgments: one of the reason {arbi- 
tr ium rationis) and one of the will {arbitrium voluntatis ). This observation is of 
course not new. But human judgment as we have seen in Salviati s arguments 
derives only from the will and thus is free. Salviati is using the biblical verses 
of Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) 15, 14-17, to show that man can escape the judg- 
ment of reason and thus act freely. In fact, man received this ability from God 
Himself.26 When we consider, for instance, Thomas' view of arbitrium rationis 
we see a wholly different psychology, in which, so it seems, the Aristotelian 
notions of homo rationalis and prudentia are still strongly reflected.27 Thomas' 
declaration that homo est dominus suorum actuum per arbitrium rationis is 
totally opposed to Salviati s view.28 But during the two hundred years between 
Thomas' death in 1274 and the activity of Salviati, a whole new psychology 
had emerged in scholastic philosophy, and this new psychology is clearly 
reflected in Salviati s discussion of the human will written during the 1470s.29 

the humanist movement is still a task for further studies based on unstudied works such as 
Salviati's. 
26) I have already quoted this passage from Fridericus , 169-170 in n. 16 above. 
27) See, e.g., Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, 2a2ae, q. 47, a. 12: "Sed quia quilibet homo, 
inquantum est rationis, participât aliquid de regimine secundum arbitrium rationis, intantum 
convenit ei prudentiam habere." 
28) Ibid., q. 158, a. 2: "Ad tertium dicendum quod homo est dominus suorum actuum per arbi- 
trium rationis; et ideo motus qui praeveniunt judicium rationis non sunt in potestate hominis in 
generali, ut scilicet nullus eorum insurgat; quamvis ratio possit quemlibet singulariter impedire, 
si insurgat." 
29) For detailed discussions of this new psychology in scholastic philosophy during the later part 
of the thirteenth century and the first decades of the fourteenth century, see the studies of Guido 
Alliney, 'La contingenza della fruizione beatifica'; ťFra Scoto e Ockham: Giovanni di Reading e 
il dibattito sulla libertà a Oxford (1310-1320)', in Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica 
medievale 7 (1996), 243-368; 'La ricezione della teoria scotiana della volontà nell'ambiente teo- 
logico parigino (1307-1316)', in Documenti e studi sulla tradizione fibsofica medievale 14 (2005), 
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Two points in this new psychology are essential for our present discussion: first, 
the human will is not bound by any necessity to achieve the supreme good, or 
even to aim it, and this is an expression of its freedom (as opposed to natural 
and thus necessary causes), through which man can also turn himself away from 
the supreme good; and second, man s primary condition, through which he can 
turn himself towards the supreme good, is determined only by his free will. 

This second point implied some restriction on the late Augustine s severe 
notion of grace in the post-lapsarian state. Both points reflect different notions 
of human rationality than what we had in Thomas. Some one like Henry of 
Ghent, though still maintaining necessity in the act of the will towards the 
final end, is extremely important in developing these new emphases.30 Think- 
ers like Peter John Olivi and Gonsalvus of Spain in Paris seem to have exer- 
cised some influence upon the philosophical formation of the best-known 
thinker related to this later development in scholasticism: John Duns Scotus.31 
While the first generation of Scotists in the early fourteenth century tried to 
reconcile the more extreme position of Scotus himself (regarding the possibil- 
ity of using free will and turning away from God also in patria) with the more 
traditional doctrinal view (thus maintaining some kind of necessity in patria 
in order not to offend Gods perfection and the perfect happiness of the beatific 
vision), it will be interesting to see what Salviatis view on this issue is. As we 
have seen, he seems to accept Scotus' position in via?1 Since we do not have 
yet enough detailed studies of fifteenth-century scholasticism and Scotism, we 

339-404; 'The Treatise on the Human Will in the Collationes oxonienses Attributed to John Duns 
Scotus', in Medioevo 30 (2005), 209-269. See also Stone, 'Moral Psychology After 1277'. 
30) Alliney, 'La contingenza della fruizione beatifica, p. 634. See also C. G. Normore, 'Picking 
and Choosing: Anselm and Ockham on Choice', in Vivarium XXXVI (1998), 23-39; see espe- 
cially 31-33. 
31) Alliney, 'Fra Scoto e Ockham', 251-253. Scotus' theory of the will is much more complicated 
than what is provided in the present presentation, but it is beyond the scope of this discussion, 
which is focused on Salviati and the fifteenth-century context. Scotus distinguishes between 
liberty and nature and between contingent and necessary activity: each power can act either 
according to nature or according to liberty. All powers except the will are natural and thus neces- 
sary and not free. The will is a free power which acts contingently. It is impossible, according to 
Scotus, that the same power will act in a different way while being in via or in patria. Thus, the 
will acts freely and contigently also in patria towards the supreme good and beatitude, and can 
'not will' it. But this 'not willing' in patria does not imply any evil or any offence towards the 
perfection of the supreme good. See: Alliney, 'La contingenza della fruizione beatifica , p. 639. 
32) On these tensions among Scotist thinkers in the early fourteenth century see Alliney, 'La 
ricezione della teoria scotiana', 371-372. 
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must restrict our general observations.33 Let us now turn back to Salviatis 
discussion, bearing in mind this general orientation. 

As we have seen in the case of arbitrium , where the phrase arbitrium libe- 
rum seemed at first sight misleading, and a new definition was required in the 

light of the other distinctions, Salviati is using the same method also in his 
discussion of appetitus in chapter 13. While presenting Thomas' view of appe- 
titus and voluntas he argues that there is a confussion in this discussion between 
appetitus naturalis and voluntas. It is right to relate the natural appetite to the 
intellect, and to describe this activity as necessary, but it is wrong to identify 
every appetite with the will. Salviati seems to be concerned about this obscu- 
rity and about the confusion in the common way of using these terms.34 Thus, 
for instance, we find in the 1474 dispute between Ficino and Bandello a ratio- 
nal appetite which is related to the intellect, and a sensual appetite which is 
related to the will. Since Ficino is not relating his notion of the will to free- 
dom, and certainly not contrasting it with nature or with natural and neces- 
sary causes (such as the senses, for instance) he is left with an diminished 
notion of the will, which is ruled by an irrational and sensual appetite, and 
thus he is justly criticized by his Dominican rival, who was only interested in 

restoring the preeminence of the intellect in the human soul.35 This might be 

33) Yet one should mention here for instance, Maarten J.F.M. Hoenens ' S co tus and Scotist 
School. The Tradition of Scotist Thought in the Medieval and Early Modern Period', in E.P. Bos 
(ed.), John Duns Scotus. Renewal of Philosophy (Amsterdam, 1988), 197-210; with regard to 
fifteenth-century debates held in Cologne between the Albertists and Thomists, mainly on logic, 
see Hoenens 'Late Medieval Schools of Thought in the Mirror of University Textbooks. The 
Promptuarium Argumentorum (Cologne, 1492)', in Maarten J.EM. Hoenen, J.H. Josef Schneider, 
Georg Wieland (eds.), Philosophy and Learning. Universities in the Middle Ages (Leiden, 1995), 
329-369; with regard to one central figure in fifteenth-century scholasticism, see John Mon- 
fasani, Fernando of Cordova: A Biographical and Intellectual Profile (Philadelphia, 1992). With 
regard to a more minor figure see Monfasani's 'Giovanni Gatti [i.e., Gatto] of Messina: A Profile 
and an Unedited Text', now in Greeks and Latins in Renaissance Italy. Studies on Humanism and 
Phibsophy in the 15th Century (Aldershot 2004), article VII. 
34) Salviati, Fridericus p. 175: "Hoc appetitu [appetitu naturali], omnem perfectionem intellectui 
possibilem, similiter et voluntati, expetimus; eo ipso anima tamquam suo perfectibili semper uniri 
corpori cupit; isto appetitu - Paulus dicebat - nolumus expoliari, sed supervestiri' hoc appetitu 
necessario ferimur, ducimur, agimur; hie est ille de quo sanctus Thomas ait: Voluntas ut natura 
necessario fertur in ultimum finem, sive in summum bonum. Vocat enim communi modo omnem 
appetitum voluntatem': sunt enim in vulgo ambigua haec nomina, involuta atque confusa." Šojat 
gives, in his footnotes on 175-176 the relevant references and citations from II Cor 5, 4, as well 
as from Thomas' Summa theologiae and De mah , against Scotus' discussion in the Ordinatio. 
35) Vincenzo Bandello da Castelnuovo, Opusculum Fratris Vincentii de Castronovo Ordinis Praedi- 
catorum ad magnificum ac generosum virum Laurentium Medicem quod beatitudo hominis in actu 
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an example of what would have been regarded by Salviati as a confused con- 
temporary discussion of the appetite, the intellect, and the will. 

Against this confusion Salviati immediately distinguishes between his notion 
of the will which is a free power and opposed to nature, and that kind of 
natural appetite.36 As we have seen already, Salviati has no difficulty in putting 
into the mouth of his sources his own notion of the will. Thus, Paul himself, 
according to our Franciscan friar, talked about the free will and not about the 
natural appetite when he said: I long to be dissolved and to be with Christ.37 
The most important element here is election (electio) which receives both 

theological and ethical dimensions through the examples of the martyrs and 
the brave moral men ( viri fortes ). The will is defined here as a power (vis) in the 
soul created by God for us, through which we become free and masters of our 
own actions. All other things lack this unique power, and because of this they 
are not free.38 We should not use appetere for velie , since it describes that power 
through which we are necessarily being led, and is in itself an innate or natural 
inclination, nor should we use appetere for any operation of the will.39 Salviati 

intellect us et non voluntatis essentialiter consistit incipit , in Kristeller, Le thomisme et la pensée 
italienne de la renaissance (Montréal, 1967), 187-278; see p. 249: "Non est autem existimandum 
simpliciter aliquid tale secundum ordinem appetitus sensitivi sed magis secundum ordinem 
appetitus intellectivi"; p. 264: "Nam ut is asserit, si deus intellectum a volúntate seiungeret, esset 
intellectus forma quaedam rationalis, voluntas vero esset appetitus cognitione carens. Quis enim 
dubitat formam rationalem omnem appetitum cognitione carentem dignitate praecedere?" 
These critical remarks should be referred to Ficino, Lettere /, p. 208: "Appetitus nullus rem 
imaginariam querit, sed substantialem, alioquin sufficeret appetenti absentis boni memoria 
atque imaginado; visio autem Dei in nobis imaginaria res est et, ut supra dixi, finita. Quocirca 
voluntatis actus, qui est in Deum infinitum conversio substantialisque diffusio, rationem infinitatis 
magis habet quam actus intelligendi, qui est Dei notio quedam pro mentis capacitate." 
36) Salviati, Fridericus p. 176: "Ast nostra haec voluntas, de qua disputamus, nulla in condicione 
cum appetitu dicto convenit: neque enim est naturalis potentia, neque inclinatio quaedam (nisi 
forsan, mediante actu quem libere elicit, imperando et iubendo inclinet); estque quo desidera- 
mus frequenter opposita illi appetitui." 
37) Ibid.: "Volúntate enim libera, non appetitu naturali, dicebat Paulus: Cupio dissolvi etesse cum 
Christo ." Šojat gives the source in his notes: Ph 1, 23. 
38) Ibid.: "Et ut brevi congeram plurima, hac fit omnis electio: hac enim martyres illi subdebant 
se doloribus et neci, hac viri fortes adsciscunt sibi potius mortem quam turpem gerere vitam. 
Unde voluntas nil aliud est quam vis quaedam animae, a Deo in nobis creatae, qua liberi opera- 
tionumque nostrarum domini sumus. At ceterae res, veluti nec libertatem, sic ne hanc quidem, 
qua quisque liber est, habent potentiam; neque itaque voluntatem." 
39) Ibid.: "Unde quae volumus, non proprie appetere dici debemus, cum appetere vim quandam - 
qua ducimur - necessario designet, sitque ea ipsa inclinatio innata, neque ulla eius operatio." 
A completely different approach, in which the appetite is related to freedom and will, in a 
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presents a typical scholastic concern for accuracy in the use of terms: while 
desiderare and cupere can be related to the will, appetere should only be related 
to that inclination through which someone is seeking that thing which has a 

perfect nature, and this is of course the will.40 His critique here of most learned 
men {dottissimi viri) should remind us of the intellectual context in which 
Salviati was active: fifteenth-century Italy, where humanists and scholastics 
shared a common interest in philosophical and theological questions. Such a 
common interest may produce also some inaccuracies in the use of terms.41 

Neoplatonic framework in which an eternal will is described as some kind of cosmic law, can be 
found in Ficino s Theologia platonica vol. 1 , p. 296: "Quonam pacto caelestes animae sphaeras 
suas movent? Profecto quemadmodum placet Platonicis, sicut corpus tuum anima tua per appe- 
titum. Qui appetitus illic quoque a cogitatione excitatur, cogitatio ibidem a fatali illius animae 
lege. Ideo Plato in libro De regno inquit: 'Caelum movet fatum et innata cupiditas'. Quod acce- 
pisse videtur a Zoroastre, a quo omnis manavit theologorum veterum sapientia. Ille enim ubi de 
cáelo loquitur, inquit: "aíÔícp ßou^rj cpépexai, àeì ipé%et epycp àváyicriç", id est: 'Sempiterna 
volúntate fertur, semper necessitatis opera curriť. Quod perspicue intellegemus, si ita rerum 
ordinem considerabimus." 
40) Ibid.: "Sed doctissimi viri, vulgo consentientes, velie beluas et reliquas res insensibiles saepe 
dicunt, - similiter et hominem volúntate appetere. Sed homo desiderare vel forsan cupere quo- 
que volúntate dici potest; appetere solum illa inclinatione qua petit id quod sibi est natura per- 
fectum, dicendus est (veluti grave centrum, leve circumferentiam)." 
41) We may think of Coluccio Salutati s discussion of the superiority of the will to the intellect in 
his famous and influential composition De nobilitate legum et medicinae , ed. Peter Michael 
Schenkel (Munich, 1990), 182-196, as an example of a confusion between voluntas and appeti- 
tosa see p. 1 82: "Voluntatis inquam, que non sit naturalis vel sensitivus appetitus, quorum ille 
movetur sine cognitione, iste vero cuiusdam particularis boni noticia, sed voluntatis, cuius libe- 
rum sit arbitrium, quod est actus voluntatis et rationis. Nam cum ille primum [seil, naturalis 
appetitus] sit in plantis, secundus [seil, sensitivus appetitus] in sensibilibus, tamen hec tertia [seil, 
voluntas] in creaturis ratione utentibus invenitur. Siquidem ipsa voluntas est omnium potentia- 
rum anime, quas eminere vegetative cognoscimus, imperatrix." Hec tertia may cause a confusion, 
implying that the will is a special third kind of appetite, and not a unique power which is essen- 
tially different from all the rest. But it is obvious that Salutati is well aware of this essential 
difference, and this suggests an interesting critical dialogue and dialectical relation between the 
humanist and the scholastic. On the relation between Salutati and some of the humanists with 
Scotist masters see the general remark of Vasoli in his Profezia e ragione , p. 37. On Salutati and 
the will see also Trinkaus, In Our Image and Likeness , vol. 1, 51-102. A much more confused 
discussion can be found in Lorenzo Valla's De libero arbitrio , in Opera omnia , 2 vols. (Torino, 
1962), vol. 1, p. 1003: "Prius tamen de hoc posteriore breviter satisfaciam, ubi ais, si deus futura 
prospicit, quia futura sunt, necessitate illum laborare, cui necesse est eventura prospicere. Hoc 
vero non est tribuendum necessitati, sed naturae, sed voluntati, sed potentiae" For a critical dis- 
cussion of Lorenzo Valla's treatments of theological issues see John Monfasani, 'The Theology of 
Lorenzo Valla , in Jill Kraye and M.W.F. Stone (eds.), Humanism and Early Modern Philosophy 
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Salviati s conclusion is thus that appetitus and voluntas belong to completely 
different species, and that the appetite should be related to the intellect but 
strictly distinguished from the free agent.42 

In the beginning of chapter 14 we find a rhetorical description of the impor- 
tance of the will: 

Who indeed does not know that God Himself subjected all other powers to the will? Cer- 
tainly all intentions, every persuasion, every command is issued by the will. Indeed, who is 
the one who has ever told his eye 'do not see', or to his hand 'do not grasp, or his intellect 
'think of this, but not of that'?43 

After again reading his notion of the will into some biblical verses,44 Salviati 

argues that the will is the only power in the soul which is related to both 
sinners and pious men; this is the central quality for theology and ethics and 
it controls all our actions and deeds.45 While rejecting the opinion of the 
fourteenth-century Doctor Franciscus Baconis (Doctor Sublimis) which was 

brought into the discussion by Octavianus to show that the will is directed, 

(London, 2000), 1-23. Another critique of the humanist's contribution, also including an evalu- 
ation of Pomponazzi in regard to divine foreknowledge, can be found in Chris Schabel, 'Divine 
Foreknowledge and Human Freedom: Auriol, Pomponazzi, and Luther on "Scholastic Subtle- 
ties'", in Russell L. Friedman and Lauge O. Nielsen (eds.), The Medieval Heritage in Early Mod- 
ern Metaphysics and Moral Theory, 1400-1700 (Dordrecht, 2003), 165-189. 
42) Salviati, Fridericus p. 177: "Appetitus itaque omnis sub eodem genere cum potentiis appre- 
hensivis cadit: sunt enim natura agentia. Voluntas una ex altera parte manet, agensque liberum 
vocitatur, habetque quandam pertenuem cum appetitu concordiam. Sed intellectus etiam 
cum appetitu maiorem videtur habere convenientiam, ex quo una cum ipso libero agente 
condividitur." 
43) Ibid.: "Quis vero ignorât Deum ipsum omnes vires alias commisisse voluntad? Omnia enim 
Consilia, omnis persuasio, omne praeceptum voluntad fit. Quis enim est qui umquam dixerit 
oculo non inspicias', aut manui 'non rapias', aut intellectui 'cogites hoc, illud vero minime'?" 
44) Ibid., 177-178: "Unde et Deus ita praecipit: Diliges Dominum Deum tuum ex toto core, ex tota 
mente, ex omnibus viribus tuis. Voluntad dicitur: Honora patrem tuum et matrem. Sibi dicitur: 
Non occides, non mechaberis ." The biblical references are given by Šojat in the notes in p. 178. 
45) Ibid., p. 178: "Nullus enim nolens aut peccat aut meretur, solaque voluntas peccare et mereri 
potest, ac nulla ceterarum virium absque volúntate. Unde nec laude aut probro in his quae prae- 
ter nostrani fiunt voluntatem afficimur, nisi interdum forsan per accidens, ut cum nolentes quid- 
piam efficimus, cuius causam voluimus, aut nolle poteramus (veluti is qui ebrius quempiam 
percutit, nolens quidem id agit, sed voluit - aut certo non potuit nolle - tantum vini sumere). 
Voluntas est igitur omnium motionum nostrarum regina." It is interesting to find the same 
example also in Salutati's De nobilitate p. 194: "Unde non bibimus quia vinum habemus, sed 
bibere possumus cum habemus; habere quidem vinum et bibendi spatium atque locum occasio 
sunt, sed bibendi voluntas est causa." 
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regulated, and arranged by the intellect, and that it is not subjected only to 
another will,46 Fridericus introduces into the discussion the divine will, thus 

showing another common sophism {sophisma) between intellectus or ratio , 
which mistakenly seem to control the will, and divina voluntas , which the 
human will must obey.47 Salviati is willing to give the intellect a much more 
modest role in comparison with the will: a spy or a messenger of the will, 
which is compared to a commander of an army.48 This gives Salviati an oppor- 
tunity to introduce his interpretation of Juvenal s famous verse (Satire VI, 223: 
Hoc volo, sic iubeoy sitque pro ratione voluntas ), in which he sees a critique of 
human arrogance and of those who are not subjecting their own will to the 
will of their masters or to the will of the gods, thus turning their own will into 
the supreme reason and rule.49 But according to the theologians, there is no 

higher reason than the will of God.50 We now have to determine the relation 
between the human and the divine will. 

46) Ibid., 178-179: "Attuleram (diu est) voluntatem subiici rationi atque obedire, quia - Doctore 
etiam Sublimi teste - intellectu dirigitur voluntas, eique conformatur ipsa, unde et régulât earn 
atque ordinat. Neque, ut dixi, schola Subtilis huic opinioni adversatur. Dixisti tamen paulo ante, 
voluntatem nullo pacto subiici posse cuipiam, nisi forsan voluntati"; on p. 178 Fridericus argued 
that "Mens igitur et omnes vires commissae sunt voluntatis nutibus; eius vero nutus Dei maio- 
rumque nutibus obtemperare debent. Inventi itaque voluntatem subiici voluntati; at voluntatem 
non voluntati subdi aut subesse, est impossibile." On Franciscus Baconis see Šojaťs note on 178- 
179. A much more detailed study is required on Baconis and his influence on fifteenth-century 
disussions of the will. Thus, Šojat could not find this opinion in Baconis' commentary on the 
Sentences. We should not ignore, however, the obvious rhetorical word-play here between Doc- 
tor Sublimis and schola Subtilis , a part of Salviati s humanistic style. 
47) Ibid., p. 179: "Bona utique ratio talis dici solet: et huic rationi voluntas humana parere debet. 
Haec vero ratio non est intellectus ipse, sed divina voluntas. Intellectus itaque agnoscit quod 
humana voluntas subesse debet divinae, idque scire ad ipsum attinet. Est itaque maximum id 
sophisma 'intellectus seit voluntatem hanc subiici debere atque conforman primae voluntati, 
igitur voluntas haec subiicitur intellectui atque conformatur, veluti si dicerem scio te subiici 
regi, igitur mihi subdere'." 
48) Ibid., p. 180: "Est itaque non princeps huius regni intellectus, sed speculator quidam, qui 
imperatori exercitus quid amici, quidve hostes moliantur insinuât, - atque nuntius quidam 
voluntatis dici potest." 
49) Ibid.: "Earn ob rem et Satyrus ille obiurgat eos ipsos homines qui suam voluntatem maiorum 
deorumque voluntati subiicere non curabant, ita inquiens: 'Hoc volo, sic iubeo, sitque pro rati- 
one voluntas', id est habent suam voluntatem pro prima ratione, primaque regula, - quod pro- 
fanum esse liquet." We have already seen (in n. 25 above and context) Salviati s use of Ovid. 
50) Ibid.: "Unde et theologi, post multotiens replicatam quaestionem cur aliquid sit, hanc ulti- 
mam ponunt rationem: quia Deo placuit, aut quia sic ipse voluit'; hanc rationem alia quavis 
ratione carere aiunt." 
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Essential to this relation between human and divine will is, of course, divine 
grace. Salviati, following Scotus against Thomas, argues that the grace of God 
should be related only to the powers of the soul and not to its essence, and 
among these powers only to the will.51 He goes on to discuss the three theo- 
logical virtues which he regards as belonging to the will.52 In his discussion of 
faith we have again a good example of the new psychology and anthropology, 
according to which powers and acts, all ruled by the will, replace the domi- 
nance of essence and the virtues in the more traditional Aristotelian and 
Thomistic psychology. The human soul contains powers which under the 
command of the will, and with some help of the virtues, are roused to action. 
The will creates the impulse (conatus) without which nothing can take place. 
The most basic act of believing is completely dependent on this impulse. The 
assumption here is that since matters of faith are supernatural, man cannot use 
a natural power like reason (and thus, since anyhow mans limited mind can- 
not understand the objects of faith, understanding is replaced by movement 
initiated by a certain inclination and impulse), but only a non-natural power 
like the will can make man move towards faith. This dynamic psychology is 
very far from passive fideism, which is often contrasted to intellectual tenden- 
cies in theological thinking.53 Salviati does not miss another opportunity for 
biblical interpretation, this time of a more "philological" nature.54 

51) Ibid., p. 181: "At ipsa [Gratia Dei], si in aliqua animae potentia ponitur, in volúntate profecto 
ut ponatur arbitrantur omnes. Neque hie discutiendum est an essentiam animae sive potentiam 
perficiat: ostensum enim a plerisque exstat, earn non posse nisi mediante potentia uniri animae. Et 
vero potentia voluntas." Šojat gives references to both Scotus and Thomas in his notes on p. 181. 
52) Ibid., p. 182: "Tres, denique, theologi praecipuas ponunt virtutes: fidem, spem, caritatem, 
suntque omnes fere voluntatis." 
53) Ibid.: "At fides absque volúntate ad actum suum non progreditur: cum enim, ut ait Aposto- 
lus, sit substantia sperandarum rerum, argumentum non apparentium [Heb 11, 1], speranda vero 
credere et argumentis non apparentibus moveri ipsi rationi ex sese impossibile est (sunt enim 
intellectui eiusmodi neutra; sed id quod neutrum apparet, id est neque verum neque falsum, 
mentem quoque neutram reddit, neque ad ullam flectit partem: enimvero, propter spem quae 
promittitur, imperat intellectui voluntas ut ei parti sese coniungat quae a tam magna pollicente 
dicitur esse vera), constat igitur nos nil credere posse nisi applicemur, immo quasi vi ducamur ab 
ipsa - cui praemia promittuntur - volúntate. Credimus enim pleraque quorum opposita magis 
mentem movent: quod sine voluntatis magno conatu fieri non potest." Salviati s famous contem- 
poraries who are usually regarded as "fideists" are Girolamo Savonarola and Giovanfrancesco 
Pico della Mirandola. 
54) Ibid.: "Unde et Salvator exprobravit incredulitatem Apostolorum et duritiam cordis , hoc est 
voluntatis. Et euntibus in Emmaus, O stulti - ait - et tardi corde ad credendum. Sed in sacra 
Scriptura cordis' nomine voluntas intelligitur. Fidei igitur actus a voluntatis iussu magna in parte 
dependet." Šojaťs referece to Mc 16, 14, and Le 24, 25, is in the notes on p. 182. 
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In the discussion of caritas Octavianus is the one who brings in Scotus' 
discussion of lumen gloriae and caritas .55 What seems more interesting is the 
conclusion: 

Yet in Christ the wayfarer [viatore] both vision and love [caritas] were not without injury.56 

What we do not have here is a discussion of the will in Christ, and whether it 
too was injured while being in via. This is why this discussion in chapter 16 
ends with Octavianus' question regarding the way in which the will operates: 
can it operate upon objects which were apprehended by the senses, or only 
upon objects which were previously known by reason?57 From the point of 
view of all the previous distinctions, this is an eristic question, since it takes 
into consideration either a sensual way of operating upon singulars, or an 
intellectual way of operating upon universais. But in fact, as Fridericus points 
out in chapter 17, entitled: quod voluntas operari potest circa quodcumque sin- 
gulare quomodocumque dicatur cognitum , a man who knows this specific pic- 
ture can express his love towards it, from which pleasure follows; whereas a 
man cannot love things unknown to him, yet he can love in some way things 
known to him.58 Since as we have seen, Salviati presents a psychology of pow- 
ers, nothing can prevent a man from willing what he sees. Since all these 
cognitive powers are arranged towards this thing (potentiae cognitivae ad id 
ordinatae ), they operate upon objects which are present in the will, and thus 
they are all subjected to the will.59 

In the next chapter, entitled: rationes quibus contemplationem effert philoso - 

phus, omnes ad voluntatem referri hic apertius ostenditur , Salviati deals with another 
question of Octavianus: why does Aristotle seem to praise only the intellect, 
and he hardly ever mentions the superiority of the will.60 This should be 

55) Ibid., p. 184. References to Scotus are in Šojaťs notes. 
56) Ibid.: "In Christo tarnen viatore et visio et caritas non sine calamitate erant." 
57) Ibid., p. 188: "Sed id unum, quod multo tempore dubitavi, ut discutiamus cupio: possit 
necne voluntas ferri in aliquid visu apprehensum aut quopiam alio sensu, an solum in ea fertur 
quae ratio quopiam modo praenovit?" 
58) Ibid., p. 191: "Cur igitur homo, qui hanc picturam agnoscit, non poterit erga eam elicere 
amorem, ex quo sequitur voluptas? Unde quamvis homo non possit amare incognita, potest 
tarnen diligere quoquo modo cognita." 
59) Ibid.: "Omnes enim sunt hominis potentiae. Quid itaque facit homini ut non possit, id quod 
videt, velie? Omnes itaque potentiae cognitivae ad id ordinatae sunt, ut obiecta faciant voluntati 
praesentia, - et ita suae servitutis iugo cunctae sunt submissae." 
60) Ibid., p. 192: "cur Aristoteles, intellectum ipsum ad sidera usque semper efferendo, de voluntatis 
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regarded on the dramatic level of the philosophical dialogue as a critical ques- 
tioning of all the previous discussions and praises of the will we have seen; but 
it also presents Salviati s own awareness of this problematic fact which is a 
complicated issue also for modern scholars.61 This may reflect Salviati s aware- 
ness of the novelty of the theory of the will he presents here; but at the same 
time, as a scholastic thinker, he cannot just neglect such an authority like 
Aristotle. As implied in the title of this chapter, the solution will be presenting 
arguments which show that what Aristotle ascribes to contemplation (and to 
the intellect) should in fact be ascribed, as more clearly ( apertius ) shown by all 
(philosophers or interpreters of Aristotle), to the will. This still means that a 
detailed interpretative effort is required in order to modify some basic Aristo- 
telian notions and bring in the new notion of the will. Such a critical question 
and awareness of novelty may also imply the influence of humanistic methods 
and ways of thought in which detailed textual comparisons and a clearer criti- 
cal notion of the past with regard to the present can be found. We are moving 
away from Aristotle both in time and in philosophical notions, and the pro- 
cess of reconciliation can present also a historical and philosophical awareness 
of this growing gap. Salviati continues to break traditional Aristotelian distinc- 
tions: we have just seen his critique of the distinction between sensual opera- 
tions upon singulars and intellectual operations upon universais; here we have 
a critique of the distinction between theoretical and practical knowledge.62 

praestantia numquam vel minimam fecit mentionem? Mirum est enim ut de tanta sublimitate 
eius nil umquam dixerit." 
61) The problem of the will in Aristotle and in ancient philosophy in general has been the subject 
of many discussions in recent years. See e.g., the detailed discussion, with further references, in 
Albrecht Dihle, The Theory ofWill in Classical Antiquity (Los Angeles, 1982). See also the discus- 
sion of Richard Sorabji in his 'The Concept of the Will From Plato to Maximus the Confessor, 
in Thomas Pink and M.W.F. Stone (eds.), The Will and Human Action From Antiquity to the 
Present Day (London, 2004), 6-28. 
62) This critique is most clearly expressed in Octavianus' first critical question at the very begin- 
ning of the chapter; see Salviati, Fridericus p. 192: "Contemplano illa in qua Philosophus sum- 
mum bonum collocasse videtur, quae Christi quoque Salvatoris testimonio est optima pars , in 
ipso quidem intellectu est. Virtutes vero morales, quae ad voluntatem spectant, non sunt ipsa 
contemplatione - ut placet omnibus - praestantiores." Šojat refers in his notes to the relevant 
sources here: Aristotle's Ethics and Thomas' commentary on the Ethics , as well as Lc 10, 43. 
Salviati s solution is on p. 195: "'Virtutes morales magis indigent his quae ad vitam sunt neces- 
saria quam contemplativus'; ac si dicat: eo quo minor cura voluntad datur, si bonum sit aeque ut 
aliud, carius sibi gratiusque fit. Sic vero sese habent virtutes morales ad ipsum contemplationem. 
Quare praestabit contemplatio causa voluntatis." 
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Since Aristotle regarded the intellect as the best part in us, it should be regarded 
as extremely loveable ( summe amabilis). This immediately brings the will into 
the picture since, Salviati argues, the good, the better, and the best are all 
objects of the will (and the operation of the will is love); and so, nothing is 
loveable for us which is not under the power of the will, since we can love 
something only through the will. The power of the will is thus the reason for 
anything which is best in us, and without it there will be no good or best part 
in us.63 Salviati presents this kind of arguments, in which he identifies terms 
such as mens, intellectus, contemplatioy sapientia, felicitas with summum bonum , 
through which he can bring in amor , and of course voluntas , in the rest of this 
chapter.64 

In chapter 19, entitled: quod vera beatitudo in voluntatis operatione consistât 
et sine illa nullus beatus esse possit , Salviati presents his clear answer to the same 
question discussed also by Ficino, Lorenzo de' Medici, and Vincenzo Ban- 
dello. He uses the same kind of arguments we have seen in the previous chap- 
ter.65 By the end of the chapter Salviati presents his critique of Thomas' view, 
according to which Thomas prefers a non-contingent (and thus a stable) act 
like vision to the contingent act of the will in regard to the supreme good.66 
Salviati uses again the same rhetorical argument: 

. . . should a man be described as blessed who sees, and yet does not love? But this is impos- 
sible: since someone is blessed from the point of view [sub ratione] of the supreme good; but 

63) Salviati, Fridericus 193-194: "'Mens quippe ait [Aristoteles] est optima eorum quae nobis 
insunť. Bonum namque, melius, optimumque, veluti obiecta, aut certo eorum respectus, ad 
voluntatem, ut diximus, referuntur. Optima igitur est mens, hoc est maxime amabilis, praeclaris- 
sima est mens, id est voluntati gratíssima. Summe enim praeclarum optimum est; quod vero 
optimum, id amore dignissimum: universis nempe potentiis intellectus magis expetitur. Unde 
iam quod ipse Philosophus non distinguit voluntatem ab homine, sicut ceteras potentias remo- 
tas? Optimus namque nobis est intellectus, hoc est summe amabilis; nil vero nobis amabile quod 
non et voluntati (nos enim volúntate diligimus); quidquid igitur nobis optimum, id voluntatis 
ratione dicitur (nulla enim volúntate exsistente in nobis omnino, nulla utique res aut bona nobis 
aut optima foret)." 
^ Ibid., 194-198. 
65) Ibid., p. 200: "Beatitudo, felicitas, ultimus finis et summum bonum (ut paulo ante diximus) - 
idem sunt; at summum ipsum bonum voluntatis est sub ea ratione: neque enim est obiectum 
intellectus, ut bonum est, quidpiam; cuius itaque obiectum est summum bonum, eius est et 
beatitudo, eius et felicitas atque finis ultimus." 
665 Ibid., p. 202: "Ait [Thomas] enim: voluntas quoad eliciendum actum, contingenter se habet 
erga quodcumque obiectum; quae autem contingenter se habent, possunt non fieri; posita igitur 
visione, non eliciet voluntas necessario actum circa summum bonum." 
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the supreme good is related to the will, which if it is not in us, indeed we shall have no 
happiness. Many most sagacious people think that in the last day of judgment also those 
who are damned will intuitively see God but yet will not love Him. Thus, happiness con- 
sists in love.67 

The emphasis here is on the superiority of love to vision and understanding. 
We have already seen that love is an act of the will. As we shall see in the next 

chapter of Salviati s text, it represents a disposition without which we cannot 
use contemplation and understanding. This chapter, too, ends with a critical 

question by Octavianus: if love is so essential to happiness, how come that 
Aristotle discussed happiness by using other terms (and not love)?68 This is 
another reminder of the fact that we are dealing here with a new theory of 
which Aristotle knew nothing through the dramatic persona of Octavianus. 
But Aristotle is not the object of criticism. Fridericus admits, at the beginning 
of chapter 20, entitled: quomodo in contemplatione dicatur consistere beatitudo 

quidve activa vita sit atque contemplativa , that Thomas was wrong on just this 

point.69 It is essential for Salviati to show that the will should not be identified 
with practical life only. Thus, he is not willing to accept a sharp distinction 
between practical and contemplative life; on the other hand, his appreciation 
of active life should be regarded as a result of both the humanist movement 
and the later developments in scholastic tradition. 

Salviati begins by emphasizing again the psychology of powers: contempla- 
tion is not in itself a power, but rather it needs a power in order to contem- 

plate. This power is like a precondition or a disposition which should be present 
beforehand in order to make intellectual activities possible.70 Likewise, Salviati 

argues, seeing is an operation adequate for observing movable objects and 

quantitative qualities, while God, being a free object, can be present without 

67) Ibid., 202-203: "dicetur beatus si qui videt, et tarnen non amat? At id fieri nequit: beatus 
enim quisque sub ratione summi boni est; summum vero bonum ad voluntatem refertur, quae 
si nulla est in nobis, nulla profecto et beatitudo erit. Tenent plerique acutissimi viri ut ultima illa 
die iudicii damnandi quoque Deum intuitive videbunt, neque tamen amabunt. In amore igitur 
consistit beatitudo." These acutissimi viri are of course mainly Scotus, and Šojat gives in his notes 
the relevant references. 
68) Ibid., p. 203: "Quid ad ipsum Aristotelem aliosque eiusmodi dicendum?" 
69) Ibid., p. 204: "Errant igitur qui dicunt obiectum beatitudinis contemplatione fieri praesens." 
Šojat gives in the notes the relevant passages from Thomas. 
70) Ibid., 203-204: "Cum vero nil, nisi praesens sit potentiae ipsi qua sapimus, contemplari 
possimus, contemplatione non fit 'id quod intelligitur' praesens: praecedit namque rei praesentia 
contemplationem eique praeponitur; sed iam id quod est praesens, non fit per quodpiam poste- 
rius praesens." 
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any movement, and thus cannot be seen.71 The proper operation is, of course, 
willing through the unifying power of love, through which alone can pleasure 
and delight follow.72 God pours into the activity of our will love {amor) and 
enjoyment ( fruitio ), through which the mind becomes full of marvellous 
delight {mira laetitia ).73 This aspect in the operation of the will is essential for 
the internal beatitude {beatitudo interior ), which is based upon the ability to 
enjoy God as its object, whereas through contemplation, just as through some 
first natural instinct, the object of this beatitude is kept in a constant activity 
of movement.74 Octavianus in his reply tries to identify the will with practical 
knowledge by presenting this argument: if contemplation is only an operation 
through which the movable object would be kept in the will, it means that any 
contemplation is already practical, and thus any knowledge (which we have 
through this contemplation) is practical too, since it is stretched out towards 
the activity of the will which is a practice. But then, Fridericus should explain 
how come that so many thinkers (mainly Aristotle and Thomas) preferred 
speculative sciences. The existence of this kind of speculative knowledge 
means, according to Octavianus, that there is knowledge which should not be 
referred to the will as its own end or purpose.75 Fridericus' reply makes an 

interesting point: 

71) Ibid., p. 204: "Ipsa igitur praesentia nova nil aliud est quam ipsius obiecti motio: est enim 
Deus liberum obiectum, potestque inesse, nec tarnen movere; inexsistens igitur dum libuerit 
movebit et videbitur, non movebit et inspicietur minime. Visio igitur ipsa erit operatio intellec- 
tus ab ipso moti obiecto. Haec vero operatio est solum qua cognoscitur quid sit ipsum movens 
obiectum, quale, quantaeque bonitatis, quantae felicitatis, quantae beatitudinis; at videre - 
quemadmodum nec cognoscere - beatitudinem facit beatum neminem." 
72) Ibid.: "Data vero eiusmodi cognitione, movetur et ipsa voluntas ab eodem obiecto, ipsaque 
libere erga id elicit actum volendi sive amoris, et operatur et adhaeret, et coniunctio fit mutua; . . . 
non posse ullo pacto voluptatem aut ullam iocunditatem sequi ex operatione intellectus, sed 
solum habita voluntatis operatione." 
73) Ibid., 204-205: "Unde si Deus ipse voluntati nostrae amorem sive sui fruitionem vel quovis 
alio modo nomines voluntatis actum infunderet, absque eo quod intellectus quidquam - nisi ut 
prius - videret, iam ipso habito mira quaedam laetitia ipsam perfunderet mentem. At si omnem 
infundat cognitionem, volúntate nil operante, voluptas aut animi oblectatio sequetur nulla." 
74) Ibid., p. 205: "Beatitudo igitur interior in ipsa fruitione erit, in Deo ut obiecto, in contem- 
platione veluti in quodam naturali praevio, et veluti in eo quo detinetur ipsum beatitudinis 
obiectum in continuo motionis actu." 
75) Ibid.: "Si enim earn ob rem poneretur ut voluntati motivům obiectum detineat, iam practica 
omnis contemplatio omnisque notitia esset, cum ad voluntatis actum extenderetur, qui est vere 
praxis. Enimvero, sunt scientiae speculativae dictae, atque hae ab omnibus conceduntur. Non 
itaque omnis notitia ad voluntatem referetur tamquam sibi bona." Šojat refers to relevant passa- 
ges in Aristotle and Thomas in the notes. 
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Every knowledge and skill strives after some good through the will, as it were, not through 
the intellect; and thus it has been instituted, and is disposed, towards the good of that, the 
object of which is the good itself, or a certain disposition of [its] object.76 

According to Salviati, knowledge ( cognitio ) and skill (ars) are also "acting" just 
as if they had a will. Thus he rejects the relation between the operation of the 
will through love and practical knowledge suggested above. Since these practi- 
cal sciences are more popular in the common use and have more influence, 
mankind would love them more. Thus, each man can prefer for himself such 
science which the will regards as more valuable. Salviati claims that the syllo- 
gism: "this science is being loved, the object of this science is being loved, and 
so this science is practical" is false, since it falsely assumes that any operation 
of the will is practical.77 According to our Franciscan theologian the will is not 
related to practical knowledge only. A science which is solely practical presents 
to the will the relevant information with regard to which the will determines 
what is right or wrong, a good or an evil way of acting by using that goodness 
which we call moral.78 But not everything is of this kind. The operation of the 
will with regard to this kind of knowledge which is presented by the intellect 
is called practice.79 The implication is that the operation of the will is far 
beyond practical knowledge. It is related to practical knowledge when in moral 
decisions the practical data are presented by the intellect to the will in order to 
reach the right decision. But the will can also act differently, for instance, as we 
shall shortly see, through love in contemplative life, which brings in theology 
and the speculative (as opposed to practical) element. Salviati concludes that 
this volition would be practical when it commands us to do something with 

76) Ibid.: "Omnis cognitio omnisque ars veluti volúntate - non intellectu - bonum quoddam 
appétit, ita et ad bonum illius, cuius obiectum est ipsum bonum sive condicio quaedam obiecti, 
instituta est et ordinatur." We have here of course a clear echo of the opening sentence of the 
Nicomachean Ethics. 
77) Ibid., 205-206: "Quare fit ut illae scientiae potius sint in usu communi, vigoremque obtine- 
ant, quas magis genus humanum amet. Et quisque earn sibi praeficit quam voluntas gratiorem 
habet. Nulla itaque consequentia est: amatur haec scientia, huiusque scientiae obiectum, est 
igitur practica'; ponit enim falso ut quaelibet voluntatis operatio sit praxis." Notice that usus 
communis and genus humanum are contrasted to omnes conceduntur in Octavianus' argument. 
78) Ibid., p. 206: "Ea namque solum scientia est practica, quae ostendit voluntad ea ipsa circa 
quae voluntas poterit et recte et non recte agere et esse bona aut non bona ea bonitate quam 
moralem' appellamus." 
79) Ibid.: "At non omnia sunt talia. Et voluntatis operatio circa eiusmodi, ab intellectu ostensa, 
praxis dici solet." 
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regard to external things. He follows Franciscus Baconis who, according to 
Salviati, included in practical volition also a mere possibility or a mere inten- 
tion to effect external things, or a need to effect them.80 

What, then, about speculative sciences? It is possible to love the knowledge 
of the movement of the stars, to know the reasons of natural things, which 
would be knowing the essence of something which exists. All these sciences are 
not practical and do not deal with what is related to the practice of the will; 
but we still find in them activity or love.81 Here we meet again the sensitivity 
of Salviati regarding the common use of terms: he claims that not everyone 
distinguishes in common speech or discourse ( communis locutio ) between con- 
templation and activity, but rather, this distinction is unique only to the school 
of Franciscus Baconis.82 Salviati is not using any other authority to establish 
his critique of Baconis and his school, but only the common way of speech: 
dicimus enim communiter. This common use, in this case, seems sufficient for 
a philosophical argumentation and it may represent an important shift in both 
style and focus of later scholastic thinkers, who try to be more sensitive to the 
common use of language (and more communicative also with regard to the 
new humanist readership), and thus less technical, in dealing with practical as 
well as with speculative problems.83 

With regard to this distinction between contemplation and activity, Salviati 

argues that we do commonly say that those who live an active life act (agunt) 
or use ( faciunt ) prudence or skill. But we also do not say that those who use 

80) Ibid.: "Concludamus iam ut omnis ea volitio sit practica qua imperante quidquam ad extra 
efficimus, atque omnis ea - secundum Doctorem Sublimem - quae, etsi nil ad extra efficiat, 
efficeret tamen si vel posset, vel si efficere opus esset (veluti is qui liberalitatis officium exercere 
vellet, nec tamen potest; et si qui Deum amat et vult, promptus ad exsequendum omnia quae 
suo pro amore oportet)." It is important to notice how amor is used in the example, with regard 
to God. Šojat could not find the relevant passage in Franciscus Baconis. 
81) Ibid.: "Amare vero siderum cursus notitiam, rerum naturalium cognoscere causas, quid sit 
entis quiditas: hae neque practicae sunt, neque erga ea fit voluntatis praxis; fit tamen actus sive 
amor." 
82) Ibid.: "Non tamen ita communi locutione contemplationem ab actione séparant omneš: sed 
schola tantum Sublimium." 
83) This point, however, can be related to the discussions concerning common principles, com- 
munia, discussed in the context of medieval compendia in Hoenen, 'Late Medieval Schools . . 
341-345. See also the remarks on conventional language and ordinary usage of terms in Lodi 
Nauta, 'William of Ockham and Lorenzo Valla: False Friends. Semantics and Ontological Red- 
uction, in Renaissance Quarterly 56 (2003), 613-651; see especially 624-625, 630-634, 636, 
641-642, 645-648. 
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contemplation and live contemplative life ( otiosam vitam degani) like the 
monks, would not supremely love and abundantly use caritas : rather, we say 
that they are not exercising in their contemplative life justice, generosity, and 
common skills.84 Apparently love, which is the operation of the will, plays an 
important role also in the contemplative life; in other words, the will is not 
related only to moral concerns in active life, it is deeply related (through amor 
and caritas) also to contemplative life, to theology and to speculative sciences. 
This is why one should not distinguish contemplation from any kind of activ- 
ity: contemplation is not related to actions with regard to practical decisions 
or politics, but it is still related to activities like love. 

Salviati mentions Augustines famous distinction between action and con- 
templation: according to Augustine, Martha and Peter represent active life 
while Mary and John represent contemplative life.85 But immediately after 
this Salviati indicates that according to Scotus Mary and John represent the 
more important part of active life.86 This interpretation represents a tendency 
for greater appreciation of the active life, or at least for an extension of its 
range.87 It is striking that Šojat, the editor of Salviati s text, could not find this 

84) Salviati, Fridericus 206-207: "Dicimus enim communiter, activam vitam eos agere qui pru- 
dentia sive arte quidquam agunt sive faciunt (ut de virtutibus ipsis illiberalibusque artibus patet); 
contemplari vero eos qui otiosam vitam degant (ut monachos contemplativos) dicimus, non 
quia non summe ament et caritate abundent, sed quia ñeque iustitiam ñeque liberalitatem ñeque 
artes communes exercent." 
85) Ibid., p. 207: "Eo modo Augustinus quoque ipse actionem a contemplatione distinxit: vocat enim 
Marthae vitam quae satagebat circa frequens ministerium , actionem', - Mariae vero, quae audiebat 
verbum dulcissimum , contemplationem'; et Ioannem Zebedaeum, qui interiore homine laborabat, 
vitam contemplativam significare ait, - Petrum, qui exercitio corporali multa faciebat, activam." Šojat 
gives in the notes the relevant references and passages from Scripture and Augustine. 
86) Ibid., p. 208: "At ex opinione Subtilis Doctoris Maria et Ioannes dicendus est nobiliorem 
partem vitae activae tenuisse." 
87) We can find the same tendency with the same biblical theme in one of Savonarola's sermons 
delivered on March 18, 1496; see: Girolamo Savonarola, Prediche Italiane Ai Fiorentini , 4 vols. 
(Perugia- Venezia and Firenze, 1930-1935), eds. Francesco Cognasso (vols. 1 and 2) and Roberto 
Palmarocchi (vols. 3a and 3b), voi. 3b, p. 173: "Marta adunque e Maria, che significano e li 
proficienti e li perfetti della vita attiva e contemplativa . . ." Perfection is related not only to con- 
templative life but also to active life. The sick Lazarus signifies the better part of the Florentines 
(ibid., p. 177) and he is being helped by both Martha and Mary, active and contemplative life. 
The connection between active and contemplative life is described by Savonarola in another 
sermon (ibid., 109) as an important part of the Scriptures. In fact, active and contemplative life 
complement one another and the preacher can ask his audience (ibid., vol. 3a, p. 53) to assist one 
another in both ways. 
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reference in Scotus. This might be an original interpretation of Salviati under 
the increasing influence of the humanists in fifteenth-century Italy, but also 
under the influence of some interesting changes and developments in the later 
scholastic philosophical discourse. We know, for instance, that also in the case 
of Adrian of Utrecht (1459-1523), a leading and influential figure in the aca- 
demic and intellectual life in Louvain and in the Low Countries, in the last 
two decades of the fifteenth century and the first decade of the sixteenth cen- 
tury, who later became pope, we can find a similar tendency in which the 
active life and practical questions became the arena and basis for moral discus- 
sions of casus conscientiae in the Quodlibetal disputations.88 

In his conclusion to chapter 20 Salviati first reconciles the opinions of Aris- 
totle, Thomas, and Augustine, with regard to contemplation, clearly leaving 
out of this reconciliation the "opinion of Scotus" which he has just men- 
tioned.89 Then, he claims, it is right to say that the contemplative life repre- 
sents our happiness (felicitas nostra), since the will is in accord with its object: 
the will drives the intellect to be occupied with the operation of contempla- 
tion.90 The activity of both the will and the intellect necessarily come together 
towards contemplation; but there is an essential difference between them: while 
the activity of the will is what causes union (< coniungens ), that of the intellect is 
only being united {coniunctus). The real or true beatitude {vera beatitudo , as 
distinct from the above-mentioned felicitas nostra), consists of that operation 
which unites by its own virtue or power {sui gratia), whereas the intellect is 
dependent on, and controlled by, some other power.91 The true beatitude is 
thus found in the unifying activity of the will and not in contemplation or in 

88) See the detailed discussion with further references in M.W.F. Stone, Adrian of Utrecht and 
the University of Leuven: Theology and the Discussion of Moral Problems in the Late Fifteenth 
Century', in Traditio 61 (2006), 247-287. Another example of this development can be found 
in the thought of the Florentine archbishop Antoninus Pierozzi (1389-1459). On Antoninus see 
especially D. Peterson, Archbishop Antoninus : Florence and the Church in the Earlier Fifteenth 
Century (Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell University 1985); Peter Francis Howard, Beyond the Written 
Word - Preaching and Theology in the Florence of Archbishop Antoninus 1427-1459 (Firenze, 
1995); and M.W.F. Stone, "The Origins of Probabilisirí 143-148. 
89) Salviati, Fridericus p. 208: "Non abs re itaque dicere possumus ut Aristoteles ipse, sanctusque 
Thomas contemplationem ita acceperint veluti et Augustinus." 
90) Ibid.: "Et eiusmodi vita contemplativa felicitas nostra recte dicenda est. Convenit enim 
voluntas cum suo obiecto; intellectum et in operatione contemplattionis assiduum reddit." 
91) Ibid.: "Uterque enim actus ad contemplationem necessario concurrit: voluntatis ut coni- 
ungentis, intellectus ut coniuncti. Sed in ea operatione quae coniungit sui gratia, vera beatitudo 
est, - in intellectu ut propter aliud et tamquam in ministrante." 
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contemplative life as such. As we have seen, this activity is independent and 
free, and to some extent it breaks the traditional distinction between active 
and contemplative life since it is dominant in both, either through its ability 
to make the right decision in practical matters of ethics, or through its unify- 
ing power with regard to the supreme good or God, in speculative matters of 

theology. From this point of view the difference between "Scotus"' nobilior 

pars vitae activae and the more accepted opinion regarding contemplano can be 
seen as only semantic. 

The next chapter, number 21, is in fact the last one in the dialogue, since 
the three closing chapters (22, 23, 24), 92 contain a summary of the main argu- 
ments in the form of responses to the proposed arguments presented by Octa- 
vianus in chapters 3-7.93 These closing chapters were written according to the 
specific request of Octavianus from Salviati himself (though he promises that 
both he and Fridericus will help him).94 And so, chapter 21 contains Octavia- 
nus' praises of Fridericus, the duke of Urbino, and as expected, it is full of 
rhetorical gestures.95 Moreover, it contains not only obvious comparisons 
between Fridericus and Alexander the Great or Julius Caesar, with an empha- 
sis on Caesar s eloquence and on Alexanders famous relation to Aristotle under 
the image of the philosopher-king, but also, and first of all, a comparison with 
the mythological figure of Hermes Trismegistus.96 This is of course another 
important humanistic feature. The figure of Hermes or Mercurius, a Greek 
version of the Egyptian god Thoth, became a source of inspiration for the idea 
of the ancient wisdom in the Florentine circle of Ficino during the 1460s and 
1470s. A manuscript containing some parts of the Corpus Hermeticum was 

92) Ibid., 210-219. 
93) Ibid., 144-157. 
94) Ibid., p. 210: "Tuque, Georgi Benigne, haec quae dicta sunt et menti et litteris manda. Iuvabo 
et ipse, iuvabit et Lazarus noster, si quid forsan tibi excidisset." 
95) E.g., ibid., p. 209: "Habuit Montefeltrea haec domus imperatores atque duces, ipsius quidem 
militaris rei et gloria et maxima laude decoratos. Sed qui tanta eloquentia, omni sapientia referta 
simul et armis, valuerit, id neque e Graecis ulli neque e Romanis ipsis umquam assequi fas fuit." 
96) Ibid.: "Trismegistum ilium, quem et regem magnum et philosophum ferunt, forsan tibi con- 
feremus? At quae rudibus illis annis philosophiae praestantia? Quaeve fictilis paucisque contenti 
regni gloria fuisse potuit? Fuit Caesar ipse eloquentiae splendore clarus. Sed quae sibi immorta- 
lium divinarum rerum peritia? Alexandrům quoque ilium Macedonem hausisse quidem pluri- 
mum ex Aristotele philosophiam constat, sed ei omnia quam raptissime cum vita pariter ex 
oculis hominum defluxerunt." With regard to Alexander, Šojat gives in the notes the relevant 
passage from Plutarch, in the Latin translation of Guarino Veronese. Once again we see how 
Salviati combines humanistic and scholastic traditions. 
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given to Ficino by Cosimo in 1462, and the humanist philosopher translated 
it by 1463. It went to print twice: in 1471, and in an improved version in 
1472. Hermes was then included among Ficino s prisci theologu an essential 
element in Ficino s own programme of spiritual renovation presented in his De 
Christiana religione and in his Theologia platonica , as well as in other minor 

writings and letters. These Hermetic writings, which were soon translated into 
vernacular languages and printed many times, had enormous influence during 
the course of the next centuries upon many European intellectuals.97 

The mention of Hermes by Salviati should not be regarded as rhetorical 
only in the light of his later works and intellectual development, in which 
we find the increasing influence of spiritual mysticism, originating in at least 
three direct sources: the Franciscan prophetic tradition of the Apocalypsis nova 
attributed to beato Amadeo (João da Silva y Menezes) and his followers; 
Ficino s Neoplatonic project of Christian renovation, an echo of Cardinal 
Bessarions earlier influence; and the influential Dominican preacher and prophet 
Savonarola and the movement of the piagnoni?* Such later developments can 
be found already in this early work of Salviati on the will, in which, as we have 
seen, amors unifying quality was assigned an important role, through which 
the will operates. 

All these sources of influence, although they had their deep roots in the 

pagan and Christian Neoplatonism and mysticism of late antiquity, or in the 
medieval apocalyptic and prophetic movements, are still also a unique product 
of fifteenth-century Italy, mainly of fifteenth-century humanism and scholas- 
ticism. We can say that 'Scotisrn or the Scotistic school as reflected in the 
works and intellectual development of Salviati is merely a general title for 

many different trends of thought, some of which are quite far from Scotus or 
the Scotists in the fourteenth century. 'Scotisrn in this context means a very 
open philosophical and cultural phenomenon; it is related to many different 
traditions and sources, a very lively intellectual movement which embraced 
much of the Zeitgeist. Members in this school still kept some unique features 

97) On this see e.g., the classical studies by Frances A. Yates, Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic 
Tradition (London, 1964), especially the first four chapters; and by D.P. Walker, The Ancient 
Theology: Studies in Christian Platonism from the Fifieenth to the Eighteenth Century (London, 
1972), especially the first two chapters. A good account of these matters with further references 
can be found in Brian P. Copenhaver and Charles B. Schmitt, Renaissance Philosophy (Oxford, 
1992), 146-148. 
98) These later tendencies in Salviati s works are discussed at length with further references in 
Vasoli's Profezia e ragione , 17-120. 
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with regard to Scotus or to more traditional version of Scotism, such as the 
obsession with the will (beyond using the name of Scotus and being regarded 
by themselves and by others as Scotists), but they included many different 
later developments, as well as taking into account many aspects and authors in 
the rich scholastic tradition up to the fifteenth century, in what in fact was 
quite an original and independent school of thought. In such a context it was 
possible to regard the Franciscan prophet beato Amadeo or the Dominican 
piagnone Domenico Benivieni as Scotists, to write a Scotistic commentary on 
one of Lorenzo de' Medicis sonnets, and to marry Platonism to Scotism." 

Salviati, who, as we have seen, should be regarded as princeps voluntatis , 
represents in his discussion the two great contemporary traditions: the scho- 
lastic and the humanistic.100 Thus, he was the perfect choice to protect Ficino 
against the "wolves" (i.e., some critics in the Curia of Ficino s approach to 
astrology as discussed in his De vita) in Rome in 1489. 101 But in fact, Ficino 
"would have needed" his help earlier, in his dispute with Lorenzo de' Medici 
held in 1474 regarding the will and the intellect, against the critique of Vin- 
cenzo Bandello. Ficino was not attcked by a wolf then, but he was sharply 
criticized by a Dominican friar who was a prominent scholastic philosopher. 
Many answers to this critique, and mainly a developed theory of the will as the 
dominant power in the human soul, as well as of its importance in ethics and 
in theology, are presented in Salviatis discussion. As we have seen from the 

99) On beato Amadeo as a Scotist see Vasoli, Profezia e ragione , especially 88-89, 93; on Domenico 
Benivieni s Scotism in Ficino s circle see ibid., n. 54 on p. 42 and context; on the relation between 
Platonism and Scotism see: ibid., especially 102-106; for Salviatis Scotist commentary to Loren- 
zo's poem see n. 4 above. 
100) Though he was obviously a scholastic thinker, a product of the later scholastic philosophy, 
Salviati s relations with the humanist culture had very deep roots, as can be seen also in his cri- 
tique of the misrepresentations of the poets of amor as puer nudus et caecus , caused by their 
improbity, since they do not know that amor is in fact subjected to the will; see Salviati, Frideri- 
cus p. 21 1: "Pingunt autem poetae amorem puerum nudum et caecum, ob eorum improbitatem 
voluntatis qui nolunt divinae superiorumque voluntati subdi. . On this well-known Renaissance 
theme both in literature and art, see Edgar Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance (New Haven, 
1958; revised edition, Oxford, 1980), especially chapter four. 
101) On this affair see Ficino s letter in his Opera mnia.. . vol. 1, 574-575; this letter was edited 
and translated in Marsilio Ficino, Three Books On Life , eds. Carol V. Kaske and John R. Clarck 
(New York, 1989), 402-405. More details on this affair, with further references, can be found in 
Jill Kraye, 'Ficino in the Firing Line: A Renaissance Neoplatonist and his Critics', in Michael 
J.B. Allen and Valéry Rees with Martin Davies (eds.), Marsilio Ficino: His Theology, His Philoso- 
phy, His Legacy (Leiden, 2002), 377-397; see especially 377-378. This letter is also mentioned in ̂  
Vasoli, Profezia e ragione , p. 42, n. 55. 
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dramatic dynamic of the dialogue, Salviati (mainly through Octavian us' criti- 
cal remarks and questions) is quite aware of the fact that he presents a theory 
of the will which is quite new and different from what can be found in Aristo- 
tle, Augustine, and Thomas. This is another case of the way in which scholasti- 
cism and humanism in fifteenth-century Italy influence and condition one 
another. Yet we must remember that many of Salviati s writings are still avail- 
able only in manuscript form, and that most of his writings have not been 
studied with sufficient scholarly attention and empathy for their own merits. 
I hope that the present discussion has shown that this task is indeed a deside- 
ratum for the students of both scholasticism and humanism in the fifteenth 
century.102 

102) I would like thank Prof. Martin W.F. Stone and the editors of Vivarium for some very useful 
remarks and suggestions. 
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Review Essay 

Hester Goodenough Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise. Contingency and Necessity in 
Dominican Theology at Oxford, 1300-1350. Brill: Leiden etc., 2004. 400 pp. ISBN 90-04- 
13907-9 (cl.) (Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters, 81). 

The first part of the title of Hester Goodenough Gelber's book refers to the new trend in 
late medieval philosophy and theology which received decisive impetus from John Duns 
Scotus s criticism of earlier modal semantics based on an assumption of the necessity of the 
present and an equation between necessity and what does not change. Applying the new 
modal ideas to theology and natural philosophy resulted into a picture of a radically con- 
tingent world which derived from a free choice of God the content of which could have 
been otherwise in infinitely many ways. The systematic distinction between logical and 
natural necessities and possibilities led to a new way of formulating questions pertaining to 
the doctrine of God, the freedom of the will, the principles of natural philosophy, and the 
theories of consequence and argumentation. Chapter 3 of Gelber's book 'New Directions 
in Modal Theory' describes this change and research on it in contemporary scholarship. 

Although the new contingency approach was very influential, traditional habits of 
thinking also remained powerful, thus adding to the plurality of late medieval thought in 
general as well as in orders and school traditions. Gelber's work sheds light on the early 
stage of the philosophy and theology of radical contingency among four Oxford Domini- 
cans from the first part of the fourteenth century: Hugh of Lawton, Arnold of Strelley, 
William Crathorn and Robert Holcot. While the influence of new modal conceptions in 
England is often associated with Franciscan thinkers such as Scotus, Ockham, Chatton and 
Wodeham, Gelber shows that these Dominican friars were deeply involved in this discus- 
sion with original and sometimes influential philosophical and theological contributions. 
These are analysed in the second part of the book. The first part consists of a history of 
Dominicans in Oxford from 1300 to 1350 with a detailed account of what is known of the 
life and works of the four main figures as well as their immediate Dominican contempo- 
raries at Oxford. 

The history of English Dominicans in the early fourteenth century and the impressive 
biographical and bibliographical data on more than 70 Dominicans form a valuable basis 
for further studies of the webs of influence within the Dominican and university communi- 
ties. Even though the two parts of the book may be of varying interest to different readers, 
the author argues that they also belong together. The first part contains her justification for 
ascribing particular texts to the four main figures and the choice of the main research sub- 
jects as well as a description of actual and possible personal relations, lhe broad scope of 
the first part is also associated with methodological aims. In evaluating various methods in 
the history of thought, Gelber argues for seeing intellectual history as the history of conver- 
sational communities. 'Those who spend time talking and writing in an academic way do 
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so as part of a conversational community.' Hie Dominicans at Oxford constituted an 
identifiable conversational community, being the historical context of the four thinkers 
studied in the second part of the book. The pioneering historical construction of the 
Dominican conversational community is complicated by the destruction of the monaster- 
ies and friaries with the accompanying destruction of libraries and historical documents by 
King Henry VIII. Hie manuscript copies of the works by Oxford Dominicans have sur- 
vived in various European libraries rather than in Great Britain. Gelbers study of these 
documents is a considerable scholarly achievement of permanent value. 

After a survey of recent studies on the change in modal paradigms and the Scotist theol- 
ogy of radical contingency in chapter 3, Gelber deals with the impact of the new modal 
semantics on the rules of obligations logic, the medieval variant of the logic of discourse, 
and the application of this conceptual tool in theology (chapter 4). According to Gelber, 
the Oxford Dominicans with their Scotist and secular counterparts shared the Scotist 
inheritance of seeing the world as completely contingent because of God s freely willed acts 
of creation and sustenance. Some Dominicans took as their special legacy Scotus s interest 
in obligations logic and its theological applications. 'Out of that interest, there emerged a 
new obligational theology, developed in the course of exploring the paradoxes and puzzles 
the notion of contingency raised when joined with traditional religious doctrine' (153). 
Chapter 4 is in fact titled 'Emergence of an Obligational Theology'. Beginning from Sco- 
tus's obligational analysis of the compatibility between divine foreknowledge and the con- 
tingency of the future, the author analyses the more elaborated discussion of this example 
in Strelley and Holcot as paradigmatic of Dominican obligational theology. Why speak 
about obligational theology , one might ask. 'If a theology is distinguished from other the- 
ologies by its assumptions, methods of analysis, vocabulary and imagery, obligational theol- 
ogy is so distinguishable' (190). 

While the interest in the contingency of the created world and its basis in God's will was 
common to all four Dominicans, Strelley and Holcot are treated as representatives of obli- 
gational theology. (It may be in order to mention that Gelber has earlier argued for the 
hypothesis that Strelley is the author of the Centiloquium , previously and variously attrib- 
uted to Ockham and Holcot, and an anonymous Sentences commentary from Erfurt. Some 
further identifications of anonymous texts are discussed in the first part.) Gelber takes it for 
granted that the contingency oriented theology and its obligational variants owe their ori- 
gin to Duns Scotus. If this is true, as I believe it is, why was the influence so strong among 
Oxford Dominicans? Perhaps there is no historical data for answering this question. If the 
emergence of obligational theology is regarded as historically important, as Gelber does, a 
somewhat more systematic comparison between the obligational terminology in Domini- 
can authors and other theologians might have been illuminating. Gelber discussed the 
analysis of divine foreknowledge and future contingency as the paradigmatic case of 
Dominican obligational theology. Typical Franciscan contexts in which obligational analy- 
sis was applied also included the questions concerning the Trinity where the counterfactual 
assumptions were theologically impossible. Since these discussions do not figure in Gelber s 
account of the Dominican approach, why there is such a difference between Dominican 
and Franciscan obligations theology? 

The subject of chapter 5 ('Troubling Necessities') is the compatibility of divine fore- 
knowledge and genuine future contingency. Ockham, like Scotus, believed that future con- 
tingent propositions are true or false, that created wills are non-determined free causes and 
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that God knows future contingent things without their being atemporally present to him. 
While Scotus preferred to distinguish God s eternal knowledge and choice from the tempo- 
ral order sharply, Ockham thought that they may be treated as temporally past. Even 
though God s foreknowledge is past, its content is future, and the past truth of future con- 
tingent propositions does not fall under the necessity of the past. Future contingent propo- 
sitions which are unchangingly true can be false and can never have been true and God s 
foreknowledge other than it is. After a description of these positions, Gelber argues that 
Strelley and Holcot accepted the main part of Ockhams solution. She also analyses the 
early fourteenth-century use of the distinction between determinate and indeterminate 
truth and falsity. Ockham characterized all true propositions as determinately true because 
of their temporally immutable truth-value, but there were other suggestions as well. 

The background of this distinction can be described by Thomas Aquinas s summary of 
earlier approaches in his commentary on Aristotle's De interpretations. Assertorie proposi- 
tions are related to truth or falsity in the same way as their correlates are related to being or 
non-being. When future things are indeterminate with respect to being and non-being, the 
contradictory propositions about them must also be indeterminate with respect to truth 
and falsity. A future contingent proposition and its denial form a disjunction which is 
necessarily true and whose members are disjunctively true or false. The indeterminate truth 
or falsity of a member of the disjunction does not imply that it is true or that it is false. It 
is merely true-or-false. Because of the prospective indeterminateness of a sea-battle, the 
propositions pertaining to it must be true or false under disjunction, being related to 
either, not to this or that determinately {In Periherm. 1.15, 202-3). 

While many authors before and after Aquinas took this to be Aristotle's view in De 
interpretatione 9, they usually taught that it was not true in theology. The most notable 
exception was Peter Auriol, who accepted the criticism of the non-temporal presence of all 
times to God's eternal vision and argued that one could conclude from God's atemporal 
knowledge that future contingent propositions were true or false. Gelber deals with early 
Franciscan reactions to Auriol's position and the distinction between determinate and 
indeterminate truth. Even though Strelley and Holcot shared Ockhams analysis of the 
contingency of God's past knowledge of future contingents, they qualified the division of 
propositions into true or false. According to Strelley, an assertorie proposition is determi- 
nately true, determinately false, indeterminately true (about non-necessary future possi- 
bilities which will be actual) or indeterminately false (about future possibilities which 
will not be actual). Gelber calls this a four-valued propositional classification. There is no 
such thing as 'just truth'. It seems that this terminology which differs from the thirteenth- 
century idea of merely disjunctive truth or falsity is a result of providing the truth-values of 
propositions with particular properties of their truth-makers. This innovative chapter forms 
a historically and philosophically interesting centre for Gelber s book. The talk about the 
full four-fold matrix of the truth tables of propositions is somewhat misleading (239-41); 
the term 'truth-table' is not used in the same sense as in modern logic. 

Chapter 4 ('The Limits of Lying') deals with the idea of covenantal theology among 
Oxford Dominicans as the background to the question of whether God can tell people 
something and intend them to believe it even though it is false. In Auriol's analysis, taking 
the prophecies about future contingent things as true in an ordinary sense is a mistake, for 
they are meant to express something else (206-7; the description of Auriol's position on 
page 210, 'God can intend that his hearers believe pi and p is neither true nor false', should 
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apparently be qualified accordingly.) Auriols position was not accepted in Oxford, where 
the Scotist view that any prophecy could be false created problems regarding certainty with 
respect to revealed future contingent propositions. Strelley and Holcot argued that God 
could tell falsehoods and actually had done so according to the Bible, without having lied 
in the strict sense of the word. Belief in what was true would thus be not necessarily com- 
patible with salvation. 'Rather merit accrued to the viator for believing what God had told 
him to believe even though all the while the viator would know that what God had said 
could be otherwise. Faith meant that the believer must nevertheless adhere to God s word 
as true and "as if" it could not be otherwise' (221). lhe last rule expresses Holcot s concept 
of faith without epistemic certitude, a matter of commitment and intention. Gelber refers 
to the similarities of Holcot s formulations to the positio dependens obligations rules which 
deal with the internal norms of a disputation (195-8). While the explicit applications of 
obligational reasoning are not many in this chapter, there are lots of counterfactual exam- 
ples here and in chapter 7 which may be associated with obligations logic. Gelber assumes 
that underlining the epistemic uncertainty was perhaps meant to strengthen the role of 
learned theologians in the order (222). 

Chapter 7 ('Invincible Ignorance') continues the matter of certitude. After a discussion 
of Scotus's argument against scepticism, Gelber deals with the Dominican discussion of 
inductive knowledge and the possibility of divine intervention in the natural order, which 
in Holcot's view prevents absolute certainty about any causal effects. Holcot discusses vari- 
ous examples of an invincible ignorance in identifying objects, among them the Virgin 
Mary adoring the living Jesus in case the divine person has left him. She would err in so 
doing and yet in no way sin. In some analogous cases erring people are said to act meritori- 
ously (294-304). For Holcot, divine commands required to be followed as best one could 
even though one could not be absolutely sure whether one erred in trying to do so. 

Chapter 7 involves critical remarks on the modern scholarship on early fourteenth- 
century scepticism which has not sufficiently attended to the Dominican discussion of 
factual and counterfactual invincible ignorance. Chapter 8 ('God's Absolute and Ordained 
Power') also begins with a critical evaluation, this time of the studies on later medieval 
views of the distinction between absolute and ordained power. Gelber offers a painstaking 
analysis of how the Oxford Dominicans tried to chart the course between the Scylla of 
determinism (ordained power) and the Charybdis of chaotic indeterminacy (absolute 
power), each in different ways allowing God to suspend his current ordination. All four 
Dominicans are dealt with in this chapter. Hugh Lawton is previously discussed in chapter 5 
and 7, Crathorn's views, often somewhat different from those of the others, is chapters 6 
and 7, and Strelley and Holcot in all chapters. 

Gelber s pioneering work is a combination of palaeographical studies, historical scholar- 
ship and philosophical argumentation analysis. It is characterized by historical and philo- 
logical accuracy and great expertise in medieval intellectual history, lhe references to earlier 
research are comprehensive, and the critical discussions of various interpretations are often 
useful. In some places the author could have been a little more careful in using contempo- 
rary philosophical terminology, such as 'truth- table', 'possible worlds', 'multi-valued sys- 
tem', but this is a minor thing and not a sign of disturbing anachronism, lhe fascinating 
book offers an impressive insight into the conversational community of early fourteenth- 
century Dominicans at Oxford, both palaeographically and philosophically. It also poses 
various new research questions, some of which are mentioned above. One further example 
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is from the quotation on the last text page (360), where Holcot says that Aristotle dealt with 
the infinite and the vacuum and so understood them, thus understanding even what is 
impossible to be. What does Holcot mean by impossibility and understanding in this con- 
text? Many fourteenth-century authors were interested in evaluating Aristotelian impossi- 
bilities in the light of their new modal semantics. In dealing with ignorance, Gelber pays 
attention to the view of Strelley, Lawton and Crathorn that since there is no natural possi- 
bility to know that the substance of the bread on the altar is not present after the transub- 
stantiation, no one can be sure that God has not changed the underlying substances of 
other things as well (288). If the absence of the metaphysical substance of the bread does 
not cause any empirical changes in the bread, why assume that there are any substances? 
These questions were also discussed by other contemporary thinkers. 

University of Helsinki Simo Knuuttila 
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Review 

Guillelmi de Luxi Postilla super Baruch, Postilla super Ionam. Ed. Andrew T. Sulavik. Corpus 
Christianorum, continuatio mediaeualis 219. Turnhout: Brepols, 2006. 

One of the most important developments in thirteenth-century exegesis was the rise of the postil - 
lae. These were commentaries on the entire Bible that combined textual analysis with moral and 
doctrinal application. They established the literal sense as their basic hermeneutical principle, 
but this literal sense often incorporated the idea that much of the Biblical text should be regarded 
as metaphor. These Postillae reflected the scholastic practice of the medieval universities, with 
their Aristotelian emphasis on text division as a method of interpretation, and with their incor- 
poration of thematic quaestiones into the verse-by-verse commentaries. The greatest center of 
exegetical activity was probably the Dominican convent of Saint Jacques in Paris, where massive 
commentaries on the entire Bible were composed under the direction of Hugh of Saint Cher. 
While some of these scholastic postillato« (such as Peter of John Olivi, Nicholas of Lyra, and 
Hugh of Saint Cher) have been the subject of conferences and anthologies, much scholarship 
remains to be done on thirteenth-century exegesis, and many of the postillators' works still await 
critical editions. This makes the present edition, containing the postillae of William of Luxi on 
Baruch and Jonah, all the more welcome. 

Little is known about the life of William of Luxi (also Lis sey, or Lyssi; as Sulavik shows, 
William was probably from Lucey, in Burgundy), and most of what is known about him is 
wrong, as Sulavik shows in his introduction. The early modern biographers John Bale and Luke 
Wadding incorrectly thought him to be a Franciscan of English origin, but the work of more 
recent scholars such as Bartheélemy Hauréau and Jean Bataillon more correctly identify him as 
a French Dominican and regent master in Paris sometime between 1267 and 1275. He is known 
to be the author of various sermons, as well as postillae on Jeremiah, Lamentations, Baruch, and 
the Minor Prophets. This volume offers the editio princeps of Luxi s commentaries to Baruch 
(transmitted in six manuscripts), Jonah (one manuscript only), and Jeromes prologues to the 
books of Jeremiah, Lamentations (five manuscripts), and the Twelve Prophets (one manuscript). 
In addition, Sulavik presents the Biblical text of Baruch and Jonah, reconstructed from Luxi s 
commentary, collated with three thirteenth-century Bible manuscripts. 

There are not many extant medieval commentaries on the book of the Twelve Prophets. Even 
more unusual was Williams choice to comment on the book of Baruch. Until the thirteenth 
century, the canonicity of this book was still a matter of dispute. The main source for Luxi s com- 
mentary on Baruch, in addition to Hugh of Saint Cher's postilla , is the late twelfth-century gloss 
on Baruch by the anonymous Dean of Salisbury. William of Luxi s work is closely related to the 
postillae of William of Middleton (or Meliton), and he incorporated large sections of his material 
into his work. Sulavik compares the work of both Williams in parallel columns. Sulavik s edition 
of William of Luxi s Biblical text is of great interest for the history of the Vulgate text, while the 
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commentaries on the Biblical prologues are particularly interesting for the study of medieval 
hermeneutics. 

Sulavik's edition is a solid and amply documented piece of work, (lhe apparatus criticus , for 
instance, lists all individual readings of all manuscripts, excluding spelling divergences.) This 
makes it the more surprising that the editions ratio edendi , while dwelling at length on minor 
issues of spelling and punctuation, does not offer the reader any insight into the principles on 
which these editions are based. The editor states that the edition is based on the same principles 
as the Leonine edition of Thomas Aquinas' works, but that hardly answers questions such as: 
What manuscript was taken as the reference text for the collation? What principles guided the 
choice between the variant readings of the different manuscripts? The editor claims that the edi- 
tion only presents the "restored text", but what text is exacdy being "restored" here? Sulavik says 
that the text been has corrected for "grammatical incongruities, nonsensical readings, omis- 
sions," and so on, but what if the case is not as clear-cut? Why, for instance, is in p. 19, 1. 76, 
"Hie ostendit orandi modum, ubi primo antiquum beneficium reducit ad memoriam" (the read- 
ing in MSS P, Z and M) a better reading than "antiqua beneficia" (in MSS A, T, and N)? Or why 
is "radice caritatis" (in MSS P and Z) better than "caritatis radice" (in MSS A,T,M, and N) in 
p. 20, 1. 130, unless P and Z are used as the editions base text? We are not told in the ratio edendi. 
Sulavik explains that no single manuscript stands out as a clearly superior copy; they were copied 
close in time, with few steps between the textual witness and the archetype, which makes it 
difficult to establish a stemma. The individual readings, though numerous, are neither spectacu- 
lar nor often very significant. Even though Sulavik loosely divides the six manuscripts into three 
different groups, he admits that the readings on which these families are based seem hardly 
significant, and often the readings of certain "families" are attested in MSS of other families as 
well. This makes the edition necessarily selective, but it would be nice to have more insight into 
what guided the process of selection. 

Overall, however, the edition presents a readable and well punctuated text, with an ample 
apparatus that allows the reader to reconstruct the readings of the individual MSS, and trace 
editorial choices. All in all, this volume offers a wealth of material for those interested in the his- 
tory of thirteenth-century exegesis. 

Calvin College 
Grand Rapids , Michigan 

Frans van Liere 
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